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Foreword

4

HUMAN RIM'S ARE a never-ending concern for education and action.
In 1966. a resolution of th United Nations General Assembly formallye

proclaimed 1968 as Into rational Human Rights Year. President John-
son, in proclaiming 1968 as Human Rights Year in the United States,
declared, "We icaffirm our allegiance to tlie Universal Declaration. of
Human Rights and call upon all citizens and institutions to advance its
purposes to.the extent of their abilities. Recognizing that human rights
will continue to be a vital and continuing concern of education,,the
National Council for the Social Studies commissioned this publication,
A Guide to Human Rights Education, r_is odr hope that this Bulletin
will contribute to and provide guidance for the continuance of this
effort as a part of the regular social studies curriculum.

The authors itt\i-o_Re congratulated on their contribution to the
leaching of values. In a plurali ic society such as ottis, the'classroomstc,ft.

teacher -is constantly faced with p _Hems and pressures on how to treat
Values and which values to emphasize. Certainly, in this period of conflict,
we must approach squarely the issue of human rights.

, ,
What is fhe role of the classroom teacher in transmitting the x'aitiCS of

our society? .

I-low can this' best be accomplitshed?
What arc thevalues of a pluralistic society?

It is hoped that this guide will stimulate further research and experimen-
tation to aid classroom tepebers and curriculum builders.

The Council is indebted to Leslie Wood and Paul Hines, for the
....---

preparation of this timely BulletinOur special 'thanks go to Chief
Justice Earl Warren for the precise summary of the problem and actions
being taken by the legal profession in the introductory chapter.

RONALD 0. SMI'l IL President

National Council for the Social Studies
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'lire YEAR OF 1968 has been. declared _by the :President of the United
.

States and the Secretary General-of the _United Nations as humaillights_
year It is the feeling Of.theanthots- of this-bulletin that- hirmaniik in-
volv6-11asic ir-aluqOich can be-identified andsfuright within the ointext-
olthe citriententriculum_of the secondary and elementary- schools of the
United 5tates. TOward this eng,sertain -leaching suggestions are Made,
but each teacher is urged-to utilize hiS own--techniepret:toftrither the un-
derstanding of lintrawrights cencepts'en every grade levelAnd in every
subject"- area In this :day of degrees of atomic overkill,_it-is" -extremely
important that the 'edutation -profession contribute itS/stare to -man's

.

better. understanding of Man.
Human.tights and the struggle foi human rights have been preient as

long as rtian'hai recorded his own history: Basically, human rights in-._
volvethe relationship between man and his srety. Within this frame-
work *what' is'knOwn .as the social".centract; human rights specifically
define theduties, responsibilities, and right both the individual, and
society. Whilehumaniriglits_involve "right's," they also include the du-
ties and responsibilities of within his sciciety. Human rights havead-
vanced hither Where-rights have been guaranteed-legally in documents,
Many nations-of Men have contributed/to the overall *progress of human

Jr-
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rights._ Human rights isialso the stop- of man s- iuicreasi. Q -demand for
___

,ciilized life Whereby the dignity of each human -baig-;y iltliviOpectcd.

and protected.. Dignity, respect for the indiViduaVand'tlio-ificeeptance of

the right to -be different are.concepts-iiMilyed in the defipitionof hunian

tights., ArtiOnglights.fteciiiently; delineated are'fieeddritof _free-_

doily of -thou ght, fretdOm-of-Opinion,-etifillityhtfOre,thelaW,-;the,right to-
work, -andTthe4ight--ita aril_ adequate standard=_Of living. rill are corn

monly-consideted basic hwnan riglitS, In addition, It-is- each man's

right as to be judged-by. his o_ Wn Merits-tathet than .on'theliasis

of_bitth,,color, or religious etced.
=

HistotiCally,- the United-States hasteen a leader- in the struggle for the-

attainMent Of-full human rights: Bitch docuMents as the irginia Bill of
Rights,-the--beclarationOf_Inde'pendenc-e-,-the'COnstitiitiOn of the United

States-With-its Bill nf 'Rights; the--EnianeipationiProclamatiOn, ,the
14th, and 15th-,Aniendnients to the40-oriStitution-,._the_progresSive-legisla-

tion of- the,early 20t1i,-ceninty,. and Yranklin`-'itnosevel
evolution toward fullInniawrights.

In spite of- narked snecess, in the attainment of his -Own- individual

-rights, the lAited States citizen nthst _reinembet that -unless_ freedom

is granted to evert:inanit is only,ektended. privilege. ,

In the early_ daysOf the United Nations, the United States under-
oosev_elt, <:helped= develop the 'Universal

Declaration of Hurnaditights, Vnllowing-fliel_kOrean-Var, andr,the,Mc:_

- Carthy era, the United StateS-focuseit Oatthntions ow-inter-ha-1_16bl'

iri the struggle forilinman rights.- The: rulings-of the:-j.Inited:State_

Supreme Courtin;the- 1954-case5111M =versus. TOpeka,--which

mated Segregafion,in the public_ schoole; and the ensuing confrontation
-with Fecleial,istatc, antEloCal -Officials_ over the- decision .created a:situa-

-tion whereby .Aniericanleadership-cfaltered _in-the international struggle

for human -rights.
The- authors take the, position that while continuing our own search

foregnal rights in this country, the-United States -should again take-ac-

tive leadership in the. international stfuggle 'for"hiniiati rightSily signing

the conventions Which have:teen propr by the United'NationS. 9p-
ponents of these conventions sineetelyfeel that ratification by the United

States might be the first step_ toward=cventuatineddling:by the :lnited

Nations, in the United _Stats:clinneitic affairs ome lawyers have indi-

cated there arc points- nr'conflid betWeen these ptoposed conventions ,---

and theUnited'States Constitution.

p
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While the opponents of the conventions may bell-Rem in their- be-
lief, the authors believe lit is incoiweivablc that the United States should
-riot bea

:

leadet in the struggle for men attaining full human rights.. On

March 2 ; 1967, Arthur Goldberg; then ambassador to the" United Na-

_tions: plpaded for. American ratification of tilt 1-uman rights conVen-

Hons. H pointed out that the United States has frequently bCdn a party,
\

to human rights..conventions and cited such examples as" the convention
againstilayery 1.1-11C11 was ratified- wider Herbert _Hoover, and the con-
venItion"on the nationality-of women which was ratified under-Franklin
Roosevelt. Coupled- with the historic Precedent of _ratifying human

rights-conventions, is the fact That in law and in spirit _the United States
Throughout its history has professed to believe in the full attainment of

human rights by all mankind. .
In the preparation of this bulletin, numerous materials wereLexam-

ined an a number. Of them included in the annotated bibliokaphy.
Many were-surprisingly .similar in ideas and literary approach. A special

word of thanks is d.aeto Russel Broadhead w1(6. collected most of the

sources utilized. Dr. BrOadhead's Comments were most.yaluable but none

of the flaws in the style or contont of the book should be attributed to\
him. Q

r
While the authors, attempted to he objective in presenting the ma:

terial, a biased- position toward urging the ratification of the conventions
is evident. No apology is intended, but tilt reader should be an-ire of

the authors' concern that freedom be universal.
r
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Continuing Action
For Human Rights
By Chief Justice Earl_Warren*.

INTRODUCTION

WE HAVE .CONjE TOGETHER today to participate in attelebration of
Human Rights Yearwhich, was proelaiped by President Johnson. This
is also and primarily-Thic International Year for Human Rights, an
observance designated by the 'United Nations General Assembly to
commemorate the 20th An'niversary of the Universal Declaration of
Human Rights.

We are here not just to celebrate human rights but/also to advance.
them. To do t. t we must better understand them, we must constantly
seek to 'learn mo - about them and their impact on our world here
at home and abroad, and we must-,add. our voices to the growing
chorus of demand for the promotion of human rights in all aspects of
government policy It both the federal and local levels.'

It is significant that we do not meet here clandestinely nor chi we
meet under private auspices. Instead we meet in the most public of
places and we arc invited by our govtrnnient5Ve arc asked to learn
from one another and to give counsel..-We arc asked to 'discuss "con-
tinuing action for human rights." That is\an .appropriate title for a

* This address by Chief Justice Earl Warren was given at an invitational conference
convened by the President's Cdnimission for the ObsZ)vance of Human Rights Yea
1968 that was held in Washington, D. C., on December 4, 1968. We are indebted
fo the President'g Commission for permission 'to print this address.

1
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conference at the end of this administration--an administration which

has -probably done more than any other for human rights. Now it will

be up to us to begin the planning for the years to comefor the
many unsolved or partially met problems, for the problems that we
only barely see on the horizon as threats in the future, and for the
ways iii.which we must organize to meet thos6 probleins.

I scill-not attempt to give you guidance in (these matters, but I

-wan to recall a few salient facts abOut human rights in the United
ates and in the world. In,particular I want. to speak about matters

which arc universal, matters which are not confined by the boundaries

of out,country.
lift was sheer accident that the 20th Anniversary of the Universal

Declaration should fall in the..same year as the 100th anniversary of

the proclamation of the 14t1r Amendment to the United'States Consti-

tution. It is, however, well to remember that both of these documents

arc founded. in the same principlea principle which in this country
was written into our Declaration of Independence "annen arc cre-
ated equal and are endowed with certain 'unalienable! rights." The
Declaration of Independence was not law, but time Mtn Amendment,

which prOyides that no state shall -make or enfora atly law denying

to citizens'of the United States the equal protection of the law, is the

keystone of our Constitutional guaranties. -

It took 90, ye3rs to have the pledge of equality state4 in:the Declara-

tion of Independence written into law. And it took /another 90 years

to redeem that pledge by striking down the invidionis doctrine of sep-

arate but .equal That decision in the Brown Cash was followed by

numerous other- decisions. and laws which loosed', the bonds of in-

justice. And no in ,a most recent decision the COurt has upheld the

hand of Congress in its effort to destroy all "badges".of slavery. .

In 1945 the allied powers of the Second World Warknown then
1

as the United Nationstook the :first steps in laying the foundations
for a, better world order. They adopted the ,Charter of the United
Nations in the preamble to which it is stated that they reaffirm their

faith "in the r:ual rights of men and women," and they' further
stated as a purpose of the organization to promote and encourage re-
spect fob human rights for all without distinction as to race, sex, lan-

guage, or religion. Three years later in the UniversalDeclaration of
Human Rights these same countries again affirmed ftreit belief in

.human rights as a way of life for all men in the statement of that
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very simple .prin-ciple, human beings arc born free and equal in
dignity and rights:" At the same time "they declared that :'recognition
of the . . . equal =and inalienable -rights of all . . . is the foundation of
freedom, justice and peace in the world!

It was a testament to file-inherent wordrof' man that those United
\-

Nations .had 'joined together -to uproot totalitarianism And icstore
erty. And when they joined in the solemn compact of the Charter of
the United Nations and affirmed their faith in, human- rights, they
founded their new order on the principle of the equality of men.

Our country was once torn lip* by the failure of men lo,believe and
to practice the principle of equality, and in recent years the fabric of
our society c kgre yerilousl close to the tearing point because of a

N failure to I prin e potential for strife is great when
some men, vill not < witl others as equals worthy of dignity and
respec tand fairness. That itcntial for strife is latent in the world as

= a whole and .dictates that 'e in particular as the strongest of coun-
tries deal with others on a basis of respect, mutual understanding,
and compassion for their earth ft:4- meaningful equality in all of the
pursuits of maneconomic, cultural, anepolitical. At the same time
we must offer * worthy 'example by solving our own problems of
inter-personal relations, and demonstrating the potential strength of a
multi-racial society in which common, bonds of humanity transcend
-all other narrow or parochW considerations.

Equality, then,- is and will be the main themq of all our efforts both
at home and abroad; but at the same timc that I've fight for equality,
we must make it worth having. We could lie equal and all be slaves
as well as equal and free men/Therefore, we need, In% good laws, \

we need institutions, well conceived and founded, and we need men
of conviction and decency who/ win give -these things meaning.

The foundations of a law of human rights for all mankind arc tl'
UN Charter obligation to promoteand protect human rights and the
standards proclaimed in the Universal Dedifation of Human Rights.
This Declaration has already had a real impact on countries around
the world. In speaking of the -Universal Declaration Secretary General
U Thant said recently:

"It may safely be said . . . that the Declaration has guided and in-
, spired many statesmen and legislators. It has- undoubtedly also helped

the men, women ori'd children for whom it had been proclaimed.
_Those who suffered fr in inequities, from prejudices, from humilia-

4
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Lions, from fear and insecurity found in it ak5tification .fdf, their.com-
plaints and proteits and additional grounds 'kir their claims for re-

, *dress." , . i .

_ Similarly Roy. =Wilkins said at the hiterniticnial Conference on
Human Rights .held at Tehran this-year that "The -"visipm=of ,the/Uni-
versal 'Declaration and our association in the -Uniteil -Nations', sys-
tem have hem helpful in expanding our. sights:', I belipve "that it is
true that the Universal Declaration, has. enlarged our. viskn, At I be:
lieve even more firmly that it has Qqly barely begunib,play its role,

--$ in the development of :a uniersal society. It has a major role to play:7,

, (1-
45otb.here among us and abrOad 'in the many countrie- which are con- .
tending with .siddiar and even the same, probl 5 which We have
faced bwrit,14eiasthundrid years. . / **1 .3

.., -

The Unixersal -Declaration. was also the stalling oint for a very sig-
nifiFant attempt to develop a law of 'human igh to which countries
could pledge theinselyes. The purpose of this % to 'withdraw.- the
citizen to some extentin the most fundamental as ects ofThis rela-

.

tionship to his governmentfrom the -potentially, arbitrary actions
- ,

r-lf his government', As a result it was- thotight2ifankind .woulfl be
eneftted and glyernments would be deterredfrom despotic tenden--

cies. The 3ultimate hope was that the individual countries, would. de-
velop stable, democratic -governments which 'would ,be mutually re-
specting, and inclined to deal with international problems in a man-
ner reflecting their internal IaWful nature. . -.

liow far then have we come in developint this iritemational law of
human rights? Over 20 major human rights conventions have been

-,:-

adopted by the United Nations, the International LabOr Organization,
and UNESCO. A few of thou are in force- among the parties which,
have acceded to them. Unfortunately the United States is a party to

-only two of them and this status has been reached only in the last
year. We arc still not a party tti,, such major conventions as the Con-
vention on the Abolition of Forced Labor, the Convention on the
Political. Rights of Women, the Convention on the Prevention and
Punishment of the Crime of Genocide, and the Convention *on the

..._ .t.
Elimination on all Forms of RacIal Discrimination. Nor have we as
yet even signed, no lesS ratified,* the two Covenants on Civil and Po-
litical Rights, and' Economic, Sooiar and Cultural- Rights which grow
directly out of the Universal Declaration.
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We are a -nation of minorities+minorities whiCh aye confrOted
major problemof war and peace, and-self-government .as a majority.
The majority respects our pluralistic naturewe-have even -made of
our heterogeneous origins- a national strength and a point of -national
pride., We feel a natural sympathy and understanding dor opprese'd
groups; we seek to prcseryCelements of, our ,varied Cultural' beritagb
and weave them into our national 'fabric. Nevertheless, ,wc have

.

failed ourselves in not ratifying Wt. conventions which were drafted
as ah expression of man's readiness to 'recognize the special. -protec-
tion which the minority deierves and needs. We "as a nation should
have been the first to ratify the Genocide Convention and the Race
Discrimination Convention.. Instead we may well be near the Mit to
ratify the Genocide Convention which has about 80 parties to.-it already,
and the Ri-ce Discrimination Convention will probably enter into
forcewithout the '.1ilifed Sthtes haying made:any serious mow to ac-

,cede to it.
This sad record and the responsibility for it lies squarely with

those who have a parochial outlook on our xorld problems. They
have failed to measure the climate of change h the world. They have
failed to recogni7A that men and their institutions do not stand still
in the face of gret changes: We are not so uncertain of ourselves
and our future that we cannot make our institutions conform to our
needs as a progressiv4eople.

Now let us turn to the question of international institutions. Law is
as effective as the willingness of people to obey it. That willingrass
does not always spring spontaneously -from the breast of man, neither
is it a necessary nor an immutable clement of government. Law is a
set of standards 'backed by -authority 'which induces compliance. And
whether that authority is the police power or solely the weight of
public opinionwhat counts will be compliance.

Ordinarily the majority of people and especially moraror corporate
entitiesgroups of people, corporations, international ,associations;
and even stateswill respond to moral pressure,, to publicity, to sanc-
tions that do nit even involve the threat of force. Whereas at the
national level we can hardly conceive of a useful' criminal code or
meaningful civil statutes Without courts and police power ,to back them -ar

upat the .international level we must envision, at least initially,

more sophisticated institutions. -
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On the international level the "United Nations haS\ pursued two
courses of action. On the one hand it has gradually developed means
for the promotion 9f hunian rights through programs of information,

I, research, and technical assistance. On the other hand it has, sought,
but only with modest success, to develop means of protecting human
rights' throughthe promulgation of conventions, the use of periodic

. -`'3*,--.. .
and other reports, .and most recently a modest beginning haS been
made in the introdiktion and discussion of actual complaints of spe-
cific violations of hnnidivrights:

Of course these two' ines of action tend to overlap substantially j

and one should not Minimize the UN's:Ipany programs which sup- \ '
-port, human rights obtectives, such as humanitarian and .development

(
assistance, its actions in the area of peaczkeeping, and the major
contribution made by its far-reaching work in the field of international
administration. Despite the excellent Tecord whin the UN has made
in the field .of human rights, it Is a boniulleSs area..3vIiich demands
constant action. _It :must be _strengthened. Its programs require sub-
stantial enlargement.. And to this end we shall have to frame a'
broader policy of support for the TARO Nations in this area. A part
of that policy will have to include well conceived initiatives in the

... area implementation of human= rights,7-machinery to hear and re-
,- view a d report on violations- of:lumcn rights and to provide the

necessary counseling or assistance to solve those problems.
What we will need`first is listening devices, seismographs of grave

social illsilils which are sending their first shock .waves through
the conscience of mankind or/ which are cracking the boundaries of..,
states and beginning oshift nations against. each otil.ryl into the
chasm of conflict we have faced perioclkally.in this century. For this
reasonif miflo correct individual wrongs of which there are many'
the world needs workable machinery at the interhational level which
can. survey the state of human 11 Its in the world and receive com-
plaints of 'gross violations. Where 1 eccssary it must be able to reach ..

Out and leath about situations that re threatening human rights. In
this way_ tendencies dangerous to : rge groups of people, to na-

tions, or even to the peace of the w Tld may be spotted early and
moved toward some form of correctiml, conciliation, of amelioration.

The United Nations has already .(taken the lead in developing

such machinery--it has grown almos organically out of the human

/ / --

zr
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rights provisions of the Charterwhich provide that the "IN shall
Irornote and proteet human rights and make recommendations for
that purpose. Ai:the same time- development of this machinery has

been plagued' by the taint Of politics =the suspicion that complaints
brought or4Ccusations- made 'arc meant to embarrass or to secure
some small political advantage. ThiS will probably alWays -remain a
problem no matter how skillfully we devise the organs of review,

,deliberation, and report toileal_with human- rights violations. But let

us always remember that .we are an open and free society and as
such we-thrive on freedom of informationwe accept criticism, 'analy-

Hsand debate as our very life 'Mood_ We\can accept such moderate

outside concern -with Our- affairs and hope to benefit from it., At the

same time we will help others achieve aPacce tancc of self-examination--

healthful in the development of free democra societies.

There are many threats Jo our security ai d integrity as a nation,

and as a people. But let us not .forget the threat _which may be
the gravest of all---:gravest of all because it threatens us as moral,

not Mortal, but moral beings and that is the, threat Of ourselves
the threat that we may cease to be an outward going, freedom loving,

and tolerant people. The threat that we may destroy our own demo-

cratic institutions through malice or inadvertence: And to safeguard

against this possibility we must be ready to accept a check on our-

selves which is not' at the same time subject to the corruption which ,

could affect our institutions. In accepting this very limited degree of

supra-nationality we would do so in the confidende that others would

be prepared to join us in the interest of 'maintaining those demo- s

cratic institutions which.alone offer a true-=hope of peace.

As. I have already said neither law no? institution jhe long
fun the true protectors of man man is the protector of man. Man

writes his own laws and- builds his own institutions. They are only as

good as the men who create them and will last only as long as men

will have confidence in them and support tb'em. Therefore, at' the
heart Of the probleni of the human condition is man andbis attitudes.

In this task of affecting attitudbsof making men willing to respect

law and to respect the rights of otherswe have a major role to 'play.

We can achieve4rnore by individual action and through private or.'
ganizations than all the courts in the world. By the time a matter
comes to court it means usually that something has gone wrong with

A
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our willingness to meet each other as individuals, or with our sense
of fairness, or with our respect for the other person's rights,--and
perhaps something has ,even gone wrong with our society. Therefore,
it is important that we assure that there will be more counseling of i-

thoSe who may suffer-from injustice, more assistance to the indigent,
greater efforts in'tducation, An increase in informational' programs,
in sum greater efforts to effect huinaP rightsto make them real in
our communities.

As a part of this work I would *urge that we rely on the authority
1,

of the Universal Declaration and that we consider the usefulness of
placing the urgency of achieving respect-for human rights_in the total]
-framework of peace,peace in the community -and peace in the;'
.world. Itfg, specious to talk about peace unless we have ,peace
home MIA that means compliance, with just laws.-The objective of 111
our institutjons should lie to bring about compliance 'and respect for
law throGgli understanding and -not just the exercise of police power,-
This is, of course, crucial in the understanding of the United Na-
tions and of universal human rights.

It has been my privilege to participate for several years- in an im-
portant movement to promote understanding among peoples and na-
tions. Many of you will recognize the Center for World /Peace
through the Rule of Law which brings 'togellier lawyers.Andl judges
from all over the world in an effort to understand and imPlenient.the
rule of lawrin,shaping a peacefal world. 'This is one of sevqA1-niajor
efforts which has joined men of good will in support of such Critical
concerns as respect for human rights.

At a meeting of jurists from around the world on Rule of Law Day,
September 16, 1968; spons-ored by the Center, a resolution Was in-
troduced which I believed kfered one useful suggestion for continuing
action in human rights. -It requested that jurists around the world
sponsor national units to increase information and understanding and
awareness of ,the human rights conventions: This would constitute a
useful and important first step in dealing, a, greater acceplAnce of
the conventions and of the whole concept of human rights.

And so in this -20th year of the -Universal Declaration of Human
Rights, we who have aligned ourselves with the movement for human
rights have much to be thankful for,, The movement toward that end
is substantial; it is worldwide;. and it pis to beirCIP on very continent
of the earth. So today we reassert our'belid that human rights must
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be a matter of our continuing concern and we pledge our efforts to-
ward the fulfillment- or-the prom* of the Universal Declaration of
Human Rights, the principles of which are basic to justice and
peace.

nw
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MiIeM nes in the
History of Human
Rigt4(

CHAPTER

TT rsvc r-POSSIDLIf: to examine every step man has taken along the path

to gre ter respect for indiNiqual human rights. The principles o human

rights are oll and the slow progress in achieving these human rights, is .
evid fr:Complete success in the attainment of human rights for all men

_____is-aetruallY;one-person away -trim success. While an oversimplification,
th idea that each than must convince himself to respect the rights of
his fellow man is the focus of human rights achievement. One must be-

/come his brother's keeper yet allomhis_brother the privilege of being dif-

/ ferent from him if he so desires._For your contribution toward universal
attainment of human rights each must convince himself of the validity of

these principles which have so. freque-ntly been reinforced and reempha-
sized by mankind. .. '

While this treatment 6f theliisioOtof human rights is by necessity
brief, a number of significant milestones are identified; Others are, of
course, not discussed. The long path to the current status of human
rights started when- early men began associating with each other in or-
ganized groups or tribes. But for better illustration, Man's progress
shall be initially:identified with one cif, the many early legal Codes of 'the
ancient Nvor1c140 sni3b, early document's- rs,_,Jjammurabi's Code, 'the- con-

cepts of law, and justice iveie estAlisheld. While the code-of Hammurabi
-would not seem particularly humane today, for the period of 1700 B.G.
it was very enlightened. The words from the code ". . . that the strong -f

P41.
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might not oppfess the weak and that they should give justice ,to the -

orphan and The Widow . representative of concepts which were

to dire t man's*struggle for.liuman rights until the present day. Around

the cow_ pts of law and justice:which may be identified, in thezHam-

murabi de, the story Of?the-simggle for human rights,hegins.qjhe
strengthe ng of these basic ideas and the _increased understanding of

their role and man's responsibility to provide law and justiceiT the story

of human rights.'
. Whle these ancient codes had considerable merit for their time,7pun-

ishment 'was harsh and the-human quality too -often omitted. In most
areas, only -the privileged classes of men came 'Alder the law. The coml

mon/ man"-s-role in the legal proeess was considered on a secondary basis

. The emphasis on man in the, human rights story is introduced by two

Naplesthe Greeks and the Hebrews. The ancient bred, best repre-
-sented in the Atheniairculture, gave a new and dynamic portiait of the

role of the individual man in the scheme Of life..Not glori-

fied- to- an- extent unparalfeledein ancient history, but also the Athenians
--give-new meanings to the concept which has become known as ,democ-

racy. The respect for man's place in the universe as well as the -system

of government which developed from this overall respect for illan=t-
demociacyare significant milestones in man's search for human dig-
nity. The words-of Pericles, "Our form of government is called a democ-

-raerbeeause it is placed in the hands not of the few, but of the many,"
indicate the pattern which must be involved in the government and in
the struggle for universal human rights.

With the first major signs of democracy developing in the ancient
a primary vehicle for ultimate success in achieving human rights

was present. Although- technically Athenian democrady failed to cjmeet

the standards of modern day_deniocraey, the principles which were to in-

fluence and make pOssibleigrderly change were present.
Several centuries follownig the_ golden age of Athens, another infu-

sion of_ rinciples which were to alter the further course of human rights
emerged in the Western world. These prineipleS -emerged from the re-
ligious hilosophy of the Hebrews and the Christian sect Which devel-
oped from judaikm. But again, it was the-Greeks who played a dom-

inant role-athe plqpagandii`in of these principles by helping to spread

the teachings which are known as ude6hristian Code and ulti-
mately Christianity. "God is love:' and the verse which perhaps best

r
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sums up human rights, "Love thy neighbor as thyself," Were the core of
`the religion' which has influenced all mankind .3

Other parts of the Meditefrancin world were also Involved in
strengthening -human rights primarily by emphasizing the concepts of
law, justice, and responsibility. By 450 B.C., the Roman Republiohal
established the Law -of- the-Theive Tables Which guaranteed all, citizens
rights and duties. While at_ the time- viewed as a niajoriehievement for
the plebian class, the Law of-the Twelve Tables was an important' factor

Tillie foundations of the legal system Which was to influence Western'
thought. The spirit of the Law of the Twelve Tables may be examined .
in the following excerpt.: .

If a man call anOtherlo w,Lhe must gO.,If he go not, they-Shall wit-
ness it then he be seized .. . If they settle the matter out Of court,. -

let it'be announced . . . If thevsettle not, the -shall ahue the casein th-e
assembly or in the forum .before midday; then they shall plead and
piton, 'both being present._ . tle who needs a witness shall within
-three clays go to his hOuse and-notify him . . When ,a contract or
transfer is Made, what the tongue hats pronOtinced, the law shall en-
force..

This written' law was the beginning of the Roman system-of juris-
prudence- Which has served as. a basis for modern law.' Significant
human rights progress occurred -when the protection of the law and jus-
tice wasmade available to the individual.

While the focus of the chapter was and is on linman frights progress
which occurred in the Western world, progress was.heing made in other
geographic areas. In-- Indian Asoka (262-237 -B.C.): after accepting
Buddhism rejected violence and asked his subjects to be compassionate
toward all living things. Althouglj,a- tyrannical king...in Ins early reign',
once he accepted Buddhism,-he-forgave his 'former enemies, -pardoned_
many, and even give up his favorite pastime of hunting. l~ven today.
Asoka's edicts urging the following .ofthe compassionate law_A Buddha
may be found on pillars, some of which rise as high as.50`feet.5

In China the human rights concepts were expressedb!kthe Confucian
torm jen. len is the sympathy-which all 'then feel'toward men. Through
jen one could share the *lints and Common humanity of all men.

While Asia, and Africa through its tribal democracies, made coniri-
beurtiosns to the total human rights story, the focus' of thiychalitei com.

the historical documents and movements whfai.-111Te influenced
Western thOught and which usually are coti)-itered the cornerstones for 1
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human rights. It is not through a sense of Western superitritY but with

a desire for:focCis brief surliat forces a shift from the pillars.
of Asa& to the eastern part of the Munn Empile and Constantinople.

It was nearly a thousand years from the earlier mentioned Law of the

Twelve Tables until 530 A.D. when the Emperor Justinian had the

basic principles of Roman law codified and published in u textbook

Called The Institutes. Elaborating not only onbastablished Roman-con-
cepts of law and order, Justinian hinted of ideas and concepts that would

emerge a thousand years later. Examine the Declaration of Independ

once and compare it with the following quotation from Justinian's In-
stitutes. "The Laws- of nature which arc observed by all nations alike,

are established, as it were, by divine providence remain ever fixed and

unchangeable. But die civil laws of each individuars state are subject to

frequent change, either by the solid consent of the people, or a later en-

actment of another Law.Lliere_ fs-one of the earliest statements which

analyzes the change process which must be provided for within society.

Worn Justinian's Code, one is able to examine many of the Roman

ideals of justice and freedom .° -

The collapse of the Roman Empiie in the West was followed by a pe

riod of chaos and confusioj -resulting in disregard and neglect of Roman

law. This period of chaos slowed the attainment of further human rights,

, yet the earlier principles remained although sonietimes dormant until the

Christian Church ultimately emerged as the dominant institution of so-

ciety. At first the Church showed promise in leading society to accept -

.4, ance of inereased,human rigE:%,..The Truce of 14d and The Peace of

God were positive steps which ultimately,might !lave given man the op-

portunity to live in a society free o(war and devastation. The Truce -of

God prohibited, fighting from Vespers on Wednesday to sunrise on Mon-

day and also during the hol:,:lay periods from Christmast,to Epiphany

and through much of the spring, late summer, and early fall. The Peace

of God brought the wrath of the Church against who violated tbc

places of worship, robbed the poor, or injured the clergy. Ultimately the

protection given4he clergy was extended to the merchant class. Botthde-

ercelieldossibility of success. The Church, however, chose not
to continue this approach to war. With- the calling for the Crusades end

the adoption of the concept of the War, the Church led man into

the concept of waT as a religious'obligation. While we realistically live in

a society plagued by wars and violence, it is interesting to speculate on
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the course human history would have taken had Christianity not ac-
cepted the principle of the holy and eventually the just war?

The institutions of The Truce of God and Peace of God were all part
of what is known as the feudal system. While feudalism cannot be con-
sidered a significant movement in the direction for human rights, feudal-
ism was based on the concept of the feudal contract. Each party to the
feudal co tract had duties, responsibilities; and certain rights. As the
Middle AO progressed, more stability in society created an atmosphere
of greater concern for the basic rights of.man. It was in this rather cha-
otic feudal period that a new step in the struggle for human rights vas
taken when the concept of a contract between the government and the
governed led fo a reccgnition of rights and responsibilities by mutual
consent.

The most famous document in human rights to emerge from the pc-
riod of the Middle Agcs Was the Magna Carta. While the Magna Carta
was written to guarantee the rights of the English barons, the clergy, amid
a feW freeholders, ultimately all Englishmen gained the-legal rights listed
in this document. The importance of the document Was not in its origi-
na/ purpose but in WC later interpretations. The rinciples that the law
was above the king and that the king maybe force I to obey the law were
to influence the remainder of man's .histoty18 'The following excerpt
from the Magna Carta suggests the increased r cognition of human
rights that was dot:eloping:

We [the king] have also granted to .all free anti of our kingdom . .

all the underwritten liberties, to be had and 'hel by them and their
heirs . . forever . . . No scrutage or aid [unusu taxes] shall be im-
posed in our kingdom . . The city of London shal have all its ancient
liberties and free customs, as well by land as by water . . . All other
cities, boroughs, carrons, and ports shall have. all their free customs . . .

No free man shall be taken or imprisoned or dispossessed or banished
or in any way destroyed . . except by the lawful judgment of his peers
or by the law of the land. To no one will we sell, to no one will we re-
fuse or delay right of justice , . . --

No other significant document concerning human rights evolved for
several cen...uries. While there was a lull between the signing of the
Magna Carta and. the emergence of other primary documents dealing
with man's struggle for human rights, other factors changed the structure
of society signifi itly to where further success in human rights could
be aelliev umanism reintroduced the earlier Greek concept' of the
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role of man in society. No longer did scholars have to examine medi-

eval translations of the famous writers of 'ancient Greece, but were able

to read the works of ,Plato, Aristotle, and Thucydides in the original
language. The examination Of these earlier ideas plus the im,Aroving

economic situation contributed to the atmosphere:of The Renaissance.

This spirit is summed up by Leon Dattista Alberti, a contemporary of

the time, who declared "men can do all things if they will." ,

Another factor which strongly influenced society was the emergence

of the strong nation state. Even though the forces of nationalism were

gaining acceptance, the king found it necessary to secure a- strong ally

against the baron who had achieved great power during the feudal pe-
riod. He needed both financial support and.levies of troops. In sev-

eral countries and especially in England an unwritten alliance between

the king and the merchant class was formed. In drawing support from

this class, the king was forced to make compensations which improved

the merchant's place in the structure of society. Although gaining fiscal

support through such institutions as Parliament, the king was never able

to gain the financial independence he desired. In Britain, at least, the
Parliament utilized this economic dependence as a wedge to limit the

political power gained by the king in his confrontation with the noble-

man. Through the technique of fiscal control they were able to continue

the unwritten alliance between the king and the emerging middle class

into modern times.
During this same historical time period, the Reformation changed the

religious face of Europe. No longer did all men profess to worship at

the Universal church. Even though the Reformation movement can be

interpreted to imply a min should be allowed to worship God as he saw

personally;- fit,1° there was little indication that most Protestants or

`Catholics were tolerant of any man who desired to worship God in his

own way. The religious wars in France, England, and the Thirty Years

War welt not periods of great progress in human rights, but finally the

concept of religious tolerance and religious freedom emerged, although

it would take centuries before the concepts were accepted by the vast

majority of men."
Following .the Reformation and the emerging nation-state concept

with its emphasis on nationalism, came increased demands that the
government be responsible to the people which it governs. The idea that

the king was not above the law was found in the Magna'Carta but this

concept was expanded to include a governing responsibility. The de-
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mand was- stated in The Abjuration Act of 1581 when the Dutch
patriots declared their independence fromPhilip II of Spain.

God did not create the people slaves to their princes, to obey his
commands whether right or wrong, but rather the prince for the sake of
the subjects . . . to. govern them fairly . and when he oppresses them.
seeking . . . to break down their ancient customs and privileges . . . then
lie'is no longer a prince but a tyrant, and the subjects are to consider
no other view.

While not a well -known revolutionary document, the Dutch presented
many of the principles which Thomas Jefferson used so effectively
.-.zarly 200 years later. This concept of responsibility of the government
to the people was also expressed by the British a century after the
Dutch in 1689. Parliament summed up human rights which had been es-
tablished in England since the Magna Carta'in 1215. The examination
of an excerpt from this document, which is located in the document

_section, will show a marked similarity between these 'guaranteed rights
and the principles which later appeared in the United States Constitu-
tion and Bill of Rights. In the English Bill of Rights, Parliament es-

. tablished its control over the government thus limiting future illegal
pressures on its citizens. Britain had taken a significant step toward
representative democracy.

The significance of the Dutch Act of Abjuration, the English Bill of
Rights, and other human rights concepts of the times, were not lost upon
;the colonists of North America. The political theories of these docu-
mats' `were taken and given renewed emphasis during and after the
American Revolutionary War. With the Declaration of Independence,
man officially entered the age of revolution.

We hold these truths to be self-evident that all men are cieated`
equal, and they are endow. cd by their creator with certain unalienable
rights, that among these are life, liberty, and the pursuit of happiness.
That to secure these rights governments are instituted among men, de- I

riving their just powers from the consent of the governed. That when-
ever any form of government becomes destructive of these ends, it is the -I-
right of the people to alter or abolish it mid to institute a new govern-
ment....

Following the Declaration of Independence, the American Revolu-
tionary War, and the Tway of Kris, the leaders of the new Republic
provided fbr the protection of individual rights for its citizens:711e Con-.
stitution.of the United States and the Bill of Rights represented new
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Negro

milestones h man's search,for freedom. In, spite of the obvious prog-

ress, even these enlightened documents only guaranteed rights" to part

of the population. Neg slaves, Indians, women,: indentured servants;

and some religious grOups were not granted full citizenship under

United States law. Human rights in the United States as well as in other

parts of the world would require continuing efforts.

The success of the American Revolution was not ignored by the rest

of the 'world. -The Fiench, the Spanish provinces of Latin America,

and ultimately the British, all embarked uPon the different pathS of-1

revolution. The British were able lo,achieve change through the politiol

process although in many other areas -of the world, the human rights
struggle unfortunately tended to be coupled with violence.

"Liberty consists of the freedoni to do anything which injures no-

one else; heifct those wh:';11 assure to the other members of society the

same rights. These limits can only be dttermined by law. . ." With these

words, the French in 1789 presented, in the Declaration of the-Rights

of .Man; a definition of the word liberty. While the French Revolution

was torn with violence which ultimately plunged all the cOntinefit 'into

the throes of a massive European war, the major intent was the Stab-

lishment of/human rights for all French citizens regardless of birth

status. The/rights listed in the Declaration of The Right_of.Man were
spread ;and/ eventually legalized in the law of many countries beside

France.12
in spite Of'high,sdundMg declarations, in French, British, and United

States documents, the ugliest Violation of human dignity continued un-

checkedthe practice of slavery. Never perhaps does man sink to lower

depths than when he enslaves another man to exploit him for personal

gain. The evil had existed for centuries, but huinan rights had fi-

nally evolved to the point where slavery could no longer' be tolerated.

In 1833, 'Parliament, through the efforts of William WilberfOrce and

other British reformers, passed an act-which freed over 700,000 slaves

in the British West Indies. While the British ultimately abolished slay-

cry without internal strife, the evil was far more difficult to eliminate in

the United States. It required a long' four-year war filled with -death and

sorrow before the practice was ended.'3 And though the war legally

eliminated slavery, the racial prejudice which accompanied it iemained

to plague succeeding generations with its '.1ced of suspicion and fear.

Although slavery is still practiced in parts of the world during the 20th

,42
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century, society will never again accept the theory that man has the
right to enslave another for his personal use,

The 19th century with it consolidation of various revolutionary and
reform movements may be considered a .period of great progress for
human rights, but the 20th century with its increased reliance on middle
class man for .leadership, promises to bring even greter. .achievement.
Traditionally, man has attained leadership on the basis of birthright.
NOw throughout the world, men who have attained status by achieve-
ment rather than by heredity are coming to political leadership. In Eng-

the democratic process_ was furthered by the 1911 Act which in-
creased the power of the House of Commons and lessened the in-
fluence of the House of Lords.

In the United States, the. period from 1896 to 1914 was the era of

the triumph of the progressives. Numerous refordis were established`
creating better government and improving the status of the individual.

With the 19th Amendment, women in the United States received the
right to vote. In other countries of the world women have received the
rights of citizenship and now finally are playing more significant roles in
the political development of mankind.

In Africa and Asia, the 20th century has been the age of rising ex-
pect'ations. The imperialism and alonialization of the 19th century no
longer was acceptable. In spite of religious philosophies which. tradi-
tionally have urged man to accept his current place in.society in hope of
a future reward, he began to expect better standards of living."
Throughout the underdeveloped areas of the world, man has begun to-
feel that conditions would be better for their children. This philosophy

has given Africa and Asia the impetus to play a far more vital role in

the mainstream of history during_ the 20th century than it has in the past.
The 20th century has been the age of revolutions in China and Rus-

sia. And while authorities disagree on the -Ultimate achievethents of

these revolutions, all the revolutionary movements were. devised to bet-

terter the conditions of men within those countries. ireetions these

revolutions take in the years ahead may well determine if man eon
tinues to progress in the struggle for hunian rights or must undergo the

horrors of atomic war.
World War H 'brought a serious challenge to the individual rights of

man. Nazism and Fascism threatened to destroy air that man had ac-

cumulated in centuries of progress. Millions died and atrocities occurred
by the hundreds of thousands before peace came. Unparalleled devasta-
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tion and stark demonstrations of atrocities brought man to the- point
where lid was ready to take giant strides toward the establishment di--
universal human rights. The principles of this new world -wide philoso-
phy arc best cited, in the Cli'arter of the United Nations which was
signed in 1945. The purposes arc:

To maintain ,international peace and security . . to take effective
collective' Measures for the prevention and removal of threats to the
peace, and, for .the suppression of acts of aggression . . and to bring
about by peaceful wank. . . settlement of international disputes ...

To develop, _friendly relations among nations based on respect for
the principle of equal rights anti self-determination of peoples ...

To achieve international cooperation in solving 7 . problems of air
economic, social, cultural, or humanitarian character, and in . en-

couraging respect for human, rig-hfs and for fundamental freedoms for
all without distinction as to race, sex, language, or religion.

To beta center for harmonizing the actions of nations in the attain=
nient of these common ends ,

The following chapters of tbiS book will deal. with man's continuing
struggle for human rights through the agencies of the United Nations.
In spite of continued success in achievement of universal human= rights
since 1945, serious problems ,remain- for_ man to face. In the United
States, there are still elements of racism as the President's Commission
on Riots has reported. Other countries have similar problems. In South
Africa, the problem of Apartheid remains with little apparent progress
toward solution. rn China, the leadership is preaching world revolu-
tion and violence. The recent U.S.S.R. takeover of 'Czechoslovakia
shows that Communism has not become a docile middle class move-
ment whiCh isin agreement with the principles '.Tressed by the United
Nations Charter.

In the United States, riots and demonstrations ..liallenge the role of
the United States in Viet Nam. Here the problem centers on whether the
war is a civil war or part of an international plot carried out by a Com-
munist movement. Other problems related to human rights further con-
fkise the issue, for example, the right of a nation to violate human
rights of its citizens versus outside protections of individuals, and the-use
of terror to control versus the use of force to protect. Other riots and
demonstrations involve students from coll,,ges -and universities who are
demanding change and in some cases even destruction of the educa--
tional and political structure as it currently is conceived. The concept
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of law being. essential to progressive and permanent,cha ige is in danger.
Again, man must determine whether to move fon4 in the area of
human rights through progressive change- or to releasej again the perilS
of anarchy upon the world.

FOOTNOTES

1 Theophile James Meek, Hebrew .Origins, Harper and Brothersj New YOrk, 1960,-
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This thesis is well illustrated in Austin Patterson Evans, An Episode in the Struggle
for Religious Freedom, The Sectaries of Nuremberg 1524.1528, Columbia Uni-
versity Press, New York, 924. The same thesis is expressed by Crane Brinton,
Ideas and Men: The Story of Western Thought, Prentice =Hall, Inc., Englewood.
Cliffs 1950, 310, and Harold J. Grimm, The Reformition Era: 1500 -1650, Mac-

New York, 1954, 570-592. A primary source' written during the, Reforma-
, _On was by Giacomo Contio (better known as Jacolius Acontius) who wrote.The
/Strategem of Satan, published in Basel in 1565.-

" Grimm, op. cit., 590.

"An interesting account of- the impact of the -French Revolution is -found in
Geoffrey Bruun, Europe and the French Imperium 1799-1814, Harper & Brothers,
New York, 1938, 233 -250: For a scholarly account of the impact of the Declaration
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..,- Palmer), The Coming of the Frir ch Revolution, Random House, New York,
11939, 177-187.
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Arthur Boak, et al., 'The History of Our World, Annotated, Houghto_Mifflin,
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CHAPTER TWO

TEE YEAR 190 was a momentous year in the history of mankind.

Never before had peoples of differing and even conflicting cultural
backgrounds, ideologic:3, nationalities, races, and religions -reached

agreement upon specifc rights an individual should have simply be-

cause he is human. As discussed in Chapter One, the recognition of

human rights is the result of. a long evolutionary process stretching

over thousands of yeafi. Many famous documents and the writings of
the world's greatest philosophers apd statesmen have provided dire-di-a-

for succeeding generations as man has progressed ,loward becoming

both more human and more humane.
The Preamble to the Charter of the United Nations reaffirms the

universal belief in the existence of fundamental human rights and the
dignity and worth of the individual. The Charter recognizes the validity

of such general concepts as justice, social -progress, equal rights; self-

determination of peoples, and fundamental freedoms. But, even though
potentially influential, these. general statements can receive only the
"verbal acquiescence of all governments regardless of what their treat-

ment of individuals is in actual practice. Such geperal statements can

he interpreted as being the philosophy of any government having con-

trol over man regardless of how autocratic and unresponsive it is to
human needs and human rights. Such terms as "separate but equal,"
"inferior," "the ultimate 'solution," "dictatorship of the proletariat,",

23
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"committee of Pnblic'.safetv," "the yellow peril," and thouSands of
others have been used in the name -of: humanity and justice. to degrade'
andllestroy tens of millions of human beings.

The Universal-Declaration of Human Rights helped bridge the limbo
which had so long surrounded human rights. On December 10, 1945,
human rights, caine. to have- meaning in terms of specific Wand .opera-

,

tional lights? of the individual man on a world-wide basis; -TheiDeclara-
tion was the result of numerous disagreements and compromises, but
once the .document-was presented, no ifation dated openly, deny these
rights.' The Declaration was passed by the United 'Nations General
Msembly without a dissenting vote, even though eight nations abstained.
The nations abstaining included the.Sovict bloc, Saudi Arabia, and the
Union of South Africa.

WHAT IS THE UNIVERSAL DECLARATION
-OF HUMAN -RIGHTS?

The Declaration is a goal or common standard of achievement to
guide all nations and all peoples in their efforts to secure universal
fundamental freedoms for every individual. Muth of what it contains
has already been identified in such documents as the. Bill of Rights of
the United States, the Bill of Rights of Great Britain, and, the Declara-
tion.of the Rights of Man of France. It is a short do'cument containing
a Preamble and 30 brief articles. Article 1 deClares, ',ilia human beings
are horn free and equal in dignity and rights. They are 'endowed with
reason and conscience and should ad toward one another in the spirit
Of brotherhood."

The Declaration of Human Rights sets forth three kinds of rights.
The first of these arc the .economic rights which inclUde freedom from
slavery and servitude (Article 4); protection from cruel or degrading
punishment (Article 5); the right to work with fair Working condi-
tions and pay, and to form and join labor unions (Article 23); to own
property (Article 17); to enjoy a reasonable standard of 'living (Arti-
cle 25); and to economic and social security within the resources of the
state to allow dignity ,and free development of personality (Article 22).

A. *second category' consists of political and social rights including
the right to nationality (Article 15); the right to take part in govern-
ment and to vote for a representative, to gOvern (Article 2i); to as-
semble peacefully with others and joinor refiain from joiningany
legitimate organization or group (Article 20); to receive equal pro-
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tection under ,the law (Article 7);,. the right to be considered innocent

until proven guilty 'fair pbblic trial (Articles 8-11); piohibition

from arbitrary -arrest, detention, and exile, and the right to political

_ asylum _(Article 14); and the right to enjoy a-full, cultural life in ac-

cordance with one's artistic, literary, or scientific talents and -tastes

(Article 27). Article 6 recognizes the right of everyone to recognition

dreiywhere as a persoi. before the law...,

The third_group of rights might be classified as civil and personal

rights. These ,cut across all categories and give Meaning to the pre-

viously listed .rights. Civil and personal rights would be impossible if

political rights were denied an individual or if a per of wera:nable to

have a measure of economic and social security and a minimum of

education and *culture. Conversely, social and economic rights have

little value Without freedom and civil rights: A prisoner in a maximum

security jail can have almost complete economic and social 'security,

yet, he can hardly _be -considered to be in a 'position to exercise his

human right-S. Similarly, political rights when separated from full exer-

cise of civil rights reduce any'political activity to a mere ritual, void df

power for man to influence his own destiny.

Some of the guarantees in this third category include the right to

equal opportunity in all areas of life,-"without distinction of any kind

such as race, color, sex, language, religion, or other condition, na-

tional dr social origin, property, birth or status," (Articles 1 and 29).

Other specifics include freedom of expression, including the right to

hold opinions without interference and to seek, receive, and impart in-

formation and ideas through any media and regardless of interna-

tional'frontiers (Article 19), the right to an-education concerned with

the full development of the human personality and the strengthening

of respect for human lights and fundamental _freedom (Article 26),

and the right to rest and leisure (Article 24).

The more personal rights include those which make ,it possible for

one to live a -private life ).7ithout capricious interference from indi-

viduals or the legal government: These rights include liberty and se-

curity of person (Article 3); freedoM of conscience and religion (Arti-

cle 18); privacy, of hone, family life, and personal correspondence

(Article 12); the right to marry and raise children, with a free choice

of one's marriage partner (Article 16); and the right to travel without

hindrance within a country and to leave a country' (Article 13).

/
/
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The complett text ,of_the Universal Declaration is found beginning on
page 72.

.Human. Rights arc not absolutes.. Their recognition is of necessity
linked to acceptance of by each individual of the duties
within the community_ of which he is a part. Without -a balance of
rights and responsibilities, rights :become little more than license. In=
deed it is necessary t6 liiniit the exercise of human rights, as the Uni-
versa] Declaration states: "for the, purpose -of securing club recogni- '
Hon and respeci fOr the rights and freedoms of others and-of meeting
the just requirements of morality, public order and the general welfare
in the democratic society" (Article 29). This saMe article algb warns
that the -rights and freedoms enumerated in this Declaration may not
be- used to destroy these rights and freedoms; they 'may in no case: be
exercised contrary to the purposes and principles of the United IT-
tions."

It -is also recognized that a state may reasonably deprive an indi-
vidual of his rights in the name of public order or the-general wel:
fare. However, just as license on the part of an individual- would
render the statements of rights. and- freedoms -meaningless so would
arbitrary or autocratic government destroy their meaning and -effec-
tiveness. Article 30 states "nothing in this Declaration may be inter-
preted as implying for any Stare, group or person any right to engage
in any activity-or to perform any act aimed at the destruction of any
of the rights and freedoms set forth herein."

THE CHARTER ON HUMAN" RIGHTS
The Declaration is part of the United Nations Charter on Human

Rights. The Charter iiiamade up of the Declaration and two Cov-
enants which reaffirm most of-substantive goals of the Dec'laration in
the form of binding commitments and provide measures of 'imple-
mentation.- The Declaration has no legal authority and is important

-primarily as a moral force, while the Covenants are legal agreements
subject to international law and the means of implementation which
they contain. When ainember nation ratifies the Covenants, they in
effect have signed a treaty with other nations who have also signed
the Covenants. The United Nations Charter on Human Rights con-
taining the Declaration and the Covenants is solnetimes described as
.the International Bill of Rights.

--t
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One Covenant deals with 'political and civil rights and the other
with economic, social, and cultural rights. (The full text of these Cov-
enants can be fund in the AppendiX.) The reason that two cov-
enants-developed rather than ,a single document was the feeling that
the two classes of rights are substantially different in nature. Civil
and political_ rights could be giv'eneffeet immediately and would re-
quire a difffrent system of implementation, while economic, social, and
cultural rights were objectives which could not be realized iinmedi-
ately because-of limited resources. These latter rights were really ob-
jectives to be ,achieved progressively, and were to have meaning only
in the context of civil and political rights. The Covenant on Civil
and Political Rights deals with the traditional human,rightS which
are incoreorated in all the constitutions oftlio. world. The ovenanf'--
guarantees such freedoms as freedom.:from torture and cruel _punish-
ment, freedom from slavery and forceil labor, Ale right to life; freedom
of movement and the right to leave thei country, the rights to security
of person and to privacy, freedom of thought and. religion, freedom'
of assembly and association, freedom of _expression; the right to par
ticipate in public affairs and periodic elections, the right to equal
tection before the law, and the right of minority groups to enjoy their
own culture including the practice of their -religion and' the use 'of
their own language. The Covenant also affirms that the family is-the
natural and fundamental group unit of society and is -entitled to pro._
tection by the society and the State. Men and women- have the light to
a family but the marriage Must he- with the full And free consent of-
the intending spouses.

A Human Rights Committee has been establiftied to assist in the
implementation of this Covenant. If two states disagree on whether_mie----

,/
of them is fulfilling its obligaiorms and thek differences cannot be lie-.
gotiated, then one state may contact the Human Relations Committee
which may look into the complaint And prophse a settlement. At the
preserrt.time, such procedures for settling disputes can be- used only
when both States in the dispute agree to use the services of the Com-__
,mittee. The ComMittee is not a "decision-making body and has the
power only to file a 'final report which is confined to a brief statement
of facts. If the mattei.is thus not resolved, the Committee may ap-
point:an ad hoc Conciliation Committee which After one year shall
present a report and its views kir solving the issue.

tc
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-The only' binding obligationlupoinhose who have signed the Cov-
enant, i-t__o submit reports on- measuies taken to implement the Cov-
enant and on difficulties encountered in its implementation, Ile-Human
Rights Codrnittee studies thege reports and makes general comments
n them and, if it wishes, submits any report to the' Economie and
Social Council of the United Nations. The only real power which the
Human Relations Committee has over measures which violate the Cov-
aial11-)s 'exposure to world public opinion which has become the prin-

.__ eipal vehicle in developing international concern about human rights.
There is disagreement as to whether the Human Rights Commit

has a right to consiler complaints by individuals who 'claim that
bey' arc victims of the violation of their human rights by the state

which has jurisdiction Over them. Some countries believe that imple-
mentation of human rights is an internal affair and that no external_ -
force -has any right to interfere. Other states believe that violations

human rights should be dealt with wherever they occur, .and that
if any, nation fails to protect the rights of its citizens,' then there must
be other provisions for protecting -individual' human rights. Since

agreement could not be reached; an .optionalprovision- -of optional
,,-:..protocol was added to the Covenant on Civil akil,Political Rights. By
'accepting this provision, a state recognizes-.the 'competence of the
Human Rights Committee to consider communications from indi-
viduals. After having ascertained -that all available domestic remedies
have been exhausted, the Committee shall consider the individual peti-
tion and any explanation received from the State concerned at a closed
meeting, and shalVexpress its views to both the state and the indi-
vidual. The only publicity involved in such a dispute will be from the
annuareport which is submitted by the Committee to the General
Assembly summarizing-its activities.

The Covenant bn Economic, Sodial. and Cultural Rights is an at-
tempt to establish bases for sccuritx 'and prosperity for all individuals
regardless of socio economic status,,,' race, or religion. The Covenant
deals with the right to choose n jobjrcely and to enjoy fair conditions
of work, and protection against unemployment. Rights to education,
leisure, social scearity, physical and mental health, and an adequate
standard of living as well as the right to enjoy cultural and scientific
freedom are alsc expressed. Many of these rights are dependent -upon
the economic capacity of a nation. What is considered adequate edu-'
cation or an adequate standard of living today may Well be consid-
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cedqotally inadequate ten years from now. An underdevelopedcnation
would have relatively less ability to supply social and economic needs
than a highly industrialized state. Because of the relative nature of
these rights, each sta who is a party to the Covenant agrees to take
steps "to the maximu of its available resources, with a view to
achieving progressively the u rea iz ion of the rights recognized" in
that Covenant. As a result, the measures of implementation are lim-
ited to reporting to Economic and Social Council on the measures
adopted and the progress made, in achkying the observance of the
rights recognized in the Covenant. Each nation also agrees to identify
the difficulties it is having in fulfilling the obligations. On the basis
of these reports, the Economic ap.d_Social Council may submit to the
General Assembly recommendations of a general nature and it may
report to other United Nations agencies the need for technical assist-
ance in states which are having difficulty in implementing the Covenant.

The Declaration and the two Covenants are considered to be comple-
mentary rather than mutually exclusive approaches to the protection
of human rights with the moral ancrFolitical effect of the Declaration
often-paving the way for the acceptance of binding obligations at a
later The Covenants, when ratified by a nation, are treaties which
raise many questio% in international law such as the extent of sov-
ereignty of a state. If the rights of an individual are violated by a na-
tion in direct violation of international law, then the question of pro-
tection of human rights brings into serious consideration the tradi-
tional concept of domestic jurisdiction.

CONVENTIONS
In addition to the Bill of Rights which is made up of the Decl2ra-

Lion of Human Rights; th Covenant on Economic and Social and Cul-
tural Rights; and the Covenant on Civil and Political Rights; there
have been several conventions dealing with specific human rights in-
cluded in the two Covenants. These conventions also serve as treaties
which arc binding upon anY nation which ratifies them. Early in the
development of the United Nations it became clear that declarations
and covenants are best suited for the elaboration of general principles
and broad obligations. Conventions were added so that specific obliga-
tions could be required and spelled out in dytailed provisions which
-world not be possible in the more inclusiv Declarations and Cov-
enants. Consequently, conventions have been'thafted dealing with many
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specific human rights problems both by the United Natiops, and such
affiliated agencies as the International- Labor Organization and the
United Nations F,ducatiOnal, Scientific and Cultufal Organizationi.Mie
table at the end of this chapter is a summary of the 'conventions
and their present status.

The General Assembly lias chosen nine of these conventions for
prompt implementation. Several of these have been widely ratified,
most of them by more than 50 states, and several of them by more
than 70 states. Several states have ratified all of them while other
countries have ratified at least ,,wo or three of them. Somc states, in-
cluding South Africa, Span° and Yemen, havb ratified none of the
conventions. Unfortunately, the United States has ratified only two of
these Conventions by late 1968. Most have not been submitted by the
President to the Senate. Of those which have been submitted, few
have gotten beyond the Senate Foreign Relations Committee. The nine
conventions given priority by the General Assembly of the United
Nations include the following: (a) Supplementdry.Convention on the
Abolition of Slavery, the Slave 'I'rade, and Institutions and Practices
similar to Slavery; (b) Convention concerning .Forced Labor; (c)
Convention concerning Discrimination in respect of Employment andTrq
Occupation; (d) Convention concerning Equal Remuneration for Men
and Women Workers for Work of Equal Value; ,(e) Convention
concerning FrCedom of Association and Protection of the Right to
Organize; (f),1Convention Against Discrimination in Education; (g)
Convention 6n the Prevention and Punishment of the Crime Geno-
cide; '(h) Convention on the Political Rights of Women (i) Inter-
national Convention on the Elimination of all Forms of Racial Dis-
crimination.

Many of these treaties or conventions came as a result of Ameri-
can initiative and leadership while others were adopted only through
strong American support. -Citizens of the United States are already
guaranteed most of these rights by the-Constitution, the courts, and
recent Civil Rights legislation. Ratification would not require any
change in our domestic legislation, and our own welfare is inter-

related with the rights and freedoms available and assured to the peo-
ples of other nations. It is inconceivable that our country should' net
take the lead in helping other peoples to achieve the rights and free-
doms we already enjoy,

a
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'There have been other documents as well as the International Bill
of Rights and the numerous supporting conventions which deal with
some, aspect of human rights. Among these arc the Universal Dec la-;
ration of The Rights of the Child (1959); Declaration on the Crant-
ing f Independence, to Colonial Countries and.Peoples (1960); the
Dcclara n r Permancnt§..overeignty over Natural Wealth and Re-
sources (1962); United Nations Declaration on'the Proinotion Among
Youth of the eals-0f Peace, Mutual Respect and !Understanding
Between People (1965); and the Declarations on Freedom of In-
formation and t;ie Elimination of all Forms of ,Religidus Intolerance.
These Declarations have no legal force such as the --binding com-
mitments of conventions and covenants, but rather their power is of a
moral nature. Moral force has most frequently been Observed in the
voice of world opinion which is often utilized by the United Na-
tions. While public opinion is apparently becoming an effective force
in influencing the actions of members'of the United Nations, the recent
Soviet action in Czechoslovakia indicates moral force does not immedi-
ately overcome force of arms even though world public opinion may
be overwhelmingly against arbitrary restrictions on personal freedom.
In spite of this seeming limitation, the import of theSc Declarations
may be greater than the more legally binding agreements in terms of

changing people and institutions'.

-THE FORMATION OF HUMAN RIGHTS 'DOCUMENTS
The Universal Declaration of Human Rights retailed' from a coin -

promise when agreement could not be reached on'the entire original
document. Many people at the, time intended for the Declaration to
be only a recommendation. The Declaration itself states that it repre-
sents a point, of common understandings of the rights and freedoms
which .the members of the United Nations had pledged support of in
the Charter. However, the influence of this compromise has \been much
greater than anticipated by the opponents of the full document. The

-Universal Declaration through uncoorlinated action of governments,'
inter-governmental organizations, courts, legislatures, and the forma-
tion of consti :utions of new nations has invested the Declaration with
increasing autl,ontc,, and practic;i1 importance.

The idea of international protection of hifinan rights on a world
wide scale Originated during World(War II when President Roosevelt
provided in his "Four 'Freedoms"ficedom of speech, freedom of rc-
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ligion, freedom from want, and freedom from feara rallying cry for
those who opposed ,the efforts of totalitarian states to dominate all
mankind. The Allied governments agreed in Wallington on the "Dec-
laration by the United Nations" which named as a basic goal of vic-
tory the preservation of "human rights and justice in their own lands .
as well as in other lands." As a-result of this statement official and
unofficial groups in several countries started immediately to work on an
International Bill Of Rights which would be proclaimed through the
United Nations and become one of the corner stones of the new
world order to be built after the war., These efforts resulted in the
affirmation of fundamental` human rights in the preamble'to the Charter
including the dignity and worth of the Jarman person, the' -equal rights
of men and women and of large arid-Small nations. Chapter I, Arti-
cle 3, states that' the United Nations is "to achieve international coop-
eration in solving international problems of an ecorioniic, social, cul-
tural; or humanitarian- character, and in _promoting and encouraging
respect for human rights and for fundamental freedoms for all without
distinction of race, sex, language, or religion." The agency created to
accomplish these goals was the Economic and Social Council
(ECOSOC), and its Commission on Human Rights. The Commis-
sion on Human Rights was charged with the task of drawing up a
comprehensive list of these rights.

This Commission under the chairmanship of Mrs. Eleanor Roose-
velt and composed of 18 members came into existence in 1945. The
first session was held in January, 1947, with instructions to begin
writing (a) an International Bill of Rights; (b) int national declara-
tions or conventions on civil liberties, the status of women, freedom
of information, and similar matters; (c) the prof tion of minorities;
(d) the prevention of discrimination on grounds of race, sex, lan-)
guage, or religion; and (e) any other matters concerning human
rights not covered by these items. The writing of the Declaration
took two years of hard work on the part of the drafters who tried to
produce a document which could (trot be misunderstood even when
translated into many languages. It was difficult to put into words
definitions which will have,the same meaning in the many cultures,
religions, and political systems of the United Nations' member states.

Another obstacle which the Commission faced was the position of
some governments that human rights can he secured only by passing
new national laws, and that international declarations would have no
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legal status within their countries. The world is still 'searching for a
satisfactory means of resolving the conflict between individual human
rights and arbitrary action violating 'these rights by national gov-
ernments. The Commission emphasized in the Preamble to'the Decla-
ration that "the inherent dignity" of each member of the human
family is a starting point in breaking national barriers to human
rights. Therefore, the individual, not the st e, is . . the foundation
of freedom, justice and peace in the world."

Another example of the difficulties involved 'n writing a hUman
rights document which can receive universal acceptance is demor.-
strated in the process of forming Article 17, dealing with proper;:
rights. When determining the fundamental rights of an individual to ac-
quire property _necessary for his existence, it is necessary to deter-
mine the scope of the property, the establishment of safeguards, and
then to find a formula which, witliout being too wide, can be ac-
cepted by all cultural. streams, political ideologies, and economic sys-
tems.' After many (hafts and many compromises, Article 17 evolved
into two shot and simple sentences which belie the complexities and
the difficulty in the drafting process.--,,,,,

ARTICLE 17 ,

1. Everyone has the right to own..propertv,.alone as well as in associa-

tion with others.
2. No one shall be arbitrarily deprived of his property.

It can be argued that the Declaration is inadequate because it
,does not recognize such rights as the following: the right of each indi-
vidual to a minimum of property sufficient to guarantee the dignity of
life; the principle that the right to property Must not be exercised
against the public, interest; or arbitrary deprivation of property is not
present when it is in the public interest and accompanied by fair com-

pensation. Although criticism can be made of any finished document;
the adoption.of Article 17 in 1948 constituted a significant compromise
among nations on a difficult area of human rights.

After nearly two years of hard work and consultation with large
numbers of people throughout the world, the Commission on Human
Rights under the able leadership of Mrs. Eleanor Roosevelt com-
pleted its initial task. The Declaration of Human Rights was com-
pleted and submitted to the United Nations General Assembly; and on
December 10, 1948 by a unanimous 'vote (48 nations voted their ap-
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,- 7
proval and 8 abstained) the United Nations General Assen bly adopted
the Universal Declaration of Human Rights. .
.--

In 1950, the General Assembly called upon "all states and inter-
ested organizations" to adoet December 10 of each year as Human
Rights Day. By the 20th anniversary of the Declaration of Human
Rights in 1968, over 80 nations had come to celebrate this day with'
special observanccs

It was not until seven years after the adoption of the Universal
Declaration that the first drafts of .the Covenant on Economic, Social,
and-Cultural Rights and the Covenant on Civil and Political Rights
Were submitted to the General Assembly in 1955. Initially only one
Covenant on Human' Rights was intended-, butthe General Assembly
decided in 1952 that two Covenants should 'be, prepared simultane-

_
ously because of the differing nature of the two types of human
rights. The proposed Covenants were discussed intermittently for an-
other dozen years before they were finally completed. The final texts
were adopted nnanimously by stile General Assembly on December 16,

1966f---

Each Covenant would "become legally binding on those nations sign-
ii(g' When the prescribed number of states had ratified it. The Optional
Protocol to the Covenant on-Civil and Political Rights requires ten 'rati-
fications before it takes effect. All of the obligations which a State
assumed under the Covenant on Civil and Political Rights were meant
to be implemented as soon as the state ratified the Covenant. The
Covenant, On; Economic Social and Cultural Rights, states that its pro-
vislinis-faie to be carried out progressively.

In addition to the International Bill of Rights composed of the
FAlaration of Human Rights and its accompanying two Covenants,
many conventions have been adopted by the General Assembly c
affiliates of the United Nations. Many of these conventions are older
than the United Nations .itself. Earlier conventions under the old
League of Nations dealt with such matters as the rights of seamen.
In all, more than 120 international conventions are in effect, how-
ever, the United States was a party to only half a dozen of the4
conventions. At first glance it may appear that conventions are so nu-
merous and overlapping that they would have little meaning. 'Such,

however, is 'not the ease.*Conventions may be compared to laws on a
national level; just as laws are intended to implement national con-
stitutions, so arc conventions designed' to implement the United Na-
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tions charter and its accompanying documents including the Uni-
versal Declaration of Human Rights. Conventions are designed to
deal with specific problems and are stated ift concise terms intended
to make their meaning clear to all concerned parties. The continuous
development and adoption of_ conventions demonstrate the living and
evolving character of the Inirnan rights movement.

Of the .conventions listed in the table, only two, the Conventions on
Slavery and Status of Refugees, have been approved by the United
States Senate which must approve all treaties. Few conventions have
been submitted by any President of the United States to the Senate
and even fewer have passed the Foreign Relations Committee. The
Constitution states "The ConstitUtion, and the laws of the United
States which shall be made in pursuance thereof, and all treaties
made or which shall be made, under the authority- of the United
States, shall be the supreme law of the Jand,4" taking precedence over
laws and constitutions of individual states. In recent years the United
States Senate has taken the position that matters dealing with Inman
rights or labor are of domestic concern and therefore not subject to
international treaties (Bricker Amendment). Richard N. Gardner, Pro-
fessor of LaWf at -Columbia University and former Deputy Secretary
of" State for International Organization Affairs, in a paper accompany-
ing a letter to the Foreign Relations Committee in March 1968 ar-
gued that matters involving the relations-between a. government and its
own citizens can be of sufficient international concern-to be included
in treaties between the United States and other countries. Since 1890,
the decisions in Geofroy v. Riggs, 133 U.S. 258, 267 'the Supreme
Court established that the relevant test fora treaty is whether it deals
with a matter which is "properly the subject of negotiation with a
foreign country." The participation of the United States in the War
Grime Trials following World War II provides evidence that the
United States has accepted the position that the treatment of a.human
being any place is a matter of international concern. Mr. Gardner pre-
sented a list Of 14 treaties made by the United States which ex-
pressly dealt with the relation of individuals to the "§fale:Mr. Gardner
lists four reasons why the United 8tato should ratify a Coriv'ention:

I. Ratification by +he United States will encourage other nations to
adhere to these conventiotir impIement their provisions in their
own territory. This is particularly, true of newly independent coun-
tries that frequently take U.N. conventions as a model. Former
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United Nations Ambassador Goldberg has put this point sharply;

"Without the support of the United States, these agreements may
appear insignificant to many other countries. If we do not consider
it important to sign the conventions, why should they?. Or, more

importantly, why should they implement the conventions?"
2. Ratification will put the United States' in' a better legal and moral

position to protest infringement -on these human rights in coun=
tries that havC ratified the conventions but fail to implement them

in practice.
3. Ratification will increase United States influence in the continuing

of the U.N. process of adopting legal forms in the field of human
rights. As long as the United States fails to ratify any, human rights

conventions its views will carry less weight than they deserve.
4. Ratification will displace the embarrassing contradiction between our

failure to ratify these conventions and our traditional support for

the basic human rights for which they are concerncd.2
Mr. Gardner counters the argument that ratification of Human

`Rights treaties will start us down a "slippery slope" to profound
and undeniable alterations in our constitutional system, by stating that
the "common sense and good judgment of the President and of the
Senate, without whose approval the treaties cannot be _ratified are

proof against this ominous possibility."'
In President Johnson's statement declaring 1968 as International

Huinan Rights Year .he stated, "American ratification of these (human

rights) conventions is long overdue. The principles. they embodied are
_part of our -own national heritage. The rights and freedoms they pro-
claim are those which America has defendedand fights to defend
around the world. It is my continuing hope that the United States

Senate will ratify these conventions."

FOOTNOTES

s For a complete discussion of the complexities of the problems involved in con-
structing Article 17, see D. R. Justine Jiminey de Arechaga, "The Background to
Article 17 of the Universal Declaration," Journal of the International Commission

of Jurists, 7 (Dec., 1967), 34.39.

2Letter from Richard N. Gardner to the Senate Foreign Relations Committee,

March, 1968.
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TABLE: STATUS OF MAJOR INTERNATIONAL CONVENTIONS

RELATED TO HUMAN RIGHTS

Convention

Date .

Adopted
by UN

No. of
States
Ratified

Ratified
by U. S.
Senate

Freedom of Association (ILO) 1948 74 no,

Freedom and Punishment
of Genocide 71 no

Equal pay for work of equal
value for men and women (ILO) 1951 54 no

Status of Refugees 1951 53 10/15/68

Political Rights of Women 1952 55 no

Status of Stateless Persons 1954 "18 no

Abolition of Slavery and `Slave
Trade (Supplement to 1926
Convention) 1956 70 11/2/67

Abolition of Forced Labor i I 1917 78 no

Nationality of Married Women, 1957 37 no

Forced Labor :---- 1957 78 no

Discrimination in Education
(UNESCO) 1960 . 36 no

Reduction of Statelessness 1961 "--1---- no

Consent to _marriage, minimum ages
and regulation of marriages 1962 17 no

Elimination of Racial ifir
Discrimination 1965 18 no'

Elimination of Religious
Intolerance 1967 (?) no

Freedom of Information Being
Drafted
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Human Rights

CHAPTER THREE

THE INTERNATIONAL BILL OF RIGHTS_ and numerous conventions sup-

porting it are based on certain values about man, his ch-aracterand
the purposes for which man exists. These values are'assumptions or
statements of faith which cannot be proved empirically. They are the
results of the long experience of the human race and are-a consensus
which-serves as criteria_ for evaluating man's behavior. -Human right's
arc preseritly undergoing a continuouveassessment, refinement, and re-
statement: This process will, no doubt, - continue as man constantly
attempts to better understand his relationship to himself, his relation-
ship to others; and his place in the universe.

Lawrence Metcalf qtkestions the current teaching of values in the,
school:

Social studies teachers believe in teaching values as well as facts.
Their many objectives always include a few attempts to teach students
to be good. How this can be done without indoctrination has never
been clear to most of us . . ;Perhaps a return to subject matter, a
reinterpretation orproblem solving, and a new emphasis on logic will
help teachers to entertain the hypothesis that teaching people to be
good Ts riot their province. Teaching and undeistanding of how values
affect and even distort perception is within their province. Teaching

39
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that certain values are inconsistent with other values is within their
province as logicians. It is die n their job to teach' that some values
arc democratic and how democracy is different from other systems in
its effect on liumaiLdeVelopment.)14,4a-one, least of all teachers, can
tell the American people what their values are to be.1-

Metcalf's statement raises valid points. Indoctrination is not the
method of teaching values most applicable in a democratic society. It
is equally invalid to assume that teachers should tell thy American
people what their values are to be,regardless of GeOrge S. Counts
Dare the Schools Build a New Social Order? 2 Yet in the area cif

human rights it is being argued that there is a core of values emerging
from documents and history ,which have universal application and is
worthy of teaching. Is this kind of-indoctrinationif it may be called
thatdesirable?

Regardless of the validity of the issues Metcalf raises, the fact re-
mains that social studies teachers do deal with values. Their verypres-

encein a, classroom is the result of a myriad of complex-values some
of_which emphasize the importance of an education. It is the rare
scholar who can _present material wic es gentlich gewesen ("how it
actually was") .3

Metcalf's questions do necessitate the establishment of a criterion
which can be applied to the values which should dominate the Ameri-
can classroom. Seieral of these components have been suggested by
Metcalf, Obviously statements of human rights or those dealing with

any other social science concept should be analyzed logically and as-
sumptions identified. As Metcalf encourages, alternative solutions

should be presented which enable students to recognize those solutions

which may be adapted to a democratic society and those which are
only acceptable in a totalitarian structure or a state of anarchy. While it

may. be legitimately qucsiidned whether any values are universally ac-
cepted, the democratic tradition represents that core of values most
widely accepted in the United States. This democratic tradition is dif-

ficult to define. It involves the concepts of equality of opportunity,
faith in human intelligence, individual integrity, inajty rule, and

freedom within a society which provides for peaceful social change'
Granted; the values within the democratic tradition are not fully re-
fined and they are subject to change and re T retation. However, they
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do represent a basis for teachers and students to use when examining al-
ternatives which deal with human rights issues.

To advocate the'existence of certain human rights dots riot preclude
the necessity of studying the .evolvement of these rights and an analysis
of their consequences in the light of present day conditions. Dewey
stated,:

There is one point which without controversy is desirable; that the
child should recapitulate the progress of the race, that he should go
back of present conditions where everything seems-to be given, almost
without exercise of intelligence . . should get himself back in his
imagination of primitive conditions of man . . . and then follow in his
constructive imitation the typical steps by which man -has seized upon
salient points of the situation . . which has given the practical mo-
mentum onward in civilization....'

Using history as a cultural memory of the humaii race,,. each indi-
vidual human does not have to repeat the errors of the past but may
progressively build upon Dewey's- "Practical Momentum Onward in
Civilization." True, each individual must evaluate the present status of \
the human race; he must evaluate the existing standards of. human
rights in order to refine them. Without this capacity progresS would
be impossible. But, evaluation of the existing values does not take place.
in a vacuumthere must be some criteria or standard for compari-,
son.

,
This standard is developed by the experiences to which a child

is exposedthe answers .which our present society gives. There is a
period- within each child's life when be is veryimpressionable. The
creed to 1,vhich he is exposed at home and in the early grades will in-
fluence hoi. he reacts to situations throughout life. All later thinking
the child does is drawn from the processes- established at this early
agvery- petsoirlias an radhidnal frame of reference, yet each should
have common threads with every other.

Finally, arid no less important, no 'steadier can withhold the in-
fluence of his own convictions. It is hoped that the democratic
tradition guides the teacher's actions, but teachers are--not and shduld
not be, intellectual eunuchs. The most scrupulous respector ,the free-
dom of other minds will, the more scrupulous he is,` convert his stuf
dents or his public to his own scrupulousness. The rigirlf of freedom
of minds, maxims of consisteficv and-teocrimental proof, of intel-
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. )
lectual honesty, and of . tolerance and persuasion are themselves a.
creed. Together with -their personal and social inWffils, "they
constitute, a body of ifidoctrination to which no objection can con-
sistently be raised, for he who objects is in'that very act indoctri,
matt." et-

Richard Gross and _Leslie Zcleny agree with Metcalf that the funda-
mental iosponsibility of educators is to organize classrooms in a man-

erner which giver -youth practice in decision making.? They put the de-
cision-making process within a value context when they say, "The
ability to make responsible individual decisions is a iequirement for
worthy Aniefican citizenship." 8 The values which they consider essen-
tial arc iimilar to many. of those identified in the Universal Dedara-

. tion of Human Rights and accompanying documents. Among them
are Faith In the Dignity and Equalitof Man; Belief in a _Moral Law
and Government by- Law; Faith in the Reason of the Common Man;
Belief in Cooperation in Problem-Solving to Promote American con-
cern; _Faith That Therb is 'a Purpose in Democracy and in the Prog-
ress

/
of 'America; and the Idea of afiteAcsponsible.Labor ..nd En-

terprise .°- Gross and Ze e 7 also agree -that students need to realize
that democracy is never a fished 'product -and that the national in-
terest of the United States is now intimately tied to the welfare of the
people all over the elrth.

,. . .

Shirley Engle also believes that there are basic ideas or concepts
in terms of which all human expericnCes can be explained. Among the
nine concepts he ,mentions are the following:

_ _

The concept of social group, including 1.144ielationship of the group
to the developmenttf the individual.

r.
The concept- of political organization, including the nature of politi-

cal rights and responsibilities and the means of political control.
The concept of freedomf. in relationship to -personal security and

social control.
The concept of growing interdepcndeace between individuals and'

groups.1° ' t

r. Engle believes that these basic ideas are common to ,all human
cperience because-, the current social problems in any society are

merely local variations of basic problems common to all society. The
better the degree and quality of understanding of- these concepts as
they relate to social problems, the better we will be able to deal with

'

, \
,

4
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them. Terms \such as "development or the individual;" "political rights,"
----`responsibilites," "freedom," and "personal security" have value con-

notations wlqh must be identified and dealt with in developing the
relationship between an individual and society.",

Further evickencej that man must identify, agree upon, and advo-
cate certain burn rights is suggcstedby Kai-n when he says:

. He (m1 n) is, I owever, through long, hard and bitter experi-
ence, beginnintk at las. to recognize that and the use of force
are not beneficipt methods oisetainadisputes. Indeed, history shows
that they settle little and unsettle quite a lot.

. . . While, ihe*efore 'Ce must try to sategua..: the right to differ,
o question, to dissent, and on occasion, even toi..otest, we must at
the same time strive .to secure that- our differences, in every sphereL---
religious, philosophical, scientific, economic, political or whatever,
should act and react beneficently ars,' -ot destructively. When they
threaten to become acute, they must bt. regulated, and must be sought

* to be resolved or adjusted through .,the adoption and agreed peaceful
procedures. This means,' broadly, that we must also submit volun-
tarily or, if needed, reluctantly, and even under constraint, to what
comes to be ri.escribed as the rule,of law.

. . Man's struggle feu freedom, justice and equality has been
waged in all ages and in many fields and theatres with varying fortunes.
Each of these battles and the ground ..vog,in cacti, have, in turn, for-
warded the cause of man and have contributed toward the formulation
and adoption c: the Declaration, which is entitled to tank with the
great historical documents and charters which were directed toward the
same objective.12

The Declaration and supporting covenants and conventions advo-
cate or indoctrinate a set of behaviors and --ocliefs that are intended
to regulate man's relation to his fellow man. Paradoxical' these regu:
lations in the areas of conformity arc demanded- to protect individual
dignity and freedom. There is a charger of so narrowly interpreting-
the meaning of human rights, the behaviors representative o in in-
dividual practicing' them, r.nd the acceptable processes of e uating
them, that a single ideology would emerge rather than guidin.; princi-
ples which allow diversity making the actual practice of human rights
all but impossible. Under these 'conditions education would become
rigid, narrow,' and arbitrary. thus representing all the negative conno-
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tations generally associated with indoctrination or the totalitarian state.

The implementation of human rights in terms of specific actions and

skills might well mean major losses of the very rights that education

is intended to extend.
Kahn feels that it is important to obtain a wider recognition of the

need to insure that human right- carry with them sanctions which

would serve to make these rights enforceable through the judicial

process. This should be carried out through the legislative and judi-
cial process of each of the national states. This is an ideal situation,

but there are many instances where this process has broken down. For

instance, he points out that in 1964, one nation passed discriminatory
legislation based on difference of race. In another a grant of habeas

' 1 corpus has been made subject to suspension by the executive. In an-
other a legislature has removed judges at its pleasure; and is still an-
other arbitrary detention has been extended from three months to a full

\year with whipping penalties added for political offenses."
\ These violations orhuman rights are recognized as violations only
because man has agreed ohwhat rights a human should have. It

can be empirically demonstrated that these acts did take place hut, at
the present time, it cannot be scientifically Trriven that these acts are

"bad" or in violation of human -rights. These acts are violations of

human rights only because the peoples of the world have agreed upon

which rightS,a person should have; they believe to the point not only

of advocating or indoctrinating these rights, but they also are develop-

ing sanctions tosinsure conformity in the guaranteeing of these rights.

The Universal Declaration of Human Rights is an instrument to be
used in the induction or indoctrination Of the ,individual into the
human society. To indoctrinate or teach a belief or principle is an in-

herent part of all educ\ational activities whether it be the inculcation
of human rights or the advocating of logical analysis. Indoctrination
becomes harmful only when it precludes analysis of its value assump-

tionsj or restricts inquiry into 'other alternatives. 'While the position

taken that these are identifiable Score values dealing with human rights,
all of these values have not been identified in any historical period.

A democratic society must preserve the right to investigate any al\-

temative values which do not threaten the development of an orderly

society.
The inculcation of a belief in human''tights is a conscious and sys-

tematic ,effort on an nternational scale. Dr: Thomas F. Malone at the
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time of his appointment as chairman of the-United States Commission
for UNESCO stated in June, 1967:

This Connnission is happy to concur in the resolution of the UN
General Assembly calling upon all meniber nations to observe this
special anniversary of the Universal Declaration of Human Rights.
Within the extent of the Commission's resources, we intend to en-
courage seminars, national conferences, lectures, articles, discussions,
and through rill forms of mass commnication, to help bring about a

full recognition of the significance of the Declaration and its relation-\ ship to world peace and stability.. . . We expect to carry on the
N prop an in cooperation with the constituent members of the National

NN-Coinmission; as well as through all recognized nation il, civic, religious,
cceational, labor and business organizations throughout the country."

Ortlicsame occasion, Mr. Frankle, -then Assistant Secretary of
State fc.',dtleatiolial and Cultural Affairs, said the United States is
even advi cd to move forward on a pre. se that it is at once Ameri-

can and a 4sis for international, understanding and justicethat a
viable peace is \necessarily defined in the terms of protection of human
rights. These include, on one side, individual freedom protected against
government interference and, on the other side, rights to work, to edu-
cation, to human dignity which can only be achieved by social or gov-
ernmental action," 1 It may well be that just as freedom is dependent
upon certain restrictions of actions so is freedom of thought depend-
ent upon adherence to certain universal values. A scientist gains power
to control and utilize knowledge, not by violating scientific laws,,_but
rather by improving his understanding of them so that he may use
them more accurately and effectively, A man more accurately defines

'the nature of man and his relationship to the rest -of the human race,
he will be able to continuously improve his definition of human right.
and responsibilities so that mankind, individually and collectively, may
operote more effectively in a world society.

The social and behavioral sciences arc acquiring new information
that may complement, modify, and/or reinforce the areas'of
phy, ethics, and religion in their efforts to develop a system for guid-
ing life, Rather than conflicting with or being' neutral to human
rights, Abraham Maslow believes that science is the best hope for
constructing a system of values to help men with the good life. It is
interesting to note that his use of psychology in developing a humanly
useable theory of human motivation reinforces rather than contra-
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diets the values underlying the Universal Human Rights documents,
even though most of the bases for these rights were religious and hu-
manistic iii origin. lie states that there is uniform agreement -among
biological theorists in considering increasing autonomy and independ-
ence of environmental stimuli as the ilefining characteristic of full in.
dividuallty, and true freedom, of the whole process." Maslow identi-
fied two kinds of people. "Biological theory appears to reinforce re-
ligious and humanistic interpretations of human rights values. The
first is a person operating only througl- satisfaction of his basic needs
that arc born out of being deprived of certain satisfactions or defi-
ciencies such as ungratified wfshcs for safety, for belongingness and
identification, for close_ love relationships, and for respect and pres-
tige. 7,1c need for safety, belongingness, love relations, and respect
can be satisfied only by other pep* or frpn outside the person. A
person operating only through satisfaction of hi§ basic needs is in a
dependent position and cannot really be said to be governing him'
self or in control of his own fate. He is beholdened to the sources of
supply of need gratifications. Their wishes, their whims, their rules
and laws govern- him and he must be appeaseclest he jeopardize his
sources of supply. He must be `other=directed' and must be sensitive
to other people's approval, affectitin, and good-will. This is the same
as saying that he must adapt and adjust by being flexible and re-
sponsive and by changing himself to fit the external situation. He is a
dependent variable; the environment is a fixed and independent vari-
able." 17

This kind. of anxious dependence breeds hostility, due, to fear of the
environment which may well fail or disappoint him. All of thi§, adds up
to the lack of freedom. Many of the human rights identified, espe-
cially those included in the Covenant on Economic, Social and cul-
tural Rights, are designed to insure individuals receiving their basic
economic and social needs Obviously safety, belongingness, love rela-

tions, and respect cannot he absolutely guaranteed, but the economic
and social environment and thP. attitudes of people toward human
rights can bc influenced so as to greatly reduce the possibilities of a
"deficiency" environment which could lead to a negatively "deficiency
motivated" individual. Civil and political rights can have meaning only
if the individual is capable of using them. As Maslow points out, re-,
strictions may exist not only in the outside environinent but may alsd
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be created within the individual resulting in a deficiency motivated
person who is other-directed and unable to operate as a free individual.

The growth-motivated person identified by Maslow has suffi-
ciently gratified his basic needs for safety, bclongingness, love and re-
spect, and self-esteem so that he may be -motivated primarily' by
trends to self-aralalization defined as ongoing actualizah Ai of poten-
tial capacities and talents, as fulfillment of mission or call of fate or
vocation,, as fuller knowledge of and, acceptance of.the-person's-owia_.-,_
intrinsic nature, and has an increasing trend toward unity and inte-
gration within the person. People motivated by growth needs are char-
acterized by 1) superior perception of reality, 2) increased accept-
ance of self, of others. and 'nature, 3) increased spontaneity, 4) in-
crease iii problem centering, 5) increased =detachment= and 'desire for,-
privacy, 6) increased autonomy, and resistance to ineulturizatiOn, 7)
greater freshness and appreciation, and richness of emotional reaction,
8) higher frequency of mystic experiences, 9) increased identification
with the human species, 10) changed, (improved) interpersonal re-
lations, 11) more democratic character structure, 12) greatly in-
creased creativeness, and 13) certain changes in the value system."'

In growth motivation ;there is no climax or consurnmationnor or-
.gasrnic moment, no secon:state, even no goal it this is defined cli-
matically. Growth is instead a continued, more or less steady upward
or forward development. The more one' gets the more one wants so
that this kind of wanting is endless and can never be attained or
satisfied." One's safety, love, and status is realized from the environ-
ment, and then the real development of individuality can begin, each
person proceeding to deVelop in his own style, uniquely. For the com-
pletely fulfilled growth-motivated individual, freedom from servitude
or forced labor; freedom of travel; freedom of access to information;
protection from interference with privacy; freedom of thought, con-
science, and religion; freedom of expression; and the rights to take
part in the conduct of public affairs become meaningful and impor-
tant.

The experiences of history,. information from science, human feel-
ings and emotions, philosophy, religion, and concepts from the other
social sciences are sources to be used in identifying and reaching
agreement upon human rights. They are also the sources for con-
tinued reassessment and revision of these rights, but ultimately these
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rights are value judgments which arc not fully subject to empirical

verification. Yet, human fulfillment and perhaps human existence de-

pends upoirtheir unix ersal acceptance.

PROBLEMS OF IMPLEMENTATION

The Preamble to the Declaration of Human Rights says that "the

inherent dignity" oTeach member of the human family is the starting

point of the Declaration. This means that the individual, not'a nation

or government is the "foundation of freedom, justice aitd peace in

the world." After pointing out the existence of barbarous acts and

contempt for human rights in the past, the Preamble goes on to

state that human rights 'should be protected by the rule of law. His-

torically-,-,the protection of citizens has been the responsibility of na-

tional states. It is also true that national states have been the great-

' 'est violators of human rights in the past. Under these circumstances

the Charter makes it plain that the individual and his rights take prece-

dence over any government or national state. Lauterpacht, basing his

arguments on the Charter, suggests that in the case of individuals, in-

ternational law shouldatake precedence over national law:

". . . Irrespective''of life question of enforcement, there ought to

be no doubt that the provisions of the Charter in the matter of

fundamental human rights impose upon the Members of the United

Nations-the legal duty to respect them. In particular, it is clear that

,a Member' of the United Nations-who is guilty of a viol: Lion of

these rights commits a breach of the Charter. . . . It would there-

fore appear that the extent to which the Charter incorporates °blip-

i;ons to respect the fundamental rights and freedoms, it amotnits to

recognition of individuals as subjects of international law." ID

The Nuremberg trials, as controversial as they may be, are an ex-

ample of the international community making the treafment of the

state's own citizens the subject of criminal proceedings in an interim

tional court. These principles have been embodied in the Code, of Of-

fenses against the Peace and Security of Mankind by the General

Assembly of the United Nations. Economic sanctions against the Re-

public of South Africa because of its apartheid policies in violation of

human rights is another example of international cooperation of

enforcement of international law when a national state violates the

rights of its citizens. The United States has taken part in both the
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war crimes trials and the sanctions against South Africa. Shortly
after the Declaration was passed, the General Assembly at the bidding
of the United States adopted a resolution declaring that Soviet meas-
ures preventing Russian wives leaving the Soviet Union with their
foreign liusbandt were "not in conformity with the Charter," and
Sited Articles 13 and 16 of the. Declaration to support their action.
Even `though there is general acceptance of the principle that human
rights supersede national laws or national boundaries, and even though
there is much precedent for invoking international law when a na-
tional state violates' the rights of its citizens, there is much hesita-
tion throughout the world including-the United States to accept human
rights as subject to international laW. Not only was this principle not
accepted, but Article 2 of the Charter, Number 7 says "nothing n
the Charter shall authorize the United -Nations- to intervene in ma
tors which arc essentially within the domestic jurisdiction of any state.
This now famous Domestic Jurisdiction Clause has been used to de-
fend tliC position that hurnan rights are purely a domestic or in-,
tional concern, but it is becoming increasingly accepted that interfer-
ence with an individual's human rights cannot be considered to be
solely within'the jurisdiction of any state. Opposition to intefriational
enforcement of human fights has been especially strong in the United
State as reflected in the ,Bricker Amendment during the decade of 'the
50's.

,; The danger of abuse is always inherent in such general statements
as "humanitarian intervention" or the common good." German treat-
ment o£-the Jews during World War II and Russian intervention in
Ilungary (1956) and Czechoslovakia (1968) were carried on under
the guise of such terminology. As a result the doctrine underlying
humanitarian intervention has never become a fully acknowledged part
of international law.

Within the United States there is genuine legal and constitutional
concern about the relationship between international treaties and the
American national legal order. '11je American Bar Association has
opposed the supplementary Slavery Convention and the Convention
on the Political Rights of Women because they tread unconstitutionally
upon the relations between a government and its citizens. Yet, the
American Bar Association is noted for its defense of humaN rights.
Senator Fulbright in defending the reluctance of the Senate Foreign
Relations Committee states:
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. . . Its (the Foreign Relations Committee) action was not ca-

pricious and was not based on any reluctance to subscribe to the

proposition that 'forced labor' is inconsistent with the dignity of man,

that women arc entitled to full political rights and that genocide is a

crir-c against humanity. Rather, the Comm te-els action was based on

constitutional concerns which are at least not unreasonable and, at

most, of the fundamental mature.
"These concerns arise from the fact that a treaty can alter funda-

mental parts of our national legal order, as for example, transferring

power from the states to the federal government (Missouri versus

Holland). When a questioryans that might disturb:the constitu-

tional balance between theAranches of the Federal government and the

states, it poses a decision which is not to be taken lightlyon emo-
tional propaganda grounds, for example. ...

"The area of human rights is new for treaty making. It is an are

in which we 'mist' proceed carefully and rationally, especially in_,

these days of increasing concentration of power in the- executive and

in the Federal government....
"In the last few years, I have become, increasingly w of either

hasty or routine consideration of measures wri:ch may prove to have

ramifications and impact beyond those contemplated by Congress at

the time- it acted. I hope you will agree with me on the need for

Congress to study carefully any undertakings_ that might result in basic

changes in the distribution of goV ernmental powers." 20

Gross and Zeleny, recognizing that the national interest ,of the

United States and security are now intimately tied to the welfare of

people all over the earth, point out that "democracy is_never a finished

product. Even the founding fathers recognized the impermanence of

conditions of life in the United Sttiles. They also knew that all change

does not mean progress. This resulted in the "fundamental documents

with their' check and balanced provisions for change,. which allowed

time and reflection on the part of numerous -persons before basic pre-

visions are enacted." 2'
Even though th- United States and other nations have often been

reluctant to make international agreements in the field of human rights,

trends indicate that all nations are increasingly becoming a party to

agreements and arrangements. to implement the protection of human

rights. These arrangements mean that accommodations will have to be
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made within the frameworks of all national governments includibg
those of the United States.

The dynamic nature of a free society, even though at times it ap-
pears distressingly slow, is an effective way of furthering free institu-
tions within a vstern controlled by the rule of law.a-may well be that
those who are too( impatient to wait for an orderly change in the
legal .structure* may be the greatest enemy.-4A-human rights. Law is a
means by which individuals are related together in any given com-
munity and by which they enjoy, or should enjoy, the best things of
life together. Law has a;great deal to do with the freedom of the in-
dividual_ta.livchisiife its lielwants to. Law, therefore, is the founda-
tion of human rights and; particularly, of those-individual freedoms
which may be considered as basic to all other human; rights.1,14owever,

-the time has come to question whether laws restricted by national,
boundaries are adequate to protecthuman rights when these rights
have overflowed ,national *.,botindaries and are now world problems
When a national government violates the rights of its own citizens, it is
not long until that same government begins violating the rights of
peoples in other lands.,

Up until the present time,the greatest impact of international docu-
ments has been the moral influence whiCh they hold upon indi-
viduals and governments. The principles of the Universal Declara-
tion of Human' Rights have been *bodied in the Japanese Peace
Treaty and the Agreement dividing Trieste' between Italy and Yugo-
slavia. Trusteeship Agreements under' the atispices of the United Na-
tions required incorporation of the Declaration of Human Rights. The
Declarationall or in parthas been 'laced in the Constitutions of
practically all the new governments in Africa and in the All-Afric n
Charter. The Constitutions of Cypress, Jamaica, Trinidad, and otl TS

Also include materials very similar to those in the 'Universal:Dec ra-

tion of Human Rights. The Peace Treaties of 1947 (althDugh pre-
ceding the Universal Declaration) of Italy, Finland, Bulgaria,- Hun-
gary, and Rumania also incorporated-TEN -cue to the necessity to se-
cure to all people within their jurisdiction the-enjoyment of human
rights. It is also safe to assume forces have been at work within the
national governments of older states. The Civil Rights Movement in:
our own United States is but a fraction of the world wide human
rights movement.

0".
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Although at the present time the United Nations' power to enforce

human rights laws is limited, the. efforts of such affiliated groups as

UNESCO and ILO have been active in disseminating human rights

Cnforeation. By mid 1967, 26 regional seniinars on human rights
had been organized dealing with such problems as, human rights and

criminal law and procedures,-increased participation' of Asian women N.

in public life, and extension of human rights. UNESCO also makes ad-

visory services available to the governments. In addition, the 'reports

of the Economic and Social Council coitinue to be a force in the pro-

tection of human rights and fundamental freedom.

At the present time,_ each country has the final say in human
rights, but international documents are,, influencing court decisions

within nations. Costa Rica enacted a ne,,Z-Constitution based upon

the wording of corresponding rights in the UniVersal Declaration of

1949. The Provincial Legislature of Ontario, Canada, adopted an act

to strengthen human rights practices in 1951 and an act to promote
further accommodations in 1954. The Preamble of each Act declared

that the act is " . . . i i '. accordance with the Universal Declaration
of Human Rights as proclaimed by the United Nations." The gov-

ernment of Panama passed a law in 1956 which prohibits discrim-
ination on account of birth, race, social origins, sex, religion, or politi-

cal opinions. Its Preamble states that discrimination is "a flagrant

violation" of both the national constitution and "of the Universal
Declaration of Human Rights adopted by the General Assembly of

the United Nations in December, 1948."
The Supreme Court Of the Netherlands overruled the Panel Chain-

ber of the Court in a case involving freedom of the press. The origi-

nal decision said that freedom of press was not .an absolute right and

that the modern tendency was to give greater prominence to public

interest. The Supreme Court of the Netherlands held this contention

was disproved by the adoption of the proclamation of the Universal

Declaration of Human Rights by the General Assembly of the United

Nations. Belgian courts and Italian courts have also invoked provi-

sions by the Universal Declaration that none shall be arbitrarily de-

nied the right to change his nationality. The Supreme Court of the
Philippines ordered the release from custody of a stateless person
about to be deported and placed him under the surveillance of the

immigration authorities on the basis that the Universal Declaration
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proclaimed the right of everyone to life and liberty, to Hid) rights
and freedoms set forth in the Declaration without distinction, Die deg
of everyone to an effective remedy and the prohibition Of arbitrary
arrest, detention, and exile.

Step by stcplthc United Nations has gradually strengthened the
commitment of member states to, observe human rights and fundamen-_
tal freedoms. There has been a _corresponding acceptance of the legality,ft
and morality of international hinrian rights documents by national
states. As a result, there has been a gradual extension of United
Nations powers in the area of human rights. International law is
undergoing fundamental change through these developments. In a rela-
tiviely short period, the Universal Declaration . of Human Rights has
become a part of the Constitutional law of the world community
with promise of even more significmt contributions in the future.

FUTURE DEVELOPMENTS

Increasingly, respect for human rights is being.recognized as an essen-
tial component of a peaceful world. Human society will not reach a
level of maturity sufficient to replace war and violence witti peace

.and justice until it becomes capable of assuring, in both theory and
fact, the fundamental freedoms of all its members. As Norman Acton,
Secretary General of the World Veterans Federation, states:

. . . The quest for both peace and freedom must go forward.-to-
getherncither will be achieved or have meaning without the other. .
This !vans that the agreed rights must be codified as law, and that
mechanisms must be established to ensure that the values set forth in the
law are promoted and, if necessary, enforced. It means that those aspects
of the question which 'lave a more than national eharacter should be thc
subject ofiniternational agreement, and that the facilities for the promo-
tion and enforcement of such agreements should exist. It means that less
formal, but potentially vital, some resources, such as non-governmental
organizations and communications media, must accept responsibility for
keeping the spotlight of public opinion shinniLg on the performance of
these tasks. In short it means tfiareffeetive protection of human rights
will come about when the institutions man has devised the operation

of his society arc mobilized for this purpoSe.22
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Arthur Larson, Research Center at the Duke University School of
Law, agrees that there must be-scime type of world legal system. How-
ever, this world legal system must be worthy of the name and con-
tain ingredients which will make the system workable. These four
ingredients include:
1. A body of 'aw that is acceptable, up-to-date, and capable of -de-

ciding the disputes which cause tension in the World as it is today.
2. Machinery to, apply that law-machinery which is also accessible,

up-to-date, and adapted to settling the kinds of disputes that
today's world produces.

3. Acceptance of that body apd that machinery .of law by the per-
sons affectedand here we must remind ourselves that many of
the people of the world do not regard present international law
and tribunals as their law and their tribunals.

7

41Complian4yjth the decisions of international tribunals once they
are rendered.237=1,

The rule of law which is necessary to protect human rights of neces-
sity brings power to the enforcing body. Just as there is fear-of in-
creased centralization of power, on the national level, there is also fear
of such centralization on an international level. Here as on the na-
tional level, although the, power is to be feared, it also must be con-
trolled and used for protection which no other agency is capable of
giving.

Institutions are even now being discussed which may eventually
make international protection of human rights a reality. One of these
is the High Commissioner of Human Rights. This idea was origi-
nally suggested by Mr. Jacob Blaustein in his Dag Jlammarskjold
memorial lecture in 1963. He suggested that the General Assembly or
the Secretary General of the' United Nations appoint an independent
person as the United Nations High Commissioner for Human Rights.
Such a High Commissioner could among other things, lend his good
offices to governments and be available at their request to investi-
gate situations where there have been alleged violations of human
rights. He could assist underdeveloped nations in the organization of
various institutions for the promotion of human rights_and could assist
the Commission on Human Rights in its review ofi,the-periodic re-
ports from governments on human rights.

The Commission on Human Rights in 1967 suggested the adop-
tion by the General Assembly of a resolution establishing a "United
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Nations High,Cqmmissioner's Office for Human Rights" organized in
Such a way char the High CommiSsioner would have a degree of in-
dependence and prestige 'required for the performance of his func-
tions. The High Commissioner as recommended by the Commission_. . .
on FfmnaiiRights would promote and encourage the universal and
effective respect for human rights and fundamental freedoms for l.

,
The High Commissioner would maintain close relations with the

Assembly, the Economic and Social Council, the Commission on
Human Rights, and .other 'organs of the United Nations and other
agencies concerned with human rights. He could give advice and assist-
ance Wherever it was requested and have access to communications
concerning human, rights. -Whenever he deems it appropriate he could
bring problems to the attention of the government conc'emed and could
make reports of the General Assembly on developments in the field
of human rights.

Another area which is beinig developed is that of sanctions and
pressures to bring about efia4ec in any national policy when treat-
ment -of its citizens is clearly in violation of hunian riglits.r-KAs the
responsibilities of the High Commissioner, evolve, and as the dy-
namic process of refining living documents continues, institutions may
develop which will eventually lead to the development of procedures
for the enforcement of international law on the most humane basis.

Motif& major change in the area of hiiman rights may be the do
vclopment of an international or "Global" Ombudsman. Violations
of ,human rights continue throughout the world in spite of the Interna-
tional gill of Rights and numerous Conventions and Declarations sup-
porting it. At the present time complaints, or "communications" in
UN language, of violations of human rights s4rnitted by individuals
arc simply received and filed by the Commission on Human Rights.
The Ombudsman is an institution a originated in Scandinavia

- and haS spread to New Zealand, The United Kingdom, and even to
__Nassau County in New York. His responsibility is to protect the in-

dividual from the growing, indifferent, and impersonal bureaucratic
structure so characteristic of modern industrial societies. In essence, in
such countries as Sweden or New Zealand, the Ombudsrrian is a goy-

, ernment official appointed to investigate complaints caused .by indi-
vidual or unexplainable acts of public officials. The Ombudsman has
power to gain access to all information necessary to investigate the
possible violation of an iilvidual's rights without going through nor-
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mahcbannels and extensive red tape. yroblems which in normal elm:
-eels may take months or even years to remedy can be done by the
Ombudsman with the authority to investigate and rectify violations of
huiT rights before they develop into proportions of international
crist, kand _an individual citi-en would- have recourse when his own
government -was violating Ins rights. Some sec the role of_ the High

Commissioner for Human Rights and that' of the Ombudsman as
being. the 'same.24 .

Others r the Ombudsman function being carried on by Commit-
tees eindividuals responsibleo the High-Commissioner. Frank New-

man, Professor of La`m University of Califomia)Berkeley, points out
that the International Convention On , the Elimination of all forms of
Racial Discrimination, whiCh the-General Assembly adopted unani-
mously on December 21, 1965, has actually "created a group' of ,Cm-
budsmen. These men ire called the Human Rights Committee and the
Committee on the FliminStion of Racial Discrimination. This con-
cept could be expanded to coverall areas of human ,rights ='

- When one considers possible future developmentt in the area of
human -rights, not, only institutional arranger is must be included,
brit also the refinemelit. of traditional human rights and the identifica-
tion of new areas. One area which ma become increasingly-significant
is' that which deals with human priv .y. As computers provide. uni-
versally available data on individuals and as electronics and electrical
devices make it increasingly possible,, to spy on 'individuals without
their knowledge, principles will have to, be refined which protect the
Privacy and individuality of each human being. As with any social or
technologiq invention, the possible results can be 'both constructive
and devastating. Relating these new -developments to fundamental prin-
ciples underlyiN the rights and freedoms of an individual should do

much to inthre tileir constructive service to huhlanity.
Anoth$1 fechnOlogical development which may affect the family is

birth control with all its ramifications. There is already serious contro
it,versy on the, birth control issue of the morality of bringing children
into the world when the' means of providing economic and social
rights is net ayailable. Controvdrsy on the birth control issue has just
begun. As means of breeding children ,through gene control are re.'
fined, and the tcchnlques for t ontrolling the sex of babies are de-
velop8, several areas of hpman rights will. need to undergo. major

...,..,
retis ion,

".
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CONCLUSION
As- world-wide consensus is developing on fundamental human

rights, conflict inevitably arises between ideologies and national be-
fit. vhich are based- on fundamentallifferent philosophical as.

sumptions. Consensus on beliefs should not be interpretcd as com-
promise where an individual or nation gi, es up beliefs which are con-
sidered essential for human development. Rut rather, statements of
human rights should result from an identification of those values which
are universally recognized as basic,hurrian rights. A universal statement of
rights- could ,result in -a restriction on human rights if the statement
were one of compromise whereby the lowest common denominator of
human rights was accepted. On, the other hand, a general statement
of human rights can result in the broadening of the meaning of human
rights in every country and culture; and, as these human rights are
refined -and interpreted, they can become even more effective instru-
ments-11T expanding the potential and- raising the dignity of each
human being. In this light, the accepting by citizens of the United
States of the United Nations Declaration of Human Rights does not
negate our democratic values, but reinforces and broadens them.
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CHAPTER FOUR

THE SUCCESSFUL TEACHING of human rights requires' a positive at-
titude by the teacher. It is difficult to teach respect fill- mankind with-
out first demonstrating those qualities which show concern for man.
Therefore, the classroom teacher mac have the most impact in the
teaching of humaii rights by the example he sets within the school
and the community. The more sincerely he believes in the brotherhood
of man, the more successful he will be.

Two basic approaches are available for the teacher of. human rights
concepts. The first is a direct method which involves confronting the
students with materials directly !elated with human rights. Through the
examination of materials; class discussion which develops into a dia-
logue between teacher and 'student, and between student and student,
significant progress in understanding of hurrian rights may occur.

Other instructors would state that the direct method is ovcrteach-
ing that it is impossible to teach human rights. Instead, they recom-
mend a more indirect method whereby opportunities arc created and
utilized to develop the attitudes and qualities of mind necessary to
the successful promotion of human` rights. These teachers feel that
human rights are leamed from experience. Such childhood concepts as
taking turns, playing fairly, telling the truth, and early emphasis that

59
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other people have the right to be differei '- arc the mor successful

techniques by which human rights may be I med.' - \

If the child has an adequate home backgro nd, the indifict method

may be very effective. Difficulty often mews, however, in transferring

to people and institutions which are different`, In most neigbb hoods
concepts Or fair play from familiar surroundin is to where th v relate

\.
in the United States, children's contacts in human rights are restricted.

Fair play when it involves other children from similar sociological \and

racial backgrounds is not a major problem. It is When people comei
contact with peoples of different social or racial backgrounds that

\
their basic human rights vain appear to be threatened. While thek
problem of communication b twecn ghetto America, and subu ban

America is evident, television is opening channels of communicat on

which have already caused impact and change in many social areas.

By creating 'a formal program in the teaching of human rizlits; or
_,..._-__--7---_-_,

_,...----

,7 the direct method, the teacher should attempt to utilize-The experi-
\ ...-----

' - ences which have been gained through theindired training received

at home;. in churches, and in the neighborhood. Through a program

-of gradetil ThexperienCeS,..e school _program should be able to further
develOP4c initial human rights concepts gained' in the informal en =,

---vironnient. A formal school program can offer experiences that -will
enable the student to successfully gain a better_understanding of man's

struggle for human rights which arc usually unavailable to the-stu,_
dent any place e.7;e. 7, -- -..

._.

Probably the most-important stage in the development of_ human

rights concepts,as far as the public schools are concern,:d is the elemen-

tary school level. Through the basic elementary school practices

together in groups, the child can be taught to appreciate the figlits

of others. It has been the elementary school teacher who has most

fiequently utilized group d:.narnics to create classroom interest. The

recess games, spelling bees, group reading, and the elementary classroom

programs for parents arc a few examples of group action which promote

cooperation and understanding. The elementary level of school ;s the best

level fo the child to learn familiarity with and the development of the

prima :social groups influencing him.
As the child grows older, his concerns increasingly involve the

greater/ community. While the greater communities of man certainly

andmay and shoulcl be examined in the elementary school, secondary
k
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school provides an opportunity for a greater analysis in the format
tion of the principles which concern the freedom Of all mankind..By
the secondary school level, the student should have learned the basic
human rights and the basic human responsibilities. It is unfortunate
that in many cases, the secondary school program of teaching human
rights in./the United States is Merely an extension of the 'elementary
school program rather than an opportunity to examine areas in depth

. and to derive generalizations which may be utilized in later life.

The teaching of human rights is usually considered the province of
the:social studies, but its principles and concepts may and should be de-
Veloped in all academic areas. Rather than the secondary social stud-
ies being a repeat of the same Afiierican history and American gov-
ernment which *as taught in 'the elementary school, the student should

have the opportunity to make decisions on the basic problems of
man's human rights based upon plausible alternatives. It is through
this examination of alternatives that man gains respect for the ideas
and practices of tho:e who differ with him. Rather than being told to
respect r, viewpoint, he has the primary materials and sufficient
contact with logic patterns to personally gain a respect for other view-

points. While -the method r'f teaching human rights involves a philo-
sophical approach to teaching, there arc individual techniques and
ideas which may simplify thc conveying of the significant human
riglifs concepts.

1. The Mythical Community

This technique is particularly effective on the elementary school
level but could be adopted for junior high or senior high school stu-
dents. A mythical town can be created with streets, residential aeighbor-
hoods, businesses, schools, and a population mixture which represents
all 'grovps44. the United States. Children would be assigned a home
area within the,town and given information about their neighborhood,

salary, position,, background, and their mobility on' the social scale.
Through the of this mythical community, a number of situations
could be created -whereby the children would be forced to make de-
cisions. ,One example would be to move a Negro family 'into a prior
all-white community thereby disrupting the existing status quo. 1711h
child in the class or each child on the assigned block where the Negro
family was moving could react (1) as he felt the individual within a real
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1

communi vould act, and (2) as 411 ual should react if all emo-
tional aspects of the situation ale removed. imilar problem areas could
be created concerning people of different reli;ious backgrounds, hippie
invasions, bussing to create racial balance, a in-anin e
grated housing situation, and perhaps even a situation where the tradi-
tional neighborhood school is eliminated for purposes of conversion to
the educational park plan.

2. UNICEF

Although familial to most and crititized by many the UNICEF
Trick or Treat for .Children's Relief is an avenue which can be ex-
panded in every community of the United States. While it is possible
to isolate programs within UNICEF with which many Americans
might not be sympathetic, by every indication the main purpose of
UNICEF is to improve the living conditions for children throughout
the world. Although teachers in some communities would suffer pub-
lic criticism for encouraging a UNICEF Trick or Treat activity for
their class, the program is one which could and should be utilized by
many more communities in the United States. Churches and other
civic groups may be even more effective than the public school in using
this avenue. By actually working to improve the conditions of children
throughout the world the student will have a hr better understand-
ing of the meaning of human rights than any textbook or lecture couldI
provide.

3. United Nations Day

Since its inception in 1945, the United Nations has played a major
role in the process to secure unrersal human rights. A United Na-
tit* Day could involve every faction of your local community. When-

'-ev-er possible, utilize local government, churches, and schools, to
carry out various aspects of the program. Materials on the Procedures to
be followed in establishing a United Nations Day are available from
the United Nations Publication Service, 345 East 46th Street, New
York, New York 10017. This publication gives numerous examples of
school programs, methods of obtaining speakers, and general sugges-
tions on how to make the community United Nations Day a success-
ful venture. The local classroom could serve as a focal point for
involving the entire community in better understanding and better com-
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munieations between the goals of the United States, and the goals of
the/United Nations.

4. Documents

Hopefully the average United States citizen_ is familiar with words
and phrases expressed,iir such documents as t Declaration of Inde-
pendence rrnid the Preamble to the Constitution of the United States.
A classroom-technique which would-enable students to observe visu-
ally the similarities between the goals of human rights. in the various
families of man would be a comparison of the basic documents of
freedom. The more familiar American documents could be compared
with the French and their Declaration of the Rights of Man, the Brit-
ish and their Bill of Rights of 1689, the Preamble from the U.S.S.R.
Constitution, and the Declaration of Human Rights of the 'United Na-
tions of 1948. While there are differences in each of the documents
listed, the similarities of their goals for mankind arc the elements
which should be stressed in our complex and often violent society.

5. Mock United Nations

Mock United Nations Assemblies are held in many localities
throughout the United States. Frequently a local college will host the
assembly while Aeighboring high schools are designated as specific coun-
tries. After preparation for the selected discussion topics the secondary
school delegation visits the college campus and in the mock assembly
reacts to the topics much as the actual delegates of United Nations
would react. In this way students are better'able to understand the
complex variables which frequently force nations .o abstain in what
may seem to the United. States, to be a sigint vote, or perhaps
even to vote against what the American citizen feels is a policy for
the best interest of the United States and the world. The same ap-
proach can be utilized in a single classroom where the individual stu-
dents or a group of students is given a class'room assignment designat-
ing him to represent a specific country's viewpoint at the mock corm-
ci). By writing directly to the embassies of the countries involved, the
student frequently may obtain informltion expressing his "adopted"
country's attitudes on many of the world problems of today. Here
again is an 730'mrttmity-foIfFsr S -better communication between inter-
national neighbors.
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6. Translation
While direct examinations of such documents as a Declaration of

Human Rights have value 35 -a point of departure for class discussion,
c'T-b

another approachis.;to have a student translate the language utilized in

official docuirients Anto language which can be better understood hs

people of his own age group or his own community. Perhaps a sec-

ondary school student could prepare materials which would he uti-

lized by elfmentary school students. Another approach would be to

take a national or international document and rewrite it to deal with

specific problems which confront the nation and/or local community.

Needless to say when human rights are put in the daily context, the

individual has a tendency to be more concerned with their fulfillment

and enforcement than when he does not come in contact with the

problems.

7. Human Rights' Week
Tice United Nations' General Assembly has designated the 10th of

December of each year as Human Rights' Day. As a result of a joint

resolution of the Sendte and House of Representatives of the United

States-41re President of the United States has declared December 15

as Bill of Rights' Day. Because the United States' Bill of Rights'

Day and the United Nations' Human Rights' Day- are observed within

a one week period in the United States, the 'President traditionally

proclaims the period from December 10 to December 17 as Human

Rights' Week. Assembly programs perhaps in conjunction with Christ-

mas and its similar ideals might be particularly effective during this

festive season. Information for promoting Human Rights' Day and

Human Rights' Week can be obt tined by writing to the U.S. Na-
tional Commission for UNESCO, L.S. Department of State. Washing-

ton, D.C. Other materials for Human Rights' Week are available

fronwurces listed in tlir bibliography.

8. Bulletin Boards
Pccodte your classroom with posters. A number of posters are

available from the UNESCO Publications Center, 317 East 34th Street,

New York, New York 10016. Among the poster material's available

arc the following:
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"The Gift of Knowledge," A photo feat* of the UNESCO Gift
Coupon Program. Available in English or Fr /ncli. Free.

"UNESCO and Human Rights," A set o twelve posters on UNESCO
and implementation of the universal deparationr

uic

together with cap-

tion and discussion guides for classroom . $1.00.
/

"For, all Children," A set of ten posters on the Declaration of the
/

Rights of the Child,- together with captions and discussion guides for

classroom use. $1.00.,

"InforMation for All," A photo/feature of UNESCO's work pro-
moting the freedom of information Free.

9. Films
The visual approach is frequently effective. A nu-tither of films are

available and specific listingy are available from sources listed. The

"How to do it" series publis ted by the National Council for the Social

Studies includes a leaflet N nth would aid in the effectiveness of film

presentations.

10. Exchanges /,,

It is frequently possible to exchange letters and 'materials with a
similar class in another country. It would also be possible for student

groups within the United States to exchange letters and perhaps stu-
dent delegations. A school in. another state which is representative

of a different ethnic group could. be selected for communication. A sub-

urban white- Anglo-Saxon school could also arrange for an exchange

program with a ghetto school. Both groups would better understand
the attitudes of the other. Great care must be taken in;a_program-of

this type as without careful planning and orientation, the program

could cause esentment and create more problems than it would solve.

A program involving too short a period of contact, improper orienta-

tion as to the goals and purposes, as well as 'the selecting of students

who arc unable to adapt to new environments quickly are possible

pitfalls which should be avoided.

11. Relating
Many lessons in human rights can be learned s;mply by the teacher

emphasizing the role. of a common activity in the overall scheme of

man's human rights. The -traditional American method of selling the
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principles of human rights has been ,through the stories
M,of

heroes which /
have been found in all American texts since the cGuffy Reader!
Going on class trips, the election of class officers, or celebrating the
birthdays of famous Americans are all incidents which can be 4.elated
to human rights training. ,
12. Role Playing and Dramatics

At selected intervals studehts can be chosen to react to situations
dealing with basic human rights. When a person has human rights
taken from ,him, evm though it is in a..-hypothetical situation, he is
better able to understand the problems-and feelings of othercitizens of
the world who have been denied their basic human rights. The "How-

to-do-it" series published by the National Council; for the Soeial Stud-_
ies provides suggestions to Make-role playing re

Another technique would have the studentsiselecting a problem in
human rights which has been solved; the students would then prepare
and present a play which illustrates the historical sequence. Other
situations could be devised to show the frustration that exists Ameri-
can life where certain man ek, is are still denied.

13: Briefing Conferences or Television News Programs
Using a format which has groivn.familiar on television, groups of stu-

dents -can prepare materials and then brief the remaining part of the
class on human rights' problems.

14,--f-Student Essays

Although the/technique is probably overused, student essays on the
subject of huMan rights at any grade level would produce tangible
results. The Vetter essays can be placed on the bulletin board along
with some of `the significant documents, in man's progress toward uni-
versal human rights. Another way to use essays would be to exchange

;-'them between small groups of students who could then, discuss and
analyze them.

15. Reporting

Through the United Nations,,the United States and other member
states report. their activities which were carried out in celebration of
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Human Rights' Day. Your individual Classroom may add to this record
of the action program in the area of human rights by sending a report
of its activities to the U.S. National Commission for UNESCO, De-
partment of State, Washington, D.C.

16. Library Day
Have your school librarian locate and display books which promote

the principles of human rights. The public library might be interested
in a similar approach.

.17. Cartoons
As overheakprojeetors become more available in classrooms, car-

toons can be used as a means of conversation. Almost
every daily newspaper carries a cartoon whicli..cabC applied to a
hunian rights area. Most of these can be placed,onlrinSparencies by
the classroom teacher. Cartoons placed on bulletin boards would also
be effective.

18. Wars ,
Many elementary and secondary school courses overemphasize the

place of war in the historical process. Whether the approach is valid
is not the question; but the technique is used. While war itself is de-
structive, frequent steps in hurnaii_rights progress may be identified
with a 'period immediately following a war. Since so many teachers con-

centrate on the great war periods, it is suggested that additional emphasis

be given to the human rights developments which may be connected
with these wars.

19. Curriculum Centers
A number of the fifty-odd social science curriculum centers are pro-

ducing materials which can be utilized in the teaching of human rights.

The University of Georgia Anthropology Curriculum Project provides
elementary school materials which will broaden the student's contact
with_-other cultural backgrounds. The Sociologicr Resources for the
Social Studies is another project which is providing episodes which may
be impleMented as units within most secondary school courses.2 Other
curriculum centers are also producing materials which will be of class-
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room help. Social Education provides an analysis of the projects and
their materials.

20. Political Platforms
A major political party will usually furnish you with a copy of its

last poltt;ical platform. Have your clas1 examine the platform- purely on
the evaluative criteria of human rights.

All areas of the soe'al studies may be utilized to promote human
rights. In elementary school, such activities as recess activities, choosing
up teams,j_ taking turns, and group reading provide excellent oppor-
tunities to dustrate human r;glits concepts. Cooperation and the un-
derstanding of other people's problems arc two essential elements in
the attainment of universal human rights. The expanding communities
concept of curriculum which prevails in the Uniral States is another
device which by the nature of its organization gives an opEnrtunity
to promote human rights concepts. Human rights 6iiaitatios should
complement the structure of the curriculum as the student studies ever
broadening aspects of man and community life.

In world history 'many of the examples discussed in chapter one
provide academic focus which can be related to man and human
rights. Legal codes, the early Creek personalization of man, the non-
violence of Buddhism, humanism, the Renaissance spirit, the religious
controversy following the Reformation. and the various revolutionary
movements which have engulfed the world are all human rights stories.

American histOry may be presented-with its central thesis being
man's struggle to legally guarantee, the basic human rights ,to- all citi-
zens. There are numerous documents which describe the legalizing ap-

paratus, 'Which Americans utilized. In addition the change provisions
of the Constitution, numerous Congressional actions, the War be-
tween the States, Supreme Court decisions, the Marshall Plan, the
muckraker era, and the United States contributions to the United Na-
tions arc important areas in Arlierican history which emphasize the
human rights story: Power, conflict, religious toleration, and freedom,
are other concepts which thread throughout American history, and
which may be used to promote better understanding of human rights.

Numerous teaching techniques would be available in implementing
concern for universal human rights. Once the classroom teacher is con-
vinced of the necessity of teaching human rights, numerous opportuni-
ties for its implementation will become available.
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QUESTIONS FOR DISCUS610N
1,

t...._ - c ,

1. Define human rights.

2. In In view of the almost universal acceptance of the basic cor;cept.Zif. :

human rights, why have' a number of states, indnding the g!ifted et":
: --

States, not ratified all of the United Nations Conventions dealinif,w,ith'

human rights?
.

.
. ,

3. Cite problem areas where basic hmiran rights are being disregartled.- .

4. Why arc so manyoncn prejudiced? Does this evolvesfrom feelings .
of fear? Insecurity? Lack of communication? Llate?` - .

-. .,.:. 4.

5. Can you cite examines of where prejudice exists in tho Unitek ;. ... 7 ,

States? Iyour classroom? In your neighborhood?; . '
' :
.` .:,4,,:".

,

6. Is is possible to discriminate against otherf.groups"..althot:.ViiNr4; .,
personally do not come ii ritact svith them? . .7'": "i'' --',:14" ,Arp

. - -, - c., -._ ;:, .,.;

7. Do. all people view \-t he. attainment 6f humud fights -the' :same L :., -r -t....
Christian? Muslim? Hindu? Communist' :-.,,zea I-I.% -;r "1.,'.

8. How are rights and 'responsibilities related 'in' the littainiderit,- Or'. ..

universal human ri its ? -'' .

9. It can be aid that the interpretation of human rights flepenas- z

upon the part ular society in which man lives: Keeping-this statement
in mind, but t 'necessarily accepting or rejetting its ,premise, is the

United States society which respects human rights today? In 18,9?,
Do the Soviet lion and Communist China respecOmman rights-

in the same.wa)1

10. Discuss the individual you feel is most representative of 'a man
living to ensure humhn rights for all.

FOOTNOTES

' William C. Carr. "l'eaching,,About Human Rights:, A Survey," Education Pan.
orama, World Confederation of Organizations of the Teaching Profession, 9
(number 4, 1967) passim.

project materials Will soon commercially available; and information may bv.
secured from Robert C. Angell, Executive Director of the Sociological Resource .st
for the Social Studies, 503 Firs: National Building, Ann 'Arbor, Michigan 48108,

M.

.
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72 univers declaration of human rights

TH,E UNIVERSAL DECLARATION OF HUMAN RIGHTS
Adopted December 10, 19-18 by the United Nations General Assembly

\\Imams recognition of the inherent dignity and of the equal and
inalienable rights of all members of the human family is the foundation
of ifeedom, justice and peace in the world,

Wn Eat:As disregard and contempt for huina» have resulted in
barbarous acts which lime outniged the conscience of mankind, and
the achent of a world in which 1. man beings shall enjoy freedom of
speech and belief and rcedom om fear and want has been pro-
claimed as the highest aspiration of the common people,

\Vivau it is eSce111":ill, if man is riot to be compelled to have re-
course, as a last resort, to rebc,',m against tranny and oppression,
that human rights should be protected by the rule of law,

is essential to promote the development of friendly re
lotions between nations,

WnEREAs the 'peoples of the United Nations have in their Charter
reaffirmed their faith in fundamental human rights, in the dignity and
worth of the human person and in the equal rights of men and women
and have dctermir ed to promote social progress and better stand-
ards of life in larger freedom,

WHEREAS Member States have pledged themselves to achieve, in co-
o1 eiation with the Um.. ,1 Nations, the promotion of universal respect
for and observi. of nun.An rights and fundamental 'reedoms,

WnEaF,As a common understanding of Viese rights and freedoms is
the greatest importance far the full realization of this pledge,

NOW THEREFORE, G/ NERAI, ASSEMBLY

PROCLAIN1S tins Universal Decimation of Human Rights as a common
standard of achieveme,' for all pecples and all nations, to the end
that every individual and every organ of society, keeping this Declara-
tion cowtantly in mind, shall strive by teaching and education to pro-
mote respect for thvse rights and freedoms and by progressive meas-
ures, national and international, to secure then universal and effectie
recogni:ion and observance, both among the peoples of Member
States themselves and amo.ig the peoples of territories under their jury
diction.
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Article I
All human beings are born free and equal in dignity and rights.

They arc endowed with reason and conscience and should act towards
one another in a spirit of brotherhood.

Article 2
Evervone.is entitled to all the rights and freedoms sa forth in this

Declaration, without distinction of any kind, such as race, colour, sex,
language. religion, political or other opinion, national or social origin,
propert%, birth of other states. Furthermrore, no distinction shall be
made on the basis of the politic-1, jurisdictional or internatlonal status
of the country or territory to which a person belongs, whether it be
independent, trust, non self - governing or under any 'other limitation of
smereignty.

Article 3
Everyone has the right to V'-, liberty and security of person.

Article 4
No one shall be held in slayers' or servitude; slavery and the slave

trade shall be prohibited in all their forms.

Article 5
No one shall be subjected to torture or to cruel, inhuman or de-

grading treatment or punishment.

Article 6
E% eryonc has the right to recognition everywhere as a person before

the law.

Article 7

All arc equal before the and are entitled without any discrim-
ination to equal piotection of the law. All arc entitled to equal pro-
tection against any discrimination in violation of this Declaration and

against any incitement to such discrimination.

Article 8
Everyone has the sight to an, effective remedy by the competent

national tribunals for acts violating the fundamental rights granted him
by the constitution or by law.

Article 9
No one shall be subjected to arbitrary arrest. detention or exile.
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Article 10
l'er)one is entitled in full equality to a fair and public hearing by

an .odcpendent and impartial tribunal, in the determination of his
rights and obligations and of an% criminal charge against him.

- Article 11

( ) Everyone charged with a pNal offence has the right to be pre-
sumed innocent until prOved guilty aecOrding-To-kiw in a public trial
at which he has had all the guarantees necessary for his defence. (2)
No one shall be held gitilty of any penal offence on account of any
act or omission which ,did net constitute a penal offence, under na-
tional or international law, at the time when it was committed. Nor
shall a heavier penalty-be imposed than the one that was applicable
at the time the penal offence was committed.

Article 12
No one shall be subjecti4.1 to arbitrary interference- with his pri-

vacy, family, home or correspondence, nor to attacks upon his honbur
and reputation. Ever} one has the right to the protection of the law
against such interference or attacks.

Article 13
(1) Everyone has the right to freedom oft imement and residence

within the borders of each state. (2) Everyone has the right to leave
any county, including his own, and to return to his country.

Article 14
(1) Exerone has the right to seek and to et,-)y in other countries

asylum from persecution. (2) This right may not be invoked in the
case of prosecutions' genuinely arising from nonpolitical crimes or
from acts contrary to the purposes and principles of the United Na-
tions.

Article
( ) Everyone has the light to a nationality. (2) No one shall be

mbitranh deprived of his nationality not denied the rigirt to change his
nationality.

Article 16
(1) Men and women of full age, NN 'lout an limitation duc to

race, nationalitx, or religion, have the right to marry andoto found a
familx. They are entitled to equal rights as to marriage during mar-

MX
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riage and at its dissolution. (2) Marriage -shall be entered into only
with the free and full consent of the intending spouses. (3) The-family
is the natural and fundamental_ group unit of society Ind is entitled
to protection IA society and the State.

Article 17
(1) Everyone has the riglit to own property aloPo as well as in

association with others, (2) No one shall be arbitrarily deprived o(
his propert

Article 18
Everyone has the right to freedom of thought-; conscience aid re-

.

this.rightnncliides freedom to change h ;s religion or belief, and
freedom, either alone or in (A.miintmity with others and in public or pi,-
yate, to manifest his religion ter belief in teaching, practice, worship
and 9Jzseryance.

Article 19
Everyone has the light to freedom of opinion and expression, this

right includes freedom to hold opinions without interference and to
seek, receive and impart information and ideas tlirough any media and

:regardless of fiontiers.

Article 20
(I ) Evert one has the right to ficedom of peaceful assembly and

association. (2) No onemay be compelled to belong to an association.

Article 21
(1) ENCIMIC has the right to take part m the government of his

country, directly or through freely chosen representatives. (2) Everyone
tar the right of equal access to public service in his country. (3)
will of rhe_people shall be the basis of the authority of government;
this will snail be exposed in periodic and genuine elections wind-I-
shii be by universal and equal suffrage, and shall 1.-k held b1 secret vote
or by equivalent frec voting proccdnr,:s.

Article 22

Everum as a men,:m of socictx, has the right to social security

an is aided to' realization, through national efTirt and international
coopet-tion and i i accordance with the organization and resources of

each State, of the economic, social and cultural rights indispensable for
his dignity and the free development of his rermality,
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Article 23

eryone has the right to work, to free choice of emplovnient,
to just and fa%ourable conditions of work and to protection-against
unemplo% ment. (2) l.senone, without any discrimination, has the right
to just and favourable remuneration ensuring for himself ,nil his family
an existance worths of humairdignit%, -and supplemented, if necessary,
by other means of7social protection. (4) Everyone has the right to form
and to join trade unions for protection of his interests.

Article 24

. Everyone has the right to rest and leisure, including reasonable limi-
'ation of %'oiling hours amid Penodio-holidays with pay.

(1) Everyone has the right to standard of living adequate for the
health and w ell.being of himself and of his- family, including rood,
clothing, housing, and medical care and necessary social services, and
the right to security in the event a unemployment, sickness, disability,
widowhood; old age or other lack of tielihood in circumstances be.sond
his .control (2) Motherhood,and childhood are entitled to special` care
and assistance. All chorl-en ss hether born in or out of wedlock, shall
enjoy the same social protection.

Article 26

(I) Es er%one has the right to education. Education shall be flee at
least in the elemental-% and fundamental stages. Elementary education
shall be compulsory. Technical and professional education shall be made.
generall% mailable and higher education shall be equally accessible ':o
all on the basis of merit. (2.) Education shall be directed to the full de-
velopment of the 11011a!) personality and- to the strengthening_fif re-

spc -t for human rights and fundamental freedoms. It shall plomote
',Inderstanding, tolerance and friendship among all nations, racial o-
religious groups, and shall further the activities of the United : Iations
for the maintenance of ;am (3) Parents have a prii,r right to choose
the kind of education that shall be given to their childrch.

Article 27

,(I ) Ever%one has the right freely to participate in the cultural life
of the community, i enjoy the arts and to share in scientifi, dyance .
meat and its benefil-s 4..ZLEyeryone has the right to the pfott, tion of
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the moral and material interests resulting from any scientific, literar'y or

artistic production of Which he is the author.

Article 28
--1,'1:yone is entitled to a social and international order in Alia the

lights and freedoms set forth in this Declaration can be fully realized.

\\ Article 29

(1) FAeryone has duties to the community in which alone the free

and full development of his personality is possible. (2) In the exercise

of his rights and f' cedoms, everyone shall be subject only to such limita-

tions as are determined by law solely for the purpose of securing due

recognitu i. and respect for the rights and freedoms of others and of

meeting the just requirements of morality, public order and the general

welfare in a democratic' society. (3) These rights and 'freedoms' may

in n case be exercised contrrary to the purposes and principles of the'United Nations. r..7
...

..: Article 30 .

Nothing in this Declarat.on may be interpreted as implying for MIN'

State, group or person any right to engage in an actiNitv or to perform

am- act aimed at the destruction of '111V of the rights and 'freaoms set

forth herein.
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THE HUMAN RIGHTS CREED'IN EDUCATION
Phi Delta _Kappa Connnission on. Education and Ili man Rights and

Responsibilities, 19(3
---,

As an educator in a democratic societV, concerned with the human
rights of people everywhere:1 will exemplify in my behavior a cony
mitmeht to these rights. Knowing that educators and the educative
process must make a significant contribution toward ensuring these
rights for all people, I will translate my b4cf is basic human' rights
into daily practice. I believe in the right of every person and in his
concomitant responsibility:

1. To equal opportunity in education, housing, employment, the ex-
ercise of the franchise, and representation in government.

2. Of due process and equal protection under the law. ....-.)

3. Of freedom of speech and of the press.
4. To-diSsent. \ ,

5. To freedom of speech and Of the press.
6. To privacy. . .\,
7. To be diffement.
8. Of freedom from self-incrimination.
9. To trial by a jury of actual peers.

10. To security of person and property.
11. To'petition and redress of grievances.
12. To freedom of asseinbly.

r
.1
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LNGLANC'S BILL OF RIGHTS
Suspending of laws . . . (by the King's) authority without- consent of

Parliament is.illegal.
Levying niond . . . the use of the Crown .. . without consent of

Parliament ... is illegal.
It is the right of the subjects to petition the king . . . .

Raising or keeping a standing army Within the kingdom in time of
peace, unless be with consent of Parliament, is against law.

Election of members of Parliament ought to be free.
The freedom of speah . .-.-ought not to be . . . questioned in any

court or place out of Parliament.
Execs:ye bail ought not to be required, nor excessive fines imposed,

nor cruel and unusual punishments hiflicted.
For he amending, strengthening, and preserving of the laws, Parlia-

ment ought to be held frequently.
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THE UNITED STATES BILL OF RIGHTS
A Article I

Congress shall make no law respecting an establishment of religion,
or prohibiting the free exercise thereof; or a midging the freedom of
speech or of the press; or the ,right of the pe ple peaceably to a.semble,
and to petition the Government for a rcdr of grievances.

Article II
A well -regulated militia, being necessary to the security of a free

State the right of the people to keep and bear arms, shall not be
infringed.

Article III
No soldier shall, in tinic>pt4c be quartered in any house without

the consent of the owner nor in time of war, but in a manner to be
prescribed by law.

Article IV
The right of the people to be secure in their person, house,, papers,

and effects against .unreasonable searches and seizures, shall not be
violated, and ne Warrants shall issue, but upon, probable cause, sup-
ported by oath or affirmation, and particularly describing the p:ace to
be searched, and the persons or things to be seized.

Article V
No person shall be held to answer for a capital, or other wise in-

famous crime, unless on a presentment or indictment of a Grand fury,
except in caws/arising in the land or naval forces, or in the militia,
when the actual servile in time of NN ar or public danger; nor shall any
person_bc sub*t for the same .offence to be_ twice put in jeopardy of
life or limb nor shall be compelled in any criminal case to be witness
against himself, nor be deprived of life, liberty, or rDperty,,withont
(Ilk process of law; nor shall private property be tal for public use
without just compensation.

Article V/
In= all criminal prosecutions, the accused shA enjoy the right to a

speedy. and public trial, by an impartial jury of the- state and district
wherein the crime shall have been committed, N't 1 ; eh district shall have
-been previously ascertained by law, and to be inforin,:d of the nature
and cause of, the accusation; to be confron'xd with the witnesses against
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him; to have compulsory process for obtaining witnesses in his favor,

and to have the assistance of counsel for his defense:.

Article 1/11

In suits at common law, where the Ca1 ue in coin-II:Was). shall exceed

twenty dollars, thcf"-Nght of trial shall be preserved, and no fact tried by

a jury shall be otherwise re:examined in any courtof the United States,

than according to the rules'of the common law.

Article VIII
Excessive bail shall not he required, no excessive fines imposed, nor

cruel and unusual punishments inflicted;

Article IX
The enumeration in the Constitution, of certain rights shall not be

construed to dem or disparage others retained by the people.

Article X

The powprs not delegated to the United States by the Constitution,

nor prohibited by it to the States, are reserved to the States respectively

or to the people:,
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DECLARATION OF THE RIGHTS OF THE CHILD
Adopted November 20, 1959 by the United Nations General Assembly

Preamble

WHEREAS the peoples of the United Nations have, in the Charter,
reaffirmed their faith in fundamental human rights, ,and in the dignity'
and worth of the human person, and have determined to promote social
progress and better standards of life ilarger freedom. ---

. -

WnEREAs the United Nations has, in the Universali Declaration of
Allman Rights, proclaimed that everyone is entitled to all the rights
and freedoms set forth therein, without distinction of any kind, such
as race, color, sex, language, religion, political' or other opinion, na-
tional or social Odin, property, birth or other status,

WHEREAS, the child, by reason of 'his physical and mental imma-
turity, needs special safeguards and care, including appropriate legal
protection, before as well as after birth,

WHEREAS the need for such special safeguards has been stated in the
Geneva Declaration of ,the Rights of the Child of 1924, and. recognized
in the Universal Declaration of !Inman Rights and in the statutes of
specialized agencies and international organizations concerned with the
welfare of children, L.)

WHEREAS mankind owes to the child the best it has to give,

Now TliEREFORE,

THE GENERAL ASSEMBLY

PROCLAIMS This Declaration of the Rights of the Child to the end
that he may have 0 'iappy-childhood and enjoy for his own good and for
the good of society the rights and freedoms herein set foal:, and calls
upon parents, upon men Aid women as individuals and upon voluntary
organizations, local authorities and national governments to recognize
these rights and strive for their abseranee by legislative and other
measures progressively taken in accordance with the follow;ng
principles:

' Principle 1
The ,ehild shall enjoy 111 the rights set forth in this Declaration. All

children, without any exception whatsoever, shall be entitled to these
rights, without distinction or discrimination on account of nice, color,
sex, language, religion, political or other opinion, national or social
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origin, property, birth 01 other status, whether of himself or of his

--- Principle 2
The child shall enjoy special protection and shall be given opportuni

tics and facilities, by law and by other means, to enable him to de% clop

morally, spiritually and socially in a healthy and

=

maiinct anCtin conditiOns of freedom and dignity, In the enact-

inCiit of laws for this purpose the best interests of the child shall be the

paramdunt consideration.

Principle 3
The child shall be entitled from his-birth to a name and a nationality.

Priiiciplc 4
The child shall enjoy the benefits of social security. fie shall be en-

titled to grow and develop in health; to this end special care and pro-

- tection shall be provided both to him-and to his mother, including -ade-

quate pre-natal and postnatal care. 'Ille child shall have the right to
adequate nutrition, housing, recreation and medical services.

Principle 5

The'child who is physically, mentally or socially handicapped shall

be given the special treatment, education and care required by his par-

ticular condition.

Principle 6

. The child, for the full and harmonious development of his person-

ality, needs love 'and understanding,./ He wherever possible,

grow up in the care and under the responsibility of liis parents-, and in

any case in au atinospheic of affection and of moral and material se.
entity; a child of tender years shall not, save in exceptional circum-

__stances, be separated from has mother. Society and the public authori-

ties shall have the duty of extend particular care to children without

a family and to those without adequate means of support. Payment of
state and other assistance toward the maintenance of children of large

families is desirable;

Principle 7

The child is entitled to reecie education, which shall be free and
compulsory, at least in the,chancntary stages. Ile sh-01 be given an edu-

cation %Ouch will promote *general culture, and enable him on a basis

7
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9f equal opportunity to develop his abilities-, his individual judgment,
and his sense of moral and social responlibility, and to become a useful
member of society.

The best interests of the child shall be the guiding principle of those
Wespons:ble for his education and guidance; that responsibility lies in the

first Place with his parents.

The chdd shall have full opportunity for play and iecreation, which
should be-directed to the same pUrPoses as education; society and the

""p,
public authorities shall endeavor to promote the enjomcnt of this right.

Principle S .'
The child shall in all .circumstances be among the first to receive

protection and relief.

Prin"iple 9
The child shall be protected against all forms of neglect, cruelty and

exploitation. He ;not be the subject of traffic, in any form.
The child shall ndt lie-admitted to employment before an ;appro

priate miiinnum age; he shall Milo case be caused or permitted to en-
gage in any occupation or employment which Vs` ould prejudice his health
or education, or interf6re with his physical, mental, or moral develop.

,ment.

Principle 10
The child shall be protected from practices which may foster racial,

religious and any other form of discriminaton. Ile shall be brought up
in a spirit of understanding, tolerance, friendship among peoples, peace
and universal brotherhood and in full consciousness that his energy and

should be devoted to the service of his fellow men.
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DECLARATION ON THE
GRANTING OF INDEPENDENCE

/7 TO COLONIAL COUNTRIES AND PEOPLES
Azdopted Deco) her 10, 1960 by the United Nations General Assembh

r,
ASSENIBIN,

MINDFUL of the determination proclaimed by the peoples of the world'
in the Charter of the United Nations to reaffirm faith in fundamCntal
human rights, in the dignity and worth of the human person, in, ace
equal rights of men and women and of nations large and small and to
promote social progress and better standards of life in larger freedom.

CONSCIOUS of the need for the creation Of conability
well-being and peaceful and friendly relations based on respect for the
principles of equal riglit§ and self-determination of all peoples, and of
universal respect for, and observance of, human rights, and funda-
mental freedoms for all without distinction as to race, sex, language
or religion, "0-

RECOGNIZING the passionate Yearning for freedom in all dependent
peoples and the decisive role of such peoples in the attainment of their
independence,

AWARE or the Mew:twig conflicts resulting from the denial of or im-
pediments:in the way of the freedom of such peoples: which constitute
a serious threat to world peace,

CONSIDERING the important role of the United Nations in assisting
the movement for independence in trust and non-self-governing
territories,

REcoc:miNG that the peoples of the world ardently desire the end of
colonalism in all its manffestations,

CoNYINcvn that the "continued existence of colonialism prevents the
development or international economic cooperation, impedes the social,
cultural and economic development of dependent peoples and militates
against the United Nations idea of universal peace,

AmamiNG that peoples may, for their own ends, freely dispose..ol----
their-natural wealth and resources w w. lout prejudice to any obligationst.,A
arising out of international mon& le cooperation. based upon the-i3iiii:
eiple of mutual benefit, -,ad international law,
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BELIEVING that-the process-of liberation is irresistible ana irreversible
and that, in order to avoid serious crises, an _end must be 'put to
colonialism and all practices of segregation atid discrimitiation assn-

. elated therewith,

WELcompxo.the emtrgcicc in Kccciirycars of a large number of de-
_
pendent territories into freedom and independence, and-recognizing the
incrcasirtgly4owerful trends .toward freedom in such territories which
have not yet attained independence#

CONVINCE:I) that all peoples have an inalienable right to complete
.v freedom, the-exercise of fheir sovereignty and the integrity of their nd-

tional territory,

SOLEMNLY PROCLAIMS; the necessity of-bringing to a speedy_ and un-

conditional end colonisalism in all its foams and manifestations;

And to this end
DE&intEs that: -s I .

I. The subjection of peCpld to-alien subjugation, domination and
exploitation constitutes a denial of fundanintal human Nits, is con-
trary to the Charter of the United Nations and is an impediment to

=the promotion 4if-world peace and cooperation.
t

2: All peoples have the right to self-determination; by virtue of that
right they frceli,,determine their political status and freely pursue their_
economic, social and cultural development.
--3. Inadequacy of political, -economic, social of educational prepared-

ness should never serve as a pretext cr delaying independence.
4. All armed action or repressive measures of all kinds directed'

against dependent peoples ::lialreease in order to enable them to exer-
cise peacefully and freely their right to complete independence, and the -

integrity of their national territory shall be respected.
5. Immediate steps shall be taken, in trust and non - self-governing ter-

ritories or all othre7territories which have not yet attained indepencence,
to transfir all powers to the peoples of those iferritories, without any
conditions or reservations, in accordance with their freely expressed will
and desire, without any distinction_ as -to race, creeds or color, in order t,

to enable them to enjoy. complete independence and freedont
6. Any attempt aimed at the partial or total disruption of the na-

tional unity and the territori.il integrity of a country is incompatible with
the purposes and the principles of the Charter of the United Nations.

ti
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7. All states shall observe faithfully- and strictly the provision's of,thc

Charter_ of the United Nations, the .Uniy_ersal Declaration of Human

Rights and the present Declaration on the basis of equality, non-inter-
ferevcc in the internal affairs of all states and respect _for the sovereign

rights of all,peoples and their territorial integrity.
.

44
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GEORGE WASHINGTON'S LETTER

TO THE HEBREW CONGREGATION IN
- -

NEWPORT; RHODE ISLAND
While -r receive With much stisfactioit; your address replete with ex-

.

piessions of7_affeotidn'and esteem; L,rejoice in the opportunity- of assur-
ing you, that I shall aiways retain ieFateful remembrance of the cordial

-Weldome *I experienced_ in my _NiSit to ITetv-port, from all classes of
'

The refleetion on the days of difficulty and danger Which .,are past Gis
rendered-the more *sweet, from a consciousness that they c succeeded

,

by cja)'s of uncommon prosperity _and.\security. If we It Wisdom to
make the-best use' of the advantages with whichae are now favoled, we
cannot fail/W.1dd the-just administration of, a good government, to be-
colne,alreat and a-happy people. 5

The Citizens of the United States of America have a right to applaud'
themselves for having given to mankind examples of an- enlarged and
liberal policy: a policy worth of imitation. All possess alike Jibed" of
conscience and immunities of citizenship. It is now no more-th-at to/'lera: .

ticin is spoken of, as if it was by the - indulgence of cne class of people,
that another -enjoyed the exercise of their 'inherent natural rights. For)
happily the Otwernment of the United States, which gives to bigotry no
sanction, to persecution no assistance, revires only that they who live
under its protection, should 0111-Call themselves as -good citizens, in
giving it on all occasions their effectual Support.

It would be inconsistent 'Nvith the frankness of my character not to
\a'voi, that I am pleased with ,your favorable opinion of my adniinistraz
tions, and fervent wishes for my felicity. May the Children of the Stock
of Abra tatti,:vho dwell in this land, continue 'to merit mid enjoy the
good' will of the other Inhabitants; while every one shall sit in safety
tinder his own vine and figtrcc, and there shall- be none to make him
afraid. May the father of all mercies scatter light and not dkn-es4-In
our paths, and-make us ,all in our several vocations useful here, and in
-his own due.time_.and way everlastingly happy.

George Washington

'3

August 1790
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THE ehrlANCIPATION PROCLAIOTION'
By the Presid'ent7of theUnited States of America

-

A Proclamation': ,

WHERE4 On tte twenty-second day_ of September, in the year of

our Dird-orte thousand-eight hurittied-atid sixty-two,, a proclamation

was issued by the President of the United,States--,-.`coiltaining,;athong

other things, the f011oWing,.to wit: ' . -

, That on the first day of-January, intithe year of oyr Lord _one thousand

eight hundred -and sixty-thigey,all _persons field as Slayes within_ any

-State or:designated part of- a,State, Ate people-whereof shall th'en-be in

rebellion against the United-States, shall-tie then, thenceforward and for-

ever free; 4.-,a;th.p ExetUtive Government of the-UnitEd States, includiug
the military and-naval authority thereof, Will recognize - and maintain the
freedom of such persoAs, and will do no -act' or acts to repreSs such

persons, Or any of them, in any efforts they may make for their actual

freedom.
That the Executive will, on the first day of januarp-afores'aid,' by

proclamation, designate the states and parts of States, -if -any, in which-

the people %thereof respectively shad, then be in rebellion 'against the

United States; and-the fact that any Stateor the people thereof, shall.

diaffat day be in ,good =faith repiesented in the Congress of the United

States by Members chosen thereto at elections wherein. majorityof the

qualified voters of such State shall have participated; shall in the ab-

sence of strong countervailing testimony be deemed conclusive evidence

that such State and the people thereof are not then in rebellion against

the United States. - ,
& r * * * * * * .

And I Hereby enjoin upon .thepeople So deeraied to be free to abstain

from all violence; Unless in necessary self-& ense; and I recommend to

them that, in all cases where at wed, th abor faithfullyfdr reasonable

wages. . -

And I farther declare and-Ma c known. that such persons of suitable
cOnciition.will be received into the armed service of the United States to-

garrison-forts, positions; s' itions, and other places, and to 'man vessels "t-_

of all sorts in said service.
And upon this act, sincerely-Iffelieveri-to e an ac f Ustice, warranted

by the Constitution upon military neeessitynwoke the considera
judgment of mankind and the ous faior of Almighty God..

-r:
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In witness whereof, Illae-hereuntt setmll hand and caused the sear
di the-United States to be affixdd.-."

'Done at the city:Wa'sbigton, the first day of January, in the car
our Lord one thousand-eigli huod Aland sixty-three, and cif the

independence of the. United
I

States ofUmerica the_eighty-seyclith.
1 - 'Abraham Lincoln

1 P.

ti
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THE NINETEENTH AMENDMENT
(Women's Suffrage)

Sixty -sixth Congres c of the United States of America-

' AT THE FIRST*SSION ,

Begun and h eld at the Cit.!, of WaSbington on_14ndav, the_ nineteenth

day of.May, one thousand nine hundraVat-idifineteeti. ,
oint Resolution

Proposing an amendment to the -Conskiytionr -extending the right of

'suffrage-to women'. _

Resolved by -thr Senate and House of Representatives of the United
States of -.America in Congress- a3sembfed itwo:Thirds- of each House

concurring ilrurein), That the folio-wing article-is proposed as-an amend-

ment to the-Constitution, which_ shall be validloill-inteOts`arld purpdses

as part of the Constitutim when ratified ;by: the legislattires, of three-

fourth of -the. several states:

Ameirdmerit XIX
The tights_ofZirigtusi'of the-United- States to 'vote shaft:notbe denied-

or Abridged bY'the United States or by any State on account of sex.
Congress, -Aral.I havepower- to enforce this art. icle -by appropriate

F-

I-
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INTERNATIONAL COVENANT ON ECONOMIC,
SOCIAL AND- CULTURAL RIGHTS`,_.

Adopted December 16, 1966 by the\UnitaNations General Assembly

THE STATES:PARTIES TO THE-PRESENT COVENANT--
CONSIDERING- that, in ,,accordance With,the. principles _proclaimed in

the Charter of the UnitedfrNations; recognition "ofjhe-inherent=dignity
ancr of the -equal and inalienable rights of all inenTbers of the.human

-family is the foundaticrn of freedom, justiteand peace

OOGNIZING_ that these _rights derive frentihe inherent dignity of
-1'7- The human person, -

REcocm#KOtfiat, in accordance with the:Universal- Declaiation of
Human Rights; the ideal of- free huthan beings __enjoyitigf Ocean-A-froth
fear and Want-can only be- achieved if conditions -are _created whereby
everyone -may enjoy social and' cultural rights, 'as =Was
his civil and politieal tights, .

CONSIDERING-the- obligation-of States under the Charter of the Unitedr
Nations,to promote universal reipect- for, and observance of, human
rights and freedoms,.

,

.REALIZING that the individual, having duties toQther individuals and
to the conlin un ;iiiiti%Thickhe belongs; is under a.responsibility-to Strive

.fof the pi;motion and observaliiiiiftlid.tightsreeogniked in the present
Covenant,

AGREE upon the following articles:

Part I
Article I

1. All peoples have the right' of selfdetermination. By virtueof that
right they freely determine their political status and freely pursue their.
economic, social and cultural development.

2. All peoples may, for their invirends, freely dispose of-their natural
wealth and resources without 'Prejudice to any'obligations arising out of
international economic cooperation, based upon.the principle of mutual
benefit, and international law. In no case may a people be deprived of
its own means of subsistence.

-3. The States Parties to the present Covenant, including those hav-
ing responsibility for the administration of Non-Self-Governing a_nd

=
2 _ ___ _

-3
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Trust Territories , shall' promote the realization of. the right of self-de
termination, and- shall respect- that right; in, code-unity with the pro-

visions of the Charter of the United Nations.

Part
Article 2

1. Each,Stite-Party-toAhe preglit Covenannifdertakes to take steps,
individually -amr_throughliiteinathal assist cooperation. -F.:Ve\

cially economic and .technical; -to the maximum its available resource,

-with a -view to achieving progressively the_full realization of -the -,-rights
-recognilain ,the_preltnt Covenantant by alf_appropriate means, including
particularly the adoption of legislative measures.

2. The States Parties-to the-preSentaCOvenant undertake to-guarantee
Covenant

.

the.the rights-enunciated in the present_ will-be exercised with

out discrimination of any kind _As to race,;eolour, sex, language, religion,
political -or other opinion, liational.enbcial origin, property, birth or
other status.:

3. Developing countries, withdue-regard AO human rights and their

national-economy, may detekmirie to _What extent they would Iguaranted
the economic rights recogniz# in the present C_ ovenant-to non-nationals.

Article 3 .
,-

The States Parties to the present CoVeriant undertake to ensure' the
equal light of Men and women to the enjoyment of all economic, social
and criltumnights set forth in the present Cdvenant.

Article 4
The States Parties -to .the present Covenant rectattf that, in the

4

./
enjoyment of those rights-provided by the State/m conformity with 'the
present Covenant; the State may subject such rights only to such limita
tions as are determined bylaw only in so far'as this may be coinpalible

with thelkt ire of these rights and solely for, the purpose of promoting
-

the general welfare in a`democratic societr:

. Article

Nothhig.in the..present Coven 'ant may be interpieted,as implying

\ for any State, group-or person any/right to engage in an activity Or to

perform any act aimed at the destruction of any of the rights, or free-

doms recognised herein, or at thir limitation to a greater extent than
is inovided'fiir in the present Covenant.
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A

2. No restriction upon or derogation from any of the fundamental
human rights recognized or existing in-any.country iii e of law, con-
ventionsJegulations or custonissl(all be admitted on thelietext that-the.
present Covenant does not recognize such-rights or that it recognizes
therti to a lesser extent.

r

Part,111
Article 6-

1. The States Parties to the present-CoVenatit recOgniz6 the rigiitu to

work, which includes 'the right of everyone t9 the 'opportunity toiain
his living by work Which he' freely- chooses or accepts, and will take'ap-

,
propriate steps to safeguard -this right.

The step-Slo be taken byaState-Party to the present Covenant .to
achieve-the-full realization of -this right shall include- technical-and voca-
tional guidance and training programmd, _policies =and= techOgits to
achieve steady economic, social, and cultural- developnient and full and
productive &nployment under _conditions safeguarding fundamental po-
litical and economic freedoms to the individual.

Article 7 4

'Ile States Parties to the present Covenant recognize the right- of
everyone to the enjoyment of just and favourable conditions of work

which ensure, in particular:
.(a) Remuneration which .provides all workers, as a .min imum,

with: (i4 -Fair wages and equal remuneration 'for work -of
equal value without distinction of any 'kind, in particular

women being gilaranteed conditions of witirk .not inferior to,
thoseenjoyed by men, with equal pay for equal work;
(ii) A decent living for- themselves and their farnilie:s in ac-
cordance with the govision of the present Covenant;

(b') -Safe and healthy Working conditions; o

(c) Equal opportunity for every-ve to be promoted in his en-1,_
ployment to an ,appropriate higher level; s bject *to no conside'rationi
other than those of seniority and compete cc;.

(d)
s
Rest, leisuie and reasonable. lie Ration of working hours and

periodic holidays with pay, as well as remuneration for public holidays.

Article 8
1. The States Patties to the present Covenant undertake to ensure:

-(a) The right .of everyone to-form trade unions and join the trade
union of his choice, subject only to the \ rules' of the organization .corn;
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cerned, car the promotion and protection of his economic and social
interests. NO restrictions may be:placed on the exercise of this_-right
Other n _those prescribed by law and which are necessary in a deino-
crtic so iety in the interests of_mational security of order o
the prot ction of the rights and freedoms of others; 4

(b The right of trade unions -to_establish natio federations or
confederations and -the right of ,the latter to fo or lOin-international
trade:ninon organizations;

c) The, right of trade- unio o function 'freely subject _tono
limitations.:other than those cribed -bY'law and which are necessary
in a democratic sotiet r n the interests of national security`x, public
order or,for theirofection of the-figlidand freedoms of otherS; to

(d) 316ight to strike, provided that it is exercised in coArmity
relwithfiaws of the particular country. f

This Article shall riot prevent the imposition of lawful restrictions
on the exercise of theso-ights by members of the armed forces or of the
police ár of the administration of the State.

Nothing- in -this article -shall authorize-States Parties to -the ter-
national Labour Organisation Convention of 1948 concerning Freedom
of Association and Protection of the Right to Organize to take legislative
measures which would prejtidicc, or apply theliw-in such a manner as
Would_preiu,dice, the guarantees provided-for in thatConvention.

Article 9
The States Parties to therpret nt Convenant recognize the right of

everyone to sliCial security, including 'social. insurance.

Artie10 0
The States Parties to the piesent COAvenant recognize that :
1. The widest possible pfoFetion and assiStance should, be accorded

to t1): family, \stria is the natural and fundamental-group units of -
society particularly for its establishment and while it is responsible for
the care and education of dependent children. Marriagemnst be entered

"into with free consent of the inten\ding spouses.
2. Special pr9tection should be\ accorded to mothers during a rea-

sonable period before and after Childbirth. During such period working
arnothers should be accorded paid leave or leave with adequate social

security benefits.
3. Special measuresrof protection \and assistancc"§hould be taken on

behalf of all children and young persims without any discrimination

V

1,)
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._ for reasons
1

\of parentage or other conditidns. Children. and- young, per-
' sons shotildvbe protected ,frcoh economic and social exploitation. 'Their,

1eMployment en workirarn-iful to. their morals or health or dangerous
-

to -life -onli,kely to-hamper their normal development should be ,punish;
,able bY-law. Sptes-`9ouldaalso set age liMits below which the paid em:
plovrnent of Child- labour_ should be prOhibitediand punishable-bylaw,,,

.
Article 11 _?-

1._The Staes\Parties,to the present CoeU:eriant recognize the-tight of
everyone to an adequate standard' of living fort himself and his family,
including adequ4e food, clothing and housing, and -to,-ithe continuous
improvenreeitaof living conditions. The _States( Panties ,will take appro-
priate steps to ensure the realization of- -this right, recognizing to this
effect:the essentiaP,impottance of= internation'al cooperation based on
free consent.

2. The States.Parties toIlie present Covenant recognizing thefunda-
mental- right of-everyonelo be free fiom hunger, shall take,_ individually
and through international, cooperation,-the t4asures, including specific
programmes, which are heeded:

. 4
.....,_ ' .

(a), to improve methods of production,. conservation and ,distribu-
tion of food-hy making full use of technical and scientific knowledge, by

-----%,..d, isseminatinglmoWledge of the principles of nuthhon and by:develop,
inCor:reforming agrarian systems iniuch ny-ly as to achieve the most
\efficient development and utilization of natural. resources:

(b) Taking into 4co-ten the problems of both fled- importing and
_--_

food-exporting countries, to ensure an equitable distribution of world
food supplies in relation to nek -,

Article 12

1. The States Parties to `the Present Covenant -r co
everyone to the,enjoyment of the highest attainable st
and mental- health.

2, The steps to be tiked by the States Parties Ap t
nant to achieve the full realization 'of this right shall inc

, A 1

sary for: -

-

nize the right of
dard of physical

present Cove-
ude those neces-

, (a) The provision for the reduction of the stillbirth-rate and of
infant mortalityand for the healthy development of the child;

(b) The improvement- of all 'aspects of environmental and in-
dustrial hygiene;
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(c)" The prevention, treatment and control of epideniic, endeinic, 1

_

. ,
oCcupational,and other diseases;" ,

, _ I
I

._
(d) The ereatilit of conditi-iiscwhich -Would assure to a Medical

service and medical attention ii the event of sickness.
- - .-, . ,,,_

;i
- Article 13

a, is
1 The.StateS Parties, to Elie present Covenant recognize the right'-of

; -
everyone to education. They agiee that education-shall e directed to
tliC full development.of the liginan -personality and 114 sense of-its dig-f.

nity, and shall strengthen the fespeet-for hurnanoiglirs.and fund:mental
freedoms. They:further agree that education shall enable all persons'to

participate- effective) }' in OIree .ociety, 2prornote -nderstanding, toler-. ...,

ance, -and friendship oreong all nations 'and all-,racial, ethnic or religious

groups, and further the activities' of. the OnitCd-Natio';is._ for themlin- '

s 3

tenance" o peace.i
. . .

2. The States Par ties to the, plesent Covenant recognize that, ,=with a\ ,
view of achieving-the full realilatiM of this right: \

(a) *Primary. education _sholl im. CoMpulsory and available-II-se to

all;
;

(b) Secondw education in its dig ercnt_forms, including te'clipicaj

and vocational gccondary education, shall be made generally available
and accessible to all .by every app.opriate.means, and in-particular by

the.progressiveintrodtietion of free education; ,

(c) Higher e ducation shall be made equally accessible to all, On.the
basis Of capacity, by every appropriate means, and in particular b the
progressive ip troduetion of free education;

t .(d) Tundaniental education shall be encouraged or intensified as
far as possible for those persons whorliave not received or completed the
whole period of their primary education; .

(c). The development of a system of schools at all levels shall be

actively puisued, anadequate fellmVship system shall- be established,
and the material conditions of teaching -staff shall be continuously
imNpved. /"

3. The States Parties to the present Covenant undertake 'to have re
spect for the liberty of parents aitl, then applicable, legal guardians' to

choose for their children schools, -other than those established by the
public authoritieS, which Conform to such minimum educational stan-
dards as may be laid Iwo or approved by the State dnd to ensure the

1.

&
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they have adopted and the prOgre'ss made in achieving the observancotof
the lights recognized herein. ..,

2. (ay tiAli reports shall be smitted td the',Secretary-Ocneraliof the
United Nations,_who shall transmit copies to the Economic and Social
Council for consideration iTt accordance with the proyisions of the pros-
cur Covenant. , _:. .

(b) The Secretary-General of the' United Nationsshail also trans-
.
mit -to the "specialized agencies copies of the reports, or any relevant
parts therefrom, from. States Parties -to- the present \COvenant.which are
also members Ol-kthese specialized agencies in so fat\ as these reports, or

) - N.... , .,parts Ortretrom, relate' to any matters which fall Within the responsi-
bilitiesbilities of the said Nagencid in accordance with _constitutional

i struments:- --.. -,,

-,t---
-..-

:--
- -,- ,...., .. .:-:.,e

7,

ArtieIe 17-

'1%6 States Parties to the present-covenant shall furnish their re-.
pcirts in stages, in accordance with a programme to Be established by the
Economic and Social Council within one vekrstof the entry into forcreof
the present Covenant after consultation witlfhe States Parties and the
specialized agencies concerned.

2. IleRort5 may, indicate -factors and diffictilties Wing the degree
of fulfilment of obligations under the present Covet )

. 3. Where 'relevant-Information has pr ylusly been furnished to the
c United Nations or to an pccialized agene. iy..State Party to the

present Covenant, it will npt-"be.necessary to reproduce that infonna-,
tion, but a precise referen the information so furnished will suffice.

Article 18 -
Pursuant tc. its responsibilities under the Charter -of e United

Nations in is field of human rights and fundamental, freedonfs,,

Economic and Social Council maivalte arrangements witrthe special -

ized agencies in respect of their reporting to it On th-Clirogress'made in

achieving- the observance of the nrovisions of the present Covenant fall-
ing within the milk of their activities. These reports may includeepar...
ticulars Qf deciSions and -recommendations_ on such implementation
adopted by their competent organs.

Article 19
The Economic andFSocial Council may to the Commission

on Human. Rights for study and general recommendation or, as alpro.
priate, for information the reports concerning him= rights. subn-itted

..
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.--by States in accordance with articles 16 and 17, andthose concerning
human rights submitted by the specialized agencies in accordance with
article 18.

Article 20
The 'States Parties to the present Covenant and the specialized- agen-`

cies concerned may submit comments to the Economic and Social. Coun
cil on any general recommendation under article 19 or reference to.such
general recommendation in any report of the comniitission on Human
Rights or any docuinentatiob referred to therein..

Article 21-
The Econonlic.and Social Council may submit from time to -time to

the General Askmbly reports with recommendations of a general nature
and a summary of the information received from the Stares Parks to
the present Covenant and the specialized agencies on the measures
taken and the progress made in achieving general observance of the
rights ,recognized in the present Covenant.

Article 22
The Economic and Social Council may bring,to the attention of other

organs of plie United Nations, their subsidiary organs and specialized
agencies concerned IA th furnishing technical assistance any matters aris-
ing out of the repo. referred to in this part of the present Covenant
which may 'assist such bodies in deciding, each within Its field of com
petence, on the advisability of international measures''-likely to ion-
tribute to the effective progressive implementation of .; the present
Covenant.

"Article 23 -
The States Parties to the present Covenant agree 'that international

action for the achievement of the rights recognized in the present ove-
nant includes such methods as the conChision of conventions, the adop-
tion of recommendations, the furnishing of technical assistance and the
holding of regional meetings and technical meetings for the purpose of
consultation and study organized in conjunction with the Governments
concerned.

Article 24
Nothing in the present Covenant shall be interpreted as impairing the

provisions of the Charter of the Unitetr-Wdtiotls and of the constitutions
of the specialized agencies which define the resii&tive responsibilities of

r
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the various organs of the United Nations and of the specialized -agencies
in regard to the matters dealt with in.the present. Covenant,

Article 25
Npthing in the present Conversant - shall bt. interpreted as impairing

the inherent righ-ffiral irie-OPles to enjoy and utilize-fully.and freely their
natural wealth_and resources.

Part V
Article 26

1. The present Covenant is open for signature_ by any State Member
of the United Nations-or member of any of its specialized agencies, by
any State Party to the Statute of The International Court of justice, and

by any other State which has been invited by the General Assembly of
the United Nations to become ,a party to the preSent Covenant.-

_2. The present Covenant is subject to ratification. Instruments of
ratification shall be deposited with -tile Secretary-General of the United
Nations.

3. The present Covenant shall'lle open to accession by any gate
referred to in Paragraph- 1 of this article.

4. Accession. shall be effected by the deposit of An instrument of ac-
cession with the Secretary-General of the United,Nations.

5: The Secretary-General of the United Nations shall inform all*
States which have signerthe present'Covenant Or acceded to it of the
deposit of each instrument of ratification or accession. :

Article 27
1. The present Covenant shall enter into force three months after the

date of the deposit with the Secretary-encral of the United Nations of
the thirty-fifth instrument of ratification or instrument of accession.

2. For each State' ratifying the present covenant or acceding to it
after the deposit of _the thirty-fifth -instrument of ratification or 'instru-

.
molt of accession, the present Covenant shall enter into force three
months after the date of the deposit of its own instrument of ratifica-
tion or instrument of accession:

"Article 28
The provisions of the present Covenant shall extend to all parts of

federal States without any limitations or exeptions.

Article 29
1. Any- State Party to the present Covenant may propose an amend-

ment and ale it with the Secretary-General of the United Nations. The
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Secretary-GeneraI shall thereupon communicate any _proposed. amend-
ments to the States Parties to the present Covenant with a request that:
they notify him whether they favour. a conference of States Parties for_,.

the purpose of considering and voting 'upon the proposals. In the event
that at least one third Of- the States -Par-ties- favours -such a conference,
the Secretary-General shall convene- the conference under the,auspicds
of the United Nations. Any amendment adopted by a -Majority of thc
States Parties pksent andNOting at the Conference skill be submitteth-to
the General Assembly of the United Nations for ayproval..

2..Amendments, shall come into force when they have been approved L
by- the General Assembly of the United Natiofis and accepted by a two-
thirds majority of the States Parties to the present Covenant in accor-
dance. with their respective comtitutionalprocesses.

r When amendments come into force they shall be binding on those
States Parties which have accepted them, other-States Parties still being
bound by the provision of_ the'present Covenant and any earli aliiend-
ment which they have accepted:

,
Article 30 .

Ira-apective of the notifications made under 24; l aragraph 5,
the Secretary-General of the United Nations shall inform l *es re-
ferred to in paragraph 1 of the same article of the following ariliculars:

(a) Signatures, ratifications and accessions under article 26;!
(b) The date of the entry intirfotce of the present Coveirtnt under

article 27 and the date of the ci.try into. force of any atnendm nts under
article 29.

Article_31

1. The present Covenant, of which the Chinese, English, French,
Russian and Spanish texts are equally authentir.§hall be deposited in
the archiVe`s Of the United Nations..

2.,. Secretary- General of the United Nations shall transmit certi-
fied copies of the present Covenant to all States referred to in article 26.

1.
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INTERNATIONAL- COVENANT ON
CIVIL AND POLITICAL RIGHTS

Adopted Deconbek 16, 1966 by. the United Nations Genera/. Asscthl ;h

IIKSTATES PARI TIIE PRESEiqT COVENANT,

CONSIDERM tlrat, in aZir?aidaiicev' with the principle,s, roclainicd iu
the-Charter of the United-NatiOns, ?ccognition of the_ in 'erg dignity
and;of the equal tuyiiialienable4glits of all members of the human
family is the fbundatibn of freedoin, justice and peace in the ;vorld,

RECOCNIZING that these rights derive from the. inherent dignity of
the human person

RecocNtzaid-Ithat-, in 'accvtdance iwitIP. the. Universal De laration of

Littman lteilits;,tIte id ee humaibeings enjoying c'
litical fre Coin and freedom fj;_ni fe nd want can only be-ac
condiiiolis are created whet* everyone may enjoy his-sigirand. poli

rights, as well as his economic, soctl and cultural rights,
CONSIDERING the obligation of States unddr the Charter of the U ed -

,Natiolis to promote universal respect for, and observance o , human
rights and freedoms,.

!REALIZING that the individual, having duties to other individuals and
to the community to which' he belongs, is under a responsibility to---Strive.i

fo'r the promotion and observance of the rights_reeognized in the pres
cut o, ovenant,

AGREE upon the following articles:

I and pa-
ieved if

Part 1

Article 1
1. All peoples haye the right of self-determination. By virtue of that

right they freely determine their' political status and freely pursue their
economic, social and cultural development.

Z. All peoples may, for their owiiends, freely '9sposc of their natur al

wealth and resources without prejudice to any obligations arising out of
international econoniic co-operation, based upon the principle of mutual
benefit, and international law. In no case may a people be deprived of
its own means -of subsistence.

The States Parties to thy present Covenant, inclUding those has*
respinisibility forsthe administration of Non-Self-Covertihit- and Trust
Territories, shall promote the realization of the right 'Of self-detern\i-

.r-

7_1
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nation, and steal espect that right ih conforinity with The provisions of
the Charter theIlnited Nation

Partly

6

Article:2
ach State Party to thepiesenj cOnVenant undertakes ""4g respect

d to ensure to-all- Altlividuals' Within .its territory' and subject to its
risdiciion therights reedgnized in the presentCovenant, without dis:-
etion of any kind, such as sex,,latiguage,religion, political

ox other opinion;--nationaror social-origin, 2roperti,, birth or other status.
2. Where not already provided for by existing legislative -or other

st measures, each Statellarty to the present- Coyenaht-iindertakes to take

the necessary steps, in accOrdance With its co-nstittitionalrprocosses and
Iwith the provisidhs of the present Covenant to`adopt_Such legislativ,o'r
otheirneasnis as may be-decessary'to give effect 'to the-rights recoil

in the4m-esent'Co.venanti
3. Eaeh State Party to theiresent Covenant ,undertakes:

(a).,To- enstire that any person whose rights or :freedom§ as ,liertim.
recognized are violated shall have an effective-remedy, notwitbstading ..
that the violation has beeil conimitted.,by persons acting-in an Official
capacity;

(b) To errsur.: that any person claiming such a remedy shall have,
his right thereto determined by competent judicial,- administrative or
legdativeAtithorities, or by any oth-Cr competent authority provided for
by the kgal Si'stcm- of the State, and to develop the possibilities of ju- .

.4
dicial remedy; .

(c) To ensure that the competent authorities shall enforce such
remedies when granted. A

Article 3
The States Partie.sto--the-oreserit Covenant undertake toensure these

equal right' of men and women to the enjoyment of all civil and
rights set forth in the present Covenant.

Article
-- 1. In time of public emergency whick-threatens-the-likof-thd4tatio
and the existence of which is officialVarodaimedi the States Parties to
the present Covenant may take meastiresderogating from their obliga-
tions under the present Covenant to .the7cxtent_strktJy requryed b the
exigencies of the situation, provided that such measures aie not incon-r
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c
', .

Sistent with their -other obligations under international law and -do opt
involve discrimination solc1v on the ground of race, , colour, sex, laic-

- guage, religion or social origin. - ,
-

2 'No -dcroiation-lrom aiticles,6,- 7, S (paragraphs I-and 2), II; 1

.1 16nd,18 may be made under this'provision. .
... . .

:3. Any State Party to the present Covenant availing itself of the
.__

right of derogation- shalllmmediatel inforni the other States Parties to
the present Covenant, through the intennedialy of the'Secretal:-aeneral

I=
Of the United Nations, of the provisions film which it has derogated and
of the reasons-.by which it was actuated..- furtlier communication shall
be madd,'Ihrough the same intermediary, on the (kite on -which it tenni
nates suchilerogation. ' ,

. .

Article 5

E Nothing "in the present Coveliant may be interpreted - as
for any State', group or .person any right to engage in any activity or per-
form any act aimed at the destrosiier of any.of -the rights:and freedoms

..,-".....iccognized herein or at thei-liniitation to a greater extent than is pro!'
vided for in the present Covepant.

,

1. There shall be no restrietion upon.or derogation from any-of,tl
fundamentalliurnan.rights 4ognized or existing in any State Parh to

,the present Covenant puissuant to law, conventions, regulations or cus-
-----.moon the pretext that the present covenant doei;notrceogazf'such

fights or that it reco zes them to a lesser extent.

t-

Part HI
)

Article 6

I. Every human being has the inlicre4 right to life. Fills right shall
lie protected by law. No one shall be arbitrarily deprived\of his life.

2. In countries whiclj have not abolished the death penalty', sentence:
of death may be imposed-only for the most serious crimes in accordance

. with the law in force at the time of the comioission of the crime and
not contrary to the provisions of the present Covenant and'to-the con-

, "vention on the Prevention and-Putiisliment' of the -Crime of Genocide:
This penalty can. only be carried out pursuant Ito a final judgement
rendered by a competent court.

3. When deprivatici.nof life constitutes -tie crime of genocide, it is
understood that nothing in this article shall authorize any State Party to
the present Covenant to derogate in any Way from an of ligation as-

t
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. ..-

'sniped under the the Convention on -the Prevention and
Punishment of the Crimeof Geneeicje. .

,_

q. Anyone .sentenced-to death shall the right toseek Pardon or
-..... commutation of th-e_sentenc. icii:megy, pardon or tom-mutation-Of the

-sentence of death Maybe granted iii'ajticases.
5. Sentence of death shall- not be unposed for crimes committed by

-.persons beloW eighteen years of age=ara'tliall not be carried out on
pregnant women. . .,-

6. Nothing in this article sh be invoked to delay_ or to prevent the

abolition of-capital punish= by any Stptc Party to the present-Ccive- g

nant. N__:.:

Cry

ick 7
No one shall be subjected to torture or to cruel] inhuman' or degrading .

treatment or punishment. rtieulaf, no one shall be subjected with-
quthis free consent to medical or scientificixperientation.

Article 8 4

-
1. No one shall be held in -slavery; slavery and the slave-trade in all

their forms:shall be prohibited. , ,
2:-No one shall bilieN in servitude.
3. (a) No one Kali be required to perform forced or compulsory

labour;
(b) Paragraph 3 (a:)_ shall not -be held to 'pieclude, in- countries

where imprisonment With hard labour may heiiii-Vosed as a punishment
for a crime, the performance of hard labour in- pursuance of a sententh
to such punislinient by 'A competent COLA

(c) For the purpoTral this paragraph the term "forced or com-
pulsory labor" shall not include:

, (1) Any work or service, not referred to in.sub-patagraph'(b),
normally required of a person who is under -detention in consequence of
a lawful -order of a court, or of a person _during conditional release
from such detention; .4

service of a military character and, in countries :Where
"t conscientious objection is -recognized, any national service required by

law of conscientious ohjectors
04 :Any servitaTexacted in cases, emergency of calamity

threatening the life or Well-being of the conirnunity;
(iv) Any. wOrk or service which forms fart -of normal civil

obligatiOns.
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.

iEveryone has the right to liberty and security of. person. No one
shall bsubjected to arbitrary arr6t or.detention. NO one Shall he de
payed of his lib'ert)NexCept on such -grOunds and in accordance with
such procedure as arc established by law.

2. Anyone who is arrested shall be-infomickFat the time &arrest,
of the reasons for his arrest and shall-be prOniptly informed of any
charges against him. \

3; Anymie arrested or detained on a criminaLeliarge shall be brought
promptly before a judge Or other officer autliori/zed bylaw to exercise
judicial power.and shall be entitled to trial within a reasonable time
or to release; It 4liall-not be the gcnerT rule that persons 5-waiting trial

shall be detained in custody, but release may be subjecAo guarantees
to appear for trial, at any other stage-of the judicial_ proceedings, and,
should occasion arisd, for execution of the judgment.

4.. Anyone who -is depriedof his libe by arrest or detention shall
be entitled to take proceedings before a court, in order that that court
may decide without delay on thelawfulness of his-detention and order
his release if the detention is not lawful. k

5. Anyone Nilo 1 iqk been the victim of unlawful arrest or detention
shall have an enforceable right to compensation:

Article 10

L All persons deprived of their-liberty shall bc.treated with humanity
and with respect for the inherent dignity of the human perion..

2. (a) Accused- persons,shall,, save in aceptional Circumstances, be
segregated from ebnvicteal?erSons and shall be subject to separate treat-
ment appropriate to their statusas unconvicted ,persons;

(b) Accused juvenile persons- "shall be 'separated from adults and
brought as speedily at possible for adjudication.

3. The pepitentiaTy systeol shall comprise treatnient of prisoners the
essential aim of which shall be their reformatidivandsociar rehabilitation.
Juvenile offenders shall be iegfega ted froni adirltshnd be accorded
treatment appropriate to that age and=legal status:

Article .11 _a

No one shall be impiisoned merely on the ground of inability to
fulfill acontractul obligation.
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Article .12 ,

1'. -Everyone lawfully Within -Abe territory of a State shall, within that
territory, have the right to liberty of movement and freedom to choose
his residence.

2. Everyone -shall be free to. leave any country, including his own.
3. The above-mentiOned rights shall not--be subject to-anyrestrictions

except- thOse Which are provided by law, arc ngcessary- to protect na-
tional security, public Order -(,orflre public), publid health or morals or
the rights and freedoms of others, and arc consistent. with the 'other
rights recognized in the present CO-venant

4: No arbitrarq deprived of the right to, enter his own
country:

Article 13
An alien lawfully in the territory of a State Party to the present Owe-

nant may he expelled therefrom only in pursuance ora decision reached
in accordance with laW and shall,-ci,xeept where oinpelling reasons of
national security otherwise require, be allowed to submit the reasons
against:his expulsion and to have his case reviewed ,by, and be repreli
scnted for the purpose before, the competent authority or a person or'
persons especially deSignated by the competent authority.

Article 14
1. All persons shall be equal before the courts and tribunals. In the

determination of aity criminal charge against him, or of his rights and
obligations in a quit at)aw, everyone shall be entitled to -a fair and -public
bearing by a competent, independent and impartial tribunal established
by law. The Press and' the 'public may be excluded -from all or part of
a trial for reasons of morals, public order (ordre public) or national se-
curity in a democratic society; or then the interest of -the private lives
of the parties so-requires, or to the extent _strictly necessary in file_
opinion of the court in special circumstances where publicity would-
prejudice the interests of justice;-but any judgementrendered in-a crimi-
nal case or in a suit at law shall be made public except where the interest
of juvenile persons otherwise requires or the proceedings concern mat-
rimonial disputes-of-the guardianship of children.

2. Eve\ryone charged with a criminal offence shall have right to
be presume\d innocent until provided guilty according to law.

3. In the determination of any criminal. charge'againsi him, everyone
shall be entitled to the following minimum guarantees, in full equality:
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(a) To-be informed promptly and in detail in a language which he
understands of the nature and cause of the cliarge against him; .

(b) To have-adequate time and facilities far, the{ reparation of his
defence arid-to-communicate with counsel of his own-choosing;

. .

(c) To be tried without ndue delay; ,

(d) Torte-tried in his tireSencb, and to-defend himself in person .

or through legal assistance of hisowii choosing; to- be informed, if' he
does not have legal assistance, of this 'right;-and to haYe leia1 assistance
assigned to him,. in any case where the _interests of justicd so require,
and without. paynidnt by him in any such case Vile does not-have-suf-
Rient means to pay for it. '

examined,
,

(e) To examine, or have the Vitnessi against him and
to obtain the attendance and examination of witnesses on -his behalf
under the smile conditions as witnesses against him; .

,,

° (f)- To have the free assistance of-aninterpreter if he cannot un-
derstand or speak the langbage used in court;
, (g) Not to be compelled to testify against -himself or to confess
guilt.__ . . . .

4. In the caseof-jtiiifeile-persoPs,-the4reccdure shall be such as will
__

take account. of theiLage and the desirability of promoting -their
rehabilitation. -.-

b 7 1

5. Everyone convicted of a criine-shalr have the right to his convic-
tion and sentence being reviewed by a higher tribunal according to law.

6. When a erson has by a final decision been convicted of a crimi-
nal offence a Ylien subsequently. his conviction has been reversed or/he has bee oiled on the ground thA a new or newly discovered fact
shows conclus -elyr t4rxt--therc has been a miscarriage of =justice, the per-
son who has ffered punishment as a result of such conviction shall

.

be -compensated according, to law, \ unless it is proved that the non-
,

disclosure of the unknownfact in time is wholly or partly attributable
to him.

,-----7---N -
1

7. No one shall be liable to be tried or punished; again for an offence
for which he has already been finally convicted or acquitted in ac-

> cordance with the law and penal procedure of each country.

Article 15

I. No one shall be held guilty of any criminal offence.on account of
any -act or omission which did not constitute a criminal offence, under
national or international law, at the time When it was committed. Nor

-
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shall a heavier peOalty be. imposed than the. one that waS,applieal*
at the time when the criminal Offence-wa mmittecl. If, si Itsequent to

the conimissiori of the offence, provi, is -made by law for \the im-
position of a_lighter peaty, the-offender shall benefit thereby. \

2-7-Notlrarg-in-this article-shall-prejudiee-the-trial-a:ml-punishnk-nt of - - --

any person for any act or omission, which, at the time when was

committed,"was criminal according..to the general pririciples Of law rec-

ognized by thecommunity oftations.

Article 16
Everyone shall have, the right CO_ recognition

before the law.

Article 17
1. No one shall be subjectO to arbitrary or unlawful interacence

with his pri .cy, family, home_ or ,correspondence, nor to linlawftil at-

tacks on his honour and repu,ation.
2. Everyone has the righ t6 the protection of the law against such

.- interference or attacks.

everywhere as a person

Article -IV
1: Everyone shall lia/le the right to freedom of thought; conscience

and religion. This right shall inclUde freedom to haye,,Or to adopt a
religion or belief of choice, and freedom, either iiidi(rjdually or in
community with others and in public orprivate; to manffeit his religion

or belief in worshilp, observance, practice and teaching.
2. No one si)dtt be subject to coercion which would impair his free-

dom to haVe of to adopt a religion or belief in his choice.
3. Freedorn to manifest one's religion or beliefs may be subject only

to such limitations as are prescribed by law and are necessary to protect
publiC safety, order, health, or morals or, tin. fundamental rights and
fra.'d(iiins of others.
4. The tatop,.. Parties to the present Covenant undertake to have re-

spect for the liberty of parents and, when applicable, legal guardians to
ensure the religious and moral education of-their children in conformity

With their own convictions.

Article 19-
1. Ever)'one shall' have the right to hold opinions without interfer-

ence.
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\
2. Everyone shat lave the right to freedom of exPressioii; this fight

shall include freedom to seek,. receive and' impart information and ideas
Of all kinds, regardless of frontiers, either orally, in writing or in print, in
the forth of art, or through anv other media of his choice.

3.. The exercise of- the rights provided-for-in paragraph -2 of-
'article carries with it special duties and responsibilities. It mar _there-
fore-1k- subject certain restrictions, hut these shall only be such as
are provicied by law and are necessary:

(a) For respect of the rights or rcputation of others;
(b)' For the -protection of national_ security or of public order

(ofdre*publie); or of pliblit health or ino.
/.

Article 20
I. Any propaganda for war shall he prohibited by la'w.
2. Any ziclvocacy' of national, racial Or religious hatred that consti-

tutes.incitement to discrimination,_hostilitOn-violence-shall- be- pro.
hibited -bv law.

Article 21

The- right of pcacefdl rassembly 'shall be recognized. No restrictions
may be 'placed on'-the exercise of this right other than those imposed in

conformity with theaw and which arc necessary in a democratic society
in the interests of national security or`public safety, public order (ordre
public), the protection of :Public health or morals' or the protection of
the rights and freedoms of others. e

Article 22
I. Everyone shall have.the right to freedom of association with others,

including thc,right tt form and join trade unions for the protection of
his interests.

2. No restrictions may be placed on the exercise of this right other
than those which are prescribed by law and which arc necessary in a
democratic society in the interests of national security or public- safety,
public order (ordre public), the protcctio,ti of public health or morals or
the protection of. the rights and freedom others. This article shall not
prevent the imposition of lawful restriction on members of the armed
forces and of the police in theirexereteA tl is right.

3. 'Nothing. in this article shalt autltitiize ates Parties to the Interna-
tional Labour Organisation Conention of 1048 Concerning Freedom of
Association and Protection of the Right to Organize to take legislative
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measures which would prejudice, or to apply the law in such? manner
as to prejudice, the guarantees proyidcd for in that Convention. --

Article 23
1. _The family is the natural and fundamental group unit o isadiety

and is entitled to protection lw society and the State.
2. The right of men and women of marriageable age to marry and to

found a family shall be recognized.
3. No marriage shall be entered into without the .free and full con-

sent of the intending spouses.
4._ States Parties to the present Covenant shall take appropriate- -\

steps to ensure equality of rights and responsibil tics of spouses' as .to
marriage, during marriage and at its diSSolution. Ilk the case9of dissOlu-'

lion, provision shall be made for the necessary protection of any .

children.

Article 24

1. Every child h11 have, without -any' discriinination as to race,:
colour, scx, language, refigion, national or origin, property or
birth, the right to such measures of protection as-ate reqiiirc&bv hiS
status as a minor, on.t7he part of Isis anilly, society and the '

2. Every child shall be registered immediately lffer birth and shall
have a name.

3. Every child has the right to acquire a nationality.

Article 25
Every citizen have the-right and the opportunity; without any of-

the 'dgtinctions mentioned in. article 2 and without unreasonable
'restrictions: e

(a) To take part in the conduct of public affairs, directly .,or
-through freely cho§en representatives;

3

(b) To vote and to be elated atgenuine periodic elections Which
shall 15e by universarand equal suffrage and shall be field by scold bal-
lot, guar-Ante-dug the. free expression of the will of the electors;

(c) To have access, on general terms of equality, to public service
in his country.

Article 26
_

All persons arc equal, before the law and are er4itled without any .
discrimination to the equal protection bf the law. Jr , this respect, the
law shall prohibit any discrimination and guarantee to all persons equal
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and effective protection against discrimination on any ground such as
race, colour, sexy language, religion, political or other opinion, natid9a1
or 'social origin, property, birth or other status..

Article 27
In those States in which ethnic, religious orlinguistic minorities exist,

persons belonging to such minorities shall not be denied the right, in
community with -the other members of their group, to enjoy their own
culture, to profess and practise theii own religion, or to use 'their own
language.

Part IV

Article 28
I. There shine established a Human Rights Committee (hereafter

.referred to in the present Covenant as the Committee). It shall con-
sist of eighteen members and still carry out the functions hereinafter
proVided.

2. The Committee shall be',composed of nationals of the States
Parties to the present coy,enant who shall be persons of high moral
character and recognized :COriipttencein -the field of human rights, con-
sideration being_giyen to-thc usefulness of the participation of some per-
sons haviliMetxperience.

3. The members of the Committee shall be elected and, shall serve
in -their personal capacity.

Article 29
I. The members of the Committee shall be elected by. secret ballot

from a list of persons possessing the qualifications prescribed in article
-28 and nominated for the purpose by the States Parties to the present
Covenant.

2. Each State Party to the present covenant may nominate not more
than tg!persons. These persons shall be nationals of the nominating
State.

3. A person slid] be eligiblelor renomination.

Article
The initial eleetion*shall be held no later than six months after

. the date of the entry into force of the present Covenant.
2. At least four months bcford the date of each election to the Com-

mittee, other than an election to fill a vacancy declared in accordance
with article 34, the Secretary-General of the United Nations shall address--

`zM
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a written invitation to the States Parties to the present Covenant_to sub-
mit their nominations for membership of the Committee within three

month. __ c.. ,
3. The Secretary - General of the thiited Nations shall prepare a list in

alphabetical order of all the persons thus nominated, with an indication
of the States Parties -which have, nominated them, and shall submit it

to the States Parties to the present Covenant no later than one month

before the date of each election. . - .

at,4. Elections of tl members- of the Committee Shall be held at a
meeting of the St s Parties to the present_ Covenant convened by the-

Secretary-General of the United Nation at the Headquarters of the
United Nations. At that meeting, for which two thirds' of the Statei
Parties to the present Covenant shall constitute a quorum, the persons
elcifed to the Committee shallhe those nominees who obtain the largest

nufnber of votes and an absolute majority of the votes of the represen-
tatives of State Parties present and voting.

Article 31
1. The ,Committee may not include more than one national of tlic

san tatc.
2. In re election of the Committee, consideration shall be given to

equitable g c distribution of membership and to the represen-
tation of the different forths of civilization and of the principal legal sys-
tems.

Article 32
1. The members of the Committee shall be elected fo'r a term of four

years. They shall be eligible for re-election if renominated. However, the
terms Of nine of the members elected at the first -election shall expire at

the.end of two years; immediately after the first election, the names of
these nine members shall be chosen by lot by the Chairman of the meet-
ing referred to in article 30, paragraph 4.

2. Elections at the expiry of office shall be held in accordance with
the preceding articles of this part of the present Covenant.

Article 33
1. If, in the unanimous opinion'of the other members, a member of

the Committee has ceased to carry out his functionsiuse other,
than absence of a temporary cMiracter, the Chairma'n of the Commit-
tee shall i5i5115.3e Secretary-General of the United Nations, who'shall

then (Ware the seat of the member to be vacant.
VOW.
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2. In the event of the death or the resignation of a member of the
Committee,. mthe.Chair

United
an shall immediately notify the Secretary-Gen-

eral of the nited Natiops,, who shall declare the scat vacant from the--
date of death or the date on which the resignation Stakes effect.

Article 3-1 -1

I. When a vacancy is declared in accordance with article 33 mid if
the term of ofke of the member to be replaced does 'not expire within
six months of the declaration of the vacancy, the Secretary-General of
the United Nations shall notify each of the States Parties to the present
Covenant,, which may within two months submit nominations .in ac-
cordance with article 29 for the purpose of filling the vacancy.

2. The Secretary-Gen'eral of the United Nations shalt prepare a list in
alphabetical order of the persons thus nominated-and shall submit It to
the States Parties to the present Covenant. The election to fill the va-
cancy shall then take place in accordance with the relevant provisions of
this part of the present Covenant.

3. A member of the Committee elected to fill a vacancy declared in
accordance with article 33 shall hold office for the remainder of the term
of the member who vacated the scat on the Committee under the pro-
visions of that article.

Article 35 ,

The members -of the Committee shall,-with the approval of the Gen-
eral ASsembly of the United Nations, received emoluments from United
Nations resources on such terms and conditions as the General Assem-
bly may deck, having regard to the importance of the Committee's
responsibilities.

Article 36

-The Secretary-General of the United Nations shall' irovide the ncces-
sarY staff and facilities for the effective performance of the functions of
the Committee under the present Covenant. -

Article 37
I. The Secretary- General of the United Nations shall conycne the

initial meeting of the Conimittce at the Headquarters of the United
Nations.

2. After its initial meeting, the Committee shall meet at such times
as shall be provided in its (tiles of procedure.
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3. The Committee shall normally meet at the Headquarters of the
United Nations or at the United Nations Office at Geneva.

Article 38

- Every member of the Committee shall, before taking up his duties,
make a solemn declaratign in open committee that he will perform his
functions impartially and conscientiously.

-Article 39

1. The-Committee shall elect its officers for-a term of two years. They
may be re-elected.

2. The Committee shall establish its own rules of _procedure, but
these rules shall provide, inter alia, -

(a) `Twelve members shall constitute a quorum;
(b) Decisions of the Committee shall be made by a majority vote

'of the members present.

Article 40

1. The States Parties to the present Covenant undertake to submit
reports on the measures they have adopted which give effect to the
rights recognized herein and on the progress made in the enjoyment of
those right's:

(al Within one year of the entry into fOree of the present Coy-
cnant for the States Parties concerned;

(b) Thereafter whenever the Committee so requests.
2. All reports shall be subMitted to the Secretary-General of the

United Nations, who shall transmit them to the Committee for consid-
erationReports shall indicate the factors and difficulties, if any, affect-
ing the implementation of the preent Covenant.

3. The Secretary- General of the United Nations may, after consulta-
tion with the Committee, transmit to the specialized agencies concerned
copies of such parts of the reports as may fall within their field of
competence.

4. The Committee shall study the reports submitted -by the States
Parties to the present Covenant. It shall transmit its reports, and such
general comments as it may consider appropriate, to the States P2r-
ties. The Committee may also transmit to the Economic and Social
Council these \ comments along with the copies of the reports it has
received from States Parties to -lie present Covenant.

(-7
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5. The State Parties4 the present Covenant may submit to the
Committee obserVaiiiins on any comments that may be made in accord-
ance with paragraph_ 'a1 article.

Article 41

1. A State Party to the present Covenant may at any time declare__
under this article that it recognizes the competence of tlie Committee
to _receive aild considercommunicatimis to the effect that a_State Party
claims that another State Party is not fulfilling its- obligations under
the preseut Covenant. Communications-, under this article may he re-
ceived. and Aonsidered:only if: subinitted by a ,State Party which has
made a declaration recognizing :n regard to itself the competence of the
Committee. No communication.shall be received by the Committee if it
Concerns a State Party which has not made such a declaration. Com-
munications,received under this .article shall be dealt with in accord-
ance with the following procedure:

(a) If _a State Party. te -the present Covenant considers that an-
other State Pak is. not giving effect to the proyisions of tfie present
Covenant, it may, by written communication, bring-th-e-inatierto -the_

attention of that State Party. Withinthree months after the reeeipt of
thq communication,. the _receiving State shall afford the State which
sent the communication gn explanatidit or any other statement in writ-
ing clarifying the matter, which should include, to the extent possible
and pertinent, reference to domestic procedures and wmedies taken,
pending, or available in the matter;

(b) If the matter is not adjusted to the satisfaction of both States
Parties concerned within six months aftel the receipt by the receiving
State of the initinl communication, either State shall have the right to
refer the4giatter to the Committee, brnotice given to the Committee
anZ to the other State. -

(el The Conimittee shall deal 'tvith a`matter referred to it only
after it has ascertained that all available domestic remedies have been
invoked and exhausted in the matter, in conformity with the generally
recognized principles of international law. This shall not be the rule
where the application of the remedies is unreasonably prolonged.

(d) The Committee shall hold closed meetings when exaniining
,Communications tinder this article.

(e) .Subject to the provisions of sub-paragraph (c), the Committee
shall make available its goo0,offices to the States Parties concerned

°

r-
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with a AieW-to a friendly solution of the matter on The basis'of respett
for human rights and fundamental freedoms' A recognized in the pres-
ent Covenant. -

(f) In any matte: referred to it, the Committee may call upon the
-States _Parties concerned, referred to in sub-paragraph (b), to supply
any relevant info:lir:don. .

(g) The Mates Patties concerned, referred to in 'sub- paragraph
(b), shall have the right to be represented when the- matter is being
considered _in the committee and to make submissions orally and/or,.
hi writing. ,

(h) The Committeeshall, within tWelve Months -after the date of
receipt it notice under sub paragraph (b), submit a report:

(i) If a solution 'within the terms of sub-paragraph (e) is

reached, the- Committee shall confine its report to a brief statement of
'the facts and of the solution-reached;

(ii) If a solution within the terms of -sub- paragraph (e) is not
reached, the Committee shall.cOnfine its report to a brief statement of
the facts; the written :submissions and record of the oral- subtnissions
made by theStates Parties concerned shall be attached to the report.

In every matter, the report shall be communicated to the States Par-
ties concerned.

2. The provisions of this article shall cbine- into force when ten
States, Parties to the present Covenant have made declarations under
paragraph 1 of this article. Such declarations shall be deposited by the
States Parties with the Secretary-General of the United Nations, who
shall transmit copies: thereof to the other States Parties. A declaration
may be withdrawn at any time by notification to the Se-aretary-Gen-
cral. Such a withdrawal shall not prejudice the consideration of any
matter which is the subject of a communication -already transmitted
under this article; .no further cowl-mica:Ion by any-State Party shall'
be received after the notification of withdrawal of the declaration has
been received by the Secretary-General, unless the State Party con -
cerned-had made a new declaration,

Article 42

1. (a) If a matter referred to the Committee in accordance with
article 41 is not resolved to thesatisfaction of the States Parties con-
cerned, the Committee may, with the plior,consent of the-States Par-
ties concerned,-- appoint an ad hoe 'Conciliation Commission herein-

r
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after referred to as the Commission). The good offices of the Com-
mission shall be made available to the, States Parties concerned with a

view to an amicable solution of the matter of the basis of respect for

the present Covenant;
(b) The Commission shall-consist of five persOns acceptable to

the States Parties concerned/If:the States Parties concerned fail to
reach agreement within three months on all Or pare-of the -composi-.

tion of the Commission, the members of the Connnission concerning

-whom-no agreement has been reached=shall be-elected by secret ballot

by a two-thirds majority voto of the Committee from among its mein:
bers.

2. The members ©f the Commission- shall serve in their personal ca-
.

pacity. They-shall not be nationals of the States Parties concerned, or of

a State not party -to the present Covenant, Orlof a State Party which
has not made a declaration under article 41.

The Commission shall. elect its -own Chairman and adopt its own

rules of `procedure.

4.-Themleetings of the Commission shall normally be held at the

Headquarters of the United Nations or at the Milted Nations Office
at Geneva. However, they,may be held at such other convenient places,

as the Commission may determine in consultation with the ,gecretary-

General of the United Nation,., and the States Parties concerned, _

5. The secretariat provided in accordance with article 36 shall also

service the commissions appointed under this"altiele.

6. The information reeeiyed and collated bY- the Comniittt shall be

made available to the Commission and the Commission may , 'ipon

the-States Parties concerned to supply any other relevant informaton.

7. -When the CommisSion has fully considered then:latter, but in any
`event not later than,twelve months after having been seize-A of the mat-

ter, it shall submit to 'the Chairman of the Committee a report' for
communication to the States Parties concerned:

(a) If the Commission is 'unable to complete its consideration of

the matter. within twelve. months, it shall confine its report to a brief
statement of the status of its consideration of the matter;

th, (b) If an amicable solution to the matter on the basis of respect
for human rights as:recognized in the present Covenant is reached, the
Commission shall confine its report to a brief statement of the facts and
of the solution reached;
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(c) If a solution within the terms of sub-paragraph (b) is not
reached,--the-Comniission'S report shall.embody its findings on all-ques-

tions of fact relevant to the issues beiveen the States Parties con-
'-------cerned, and its vows owthepossibilities of an amicable solution of the

matter.,This report shall als6-.!4t,airi the writter submisiions and a ree-
,urd-ef the oral submissions madeby the States Parties concerned;

7(d) If the Commission's repOrt_ is submitted under sub - paragraph
.(c), the States Pattie's concerned shall, within three months of the

receipt of the report, notify' the Ghainnan of the Committee whether

or not they accept the contents Of the rep-o of the-Commission.
8. The provisions- of this article 'are- without prejudice to -the re:

sposibilities 6f the Committee under.article 41,
9. The States Parties concerned shall share equally all the expenses

of the members of the COmMission in -itcordance with estimates to be
provided by the Secretary-General-of the United Nations.

f

-10. The Secretary - General of the-United Nations shalFbe empow-
ered to pay.the expenses of the members of the Commission, if- neces-
sary, before reimbursement by the States Parties Concerned, in accord-
ance with paragraph 9 of this article.

Article 43
The members of the COmmittee, and oftbe ad hoe conciliatiOn com-

missions which may 156-alipbinted under article 42, shall be entitled to
the -facilities, privileges and immunities of experts on mission for" -the
United Nations as laid down in the relevant sections of- the Conven-
tion on the Privileges and Immunities of the United Nations.

Article
. I

;The provisions for the implementation of the present Covenant shall
apply without prejudice to the procedures prestribed In the field of
human rights by or under the constituent instruments and the conven-
tions. of the United - Nations and of the specialized ,agencies and shall
not prevent the States Parties to the present Covenant from having

recourse to other procedures for settling a dispute in accordance with

general Or'special international agreements in force 1,,..Lween them.

Article 45
The Committee shall submit to the General Assembly of the United

Nations, through the Economic and 'Social C_ ouncil, au annual report
on its activities.
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Article 46 .
Nothing in the presentiCoveliant shall be interpreted as 'impairing

the provisions of the_Clirfer of "the United Nations and of the consti-
tutions of the specialized agencies which define the" respective responsi-.
bilities. of the Various. organs, of the United Nations and of the spe-
cialiied agencieS in regard to the-matters dealt with regard to the

the-.natters dealt.With in -the presentl-Covenant.
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Article 47
Nothing in the present, Covenant shall be interpreted 'as impairing the

- inherent right of all peotIles to enjoy. and utilize fully and freely their
natural wealth and resources.

Pirt V1-

Article 48
L The -present Covenant is open for signature by any State Member

of the _United Nations o member of any _.of its specialized agencies, .

by any State Party to the Statute, of -the International Court of justice
and by any other Stnt.... which has been invited by the General Xssem-
bly of the United Nationstto..become a party to then resent Covenant:

2. The present 'Covenaint is subject--to ratification. Instruments of
ratification shall-=bee deposited with the Secretary-General of the United
Nations.

3. The present Covenant shall be open to accession by any State
referred to in paragraph 1 of this article.

4. Accession shall be effeted by the deposit of an instrumentof
accession with the/Secretary-General of the United Nations._

5. The -Secretary-General of the United Nations shall inform all
States Whiali have signed thi- Covenant or acceded to it of the de-
posif 'of each instrument of ratffieation or accession.

Article 49
I. The present Covenant shall enter into force three months after

the date 'of the deposit with the Secretary-General of the United Na-
tions of the thirty-fifth instrument of ratification or instrument of acces-
sion.

2. For each State ratifying the present Covenant or acceding to it
after the deposit of the thirty-fifth instrument of ratification or instru-
ment of accession, the present Covenant shall enter into force three
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months after the date of the deposiyof its own instrurneatO ratifica-
tion or instrument of accession.

Article 50
1. Anv State Party-to the_present Covenant may propose an amend-

ment,and file it with the-Secretary-General oPthc United Nations. The
Secretary-General of theAlfnitect Nation_ s shall thereupon comthuni- _

sate any proposed amendmentS' to the States Parties to the present
Covenant with a request tharthey -notifYThini whether they favour a
conference of States Parties _fci`r the_ purPose of considering and voting
upon the proposals. In the Cient that at' least one third of the States
Parties favours such a conference, the Secretary- General shall convene
the-Conference under the auspices of the United Nations. Any amend-
ment adOpted b% a majority of the States Parties present and voting at
the conference shall be submitted to -the General Assembly of the
United Nations for appioyal$-

2. Amendments shall comeinto force when they have been approved -

by the - General Assembly of the United Nations and accepted by a
two- thirds majority of the States Patties 'to the present Covenant in
accordance with their respective constitutional processes.

3. When amendments come into force, they shall be binding_ on
those States Parties which have 'accepted them, other States Parties
still being bound by the provisions of the present Covenant and any
earlier amendment which they have accepted.

Article 52'
Irrespective of the notifications made under article 48, paragraph 5,

the Secietary-Gencral of the United Nations shall inforrwfall States re:
ferred to in paragraph 1 of the same article of the following particulars:

(a) Signatures, ratifications and accessions under article 48;
_(b). The date of the entry into force of the present Covenant under

article 49 and the date of the entry into force of any amendments under
ailiele 51.

Article 53
1. 'Thd present Covenant, of which the Chinese, English, French,

Russian and Spanish texts are equally authentic, shall be deposited in
the archives of the United Nations.

2. The Scretary-General of the United Nations shall transmit certi-
,.

fled copies ofihe present
4

Covenant to all States referred to in article 48.
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OPTIONAL PROTOCOL TO THE INTERNATIONAL

COVENANT ,ON CIVIL AND POLITICA1. RIGHTS

THE STATES PARTIES TO THE PRESENT PROTOCOL,
:

CONSInERING that in order 'further to achieve -the iluriioses of the
Covenant on CiVil and PoliticalRights (hereinafter referred to as the
Covenant) and the implementation of its-provisions it would be- appro-

priate to enable the Human Rights Committee set upin,partilV of the
Covenant (hereinafter referred to as the Committee) to receive and
consider, as provided in the present Protocol, communications4rom in-
dividuals' claiming to be victims of violations'Of any of the fights set
forth in the Covenant,

HAVE AGREED as follows:

Article I
A State Party to the Covenant that becomes a -party to the present

Protocol recognizes the competence of the Committee to receive and
consider communications from individuals subject to its jurisdiction

.

who claim to be victims of a violation by that State Party of any of the
rights set forth in the Covenant. No communication shall be tcceiyed by
the Committee if it concerns a State Party to the Covenant which is not
a party to the present Protocol,

Article 2
Subject to the proviSions -of article 1, individuals who claim that any

of their, rights enumerated in the Covenant have been Violated and who
have exhausted all available domestic remedies may submit a Written
communication to the Committee for consideration., -

Article 3
The Committee shall consider inadMissible any communication under

the prksent Protocol which is anonymous, Or which it considers to be an
abuse of the rights Of submission cif such communications or to be ,in.
compatible with the provisions of the Covenant.

Article 4
1. Subject to the provisions of article 30he Committee -shall bring

any communications submitted to it undeethe present Protocol to the
attention of the State-Party to the present Protocol alleged to be violat-
ing any provisions of the Covenant.

-----,';
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2. Within six months, the receiving State shall submit to the Coth-
:mittee written explanations or statemeliticlarifyingthe aflutter and the
remedy, if any, that may have been taken by that State.

Article 5 .7 .

1. The-Committee shall consider _communications received wider the
present:ProtOcOl in the light of all ivritten information' made available
to it by the individual and by the StateParty concerned.
L2., The Committee shall not consider any communication from an itr:'

&dual 'unless it has ascertained that:
(a) The same matter is not being examined- under another pro=

cedure of international investigation or settlement;
(b) The individual has exhausted all available domestic remedies.

This shall not be-the rule where the application of the remedi6 is un-
reasonably prolonged.

3. The Committee shall hold closed -meetings 'when examining -com-
munications under the patient Protocol.

4. The Committee shall forward its views to the State Party con-
cerned and to the individual.

Article 6
The Committee shall include in is annual report under article 45 of

the Covenant a summary Of its activities under the present Protocol.-

- Article 7
Pending the aelaievement of the objectives of resoltition_ 1514 (XV).

adopted by the General Assembly of the United Nations on 14 Decem-
ber 1960 concerning the Declaration on the Granting of Independence
to Colonial Countries and Peoples, the, provisions of the present Proto-
col shall in no way limit the right of petition granted to4these peoples by
the Charter of the United Ndtions and other international conventions
and instruments under the United Nations and its specialiZed agencies.

Article 8
1. The present Protocol is open for signature by any State which has

signed the Covenant.
2. The present Protocol is subject to ratification by any State which

has ratified or acceded to the Covehant. Instruments of ratification shall
be deposited with the Secretary-General of the United Nations.

3. The present"Protoe,olllialkbe open to accession by any State which
has ratified_or acceded io tl1C Co!enant.

:A'

4°
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4. AccessionSEall'be effected by the deposit of an instrument of ac.-

anion with the Secretary-General Of the United Nations.
5. The Secretary-General of the'knited Nations shalt-inform all

States which'-have signed the present Plotocol or acceded to it of the
deposit of each instrument Of ratification or accession.

Article 9
1. Subject to the entry= into force of the GoVenant, the preSent Pro-

tocol shall enter into force three Months after the date Of the deposiT
with the Secretary' -Geileral of the United Nations of the -tenth instru-
ment of ratification or instrument of accession. .

2. For each State ratifying 'the present Protocol Or acceding to it after
the-deposit of the tenth instrument of ratification or instrument of ac-
cession, the present Protocol shall enter into force three months after
the date of the deposit of its own instrument of ratification or instrument
of accession.

Article 10
The provisions of the present Protocol shall extend to all parts of fed-

eral States without any limitations or exceptions.

Article 11
1. Any State Party to the present Protocol may propose an amend-,

ment and file" it with the Secretary.General of the United Nations. The
Secretary-General shall thereupoti. Communicate any proposed amend -
ments to the States Parties to the pfesent Protocol with a requeSt that
they notify him whether they fa\qur a conference of States Parties for
the purpose of considering and voting upon the proposal. In' the event
that at least one third of the States Parties, favours such a conference, --
the Secretary-General shall convene' the conference under the auspices
of the United Nations. Any amendment adopted by a majority of the
States Parties present and voting at the conference shall be submitted to
the General Assembly of the United Nations for approval.

2. Amendments shall come into force when they have been approved
by the General Assembly of the United Nations and'accepted by a two%
thir&majority of the States Parties to the present Protocol in 'accord-
ance with their respective constitutional praces;-es,

3. When amendments corfie into force, they-shall be binding on those
States Parties which have accepted them,-other States Parties still being
bound by:the (provisions of the present Protocol and any earlier -amend.
merit which they have accepted.
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,Article 12
1. Any State Party may denounce the present PrOtocol at anytime by

s written notification addressed to. the Secretary-General of the United
Nations. Denunciation shall take,effect three months after,Ahe date of
receipt of the notification by the gecretarYteneral. -

- , 2: Denunciation shall-be witli-O-ut prejudice to:the continued' applica-
tion of the provisions of_the present Protocol to any communication Sub-
mitted under article 2 before the effective date of denunciation.

Article 13 , i
Irrespective of the notifications. Male tinder article 8, palagrapli 5, it

the present Protocol, the Secretary-General of the.grtited Nations shall
inform all States referred to in article 48, paragraph 1, of the Covenant
of the following particulars:

(a) Signatures, -ratification§ and accessions under article 8;
(b) The date of the entry into force of the present P-rotocol under

article 9 and the date of-the entrrinte, force of any amendments 'under
article 11; . .. , . . ..

. (c) Denunciations under article 12.

Article 14
I, The-present Protocol, of which the Chinese, English, French, Rus-

sian and Spanish texts,are-equally authentic, shall be deposited in the
archives of the-United Nations. '

2. -The SecietarytCeneral of the United Nationsshall transmit certi-
fied Copies of the present Protocol to all States referred' to in article-48
of the Covenant., r ,

f
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1. ABRAN1OWITZ, JACK, Study Lessons Ow-Documents of Freedom. Fol-

lett Publishing Company, Chicago, 1964,144 pp. r

This text is designed for a short course on the Declaration of Inde-
pendence, the Constitution and the Bill of Rights. The 26 lessons

begin with a review of the history behind the writing of the Declara-

tion of Independence and the Constitution and then go on to analyze

the contents of the Constitution and the Bill of Rights.. Each lesson has

pictures, diagrams, and review work at the end of each lesson. A teach-

er's guide is providedvifli this junior or senior high level material.

2. AGEE, JAMES, and' Evism, WALKER, Let Us Now Praise Famous

Men, Baliantinc Books, Inc., New York, 1966, --;28 pp. Originally Pub-

lished by Houghton Mifflin Co.,,1939.

An unusual 'presentation of the experiences and observations of two
men woo spent six weeks during 1936 living with three tenant farmers in
Alabama. Sixty-one pictures of tenant farmer life during this-period pre-
cede the written description. Work, shelter, clothing, and education of

--th.e7celaniilies arc covered in detail.
S3
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3. ALDRIM.t1N, CLIFFORD LINDSEY, That Men Shall be Free, Julian
MessnerrNew York, 196-1, 189 pp.

That Men Shall Bc Free is the story of Magna Carta. Events preced-
ing and following Magna Carta are also presented in easily- read style.
This book can easily be read by"bigh school level students.

4. BARUCH, DOROTHY W., Glass House of Prejudice, William Morrow
and 'Company, New York, 1964, 205 mi.

This book describes the results and causes of prejudice toward mi-
nority groups in the United States as well as the effects of prejudice on
the people toward whom it is felt and on the people who feel- it- The
material in the book (which contains many true incidents) is divided
into three parts=effects of prejudices, causes of prejudice and cures of
prejudice. The book is interesting reading and can easily be read by
high schoo: students.

CARR, HARRIETT H., Young -Viking of Brooklyn, Viking Press, New
York, 1961

A warm description of the close-knit Norwegian-American commu-
nity's efforts to combine the best of the old culture and the new, as seen
through the story of an orphan, Eric. Style is suitable for nine- to eleven
year -age groups.

6. COBB, ALICE, The SwinmthW Pool, Friendship Press, New York,
195'x,127 pp.

A group of small town boys decide to raise enough money to build a

swimming pool after a ncgro frinktois denied admission to-a pool in the
city. The boys experience hardships and racial tensions during the
course of raising the money. Below high school level material.

7. 'DOUGLAS, WILLIAM 0., The Anatomy of Liberty, Trident Press, New
York, 1963, 194 pp.

Supreme, Court Justice Douglas presents in this boo k his thoughts
concerning the function of law in society. The four chapters in the book
are "The Individual and the State," "Executive vs. Legislative vs. Ju-
dicial," "Federalism and a "Rule of Law," "United Nations and a
of Law".
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)
Human8. EICHELBERGER; CLARE (ed.), The United Nations ana !I

1 Rights; The Eighteenth-Annual Reportokthe COminission to Study the
Organizations of Peace, Oceana TriAlleations, Dobbs Ferry, New York,
1968, 244 pp. (tent.)..

..,

This report is the Commission's contribution to the observance of the
20th anniversary of the Universal Declaration of Human. Rights. The
first part is a 46 gage summary report which represents the views of
such scholars as Vera Michels Dean, No.:nan Cousins and Walter
Reuther. The second part, much lacier, was prepared by Louis Br Sohn,
Bemis Professor of Law at Harvard University.

9. FAULli, JOilN HENRY, Fear On-Trial, Simon and Schuster, New York,
1944, 398 pp.

The story of John Henry Faulk's six:year battle to, clear his name
which had been marred by a blacklisting organization called Aware, Inc.
Aware, Inc. had labeled Faulk as not being a.loyal American. His
career in the entertainment industry was ruined, but despite hardships
he brought suit against Aware,___Inc. and won $3,500,000 in damages.

_10.EEnjEa.,!GEORGE, Justice in Moscow, Simon and Schuster, New
York, 1964.

Mr. Feifer spent a year watchin g. and listening to the courts of
Moscow. He has set -down what he saw, exactly as he'saw it: the work-
ings of the lawboth as dramatised in actual trials and as interpreted in
conversations with Russian judges, prosecutors, and defense lawyers. His
portrait of the people and flie law of Soviet Russia is a deeply revealing
onerevealing about Russia, certainly, also about ourselves, as we
measure our own version, of Anglo-Saxon justice against the justice4at
is practiced today in Moscow. '
11. FELT, SUE, Rosa-Too-Little, Doubleday & Co., New York, 1950.

Captures the flavor of New York neighborhood life- for a child of
Italian.American parentage. Book is good for early readers (5-8).

12. A Fair World for All, Whittlesey House, Division of McGraw-Hill
Book Co., New York, 1952.

This book for young people, or for people of any age, presents the
Universal Declaration of Human Rights text with interpretation of each
article "in.evervday language." Each chapter explains one article of the
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Declaratioi /bv describing what the right means to people and ijrso the
ways in which people suffer when deprived of the right. The lectures by
JeanneiBendick assist in clarification of ideas and add interest. The fore-/
wordiay Eleanor Roosevelt.

13. For All Humanity, The American Jewish Committee Ins6tute of
Human Relations, New York, or United Nations Associations of The
United States of America, New York, 1966, 52 pp.

is is a report of the Committee on Huinan Rights of the Nationalationai

C,Itizens Commission on Intem$ional Cooperation. Itwas prepared for
discussion at the 1965 White House Conference on International Coop-
eration. The report contends.that the United States has progressed in its
struggle for human equality and dignity to the point of being capable of
providing the leadership necessary in building -a greater societvlof man-
kind directed to similar goals. Several documents concerning human
rights are piescnted in this' high school leycl material.

14. For Peace and the Dignity of Man, 1964, UN and UNESCOA16 pp.

Study Guide On Human Rights for teachers. includes discussion sug-
gcstions and bibliography. Price: $1.50; offprint 50Uneseo Publica-

tions Center, 317 East 34th Street, New York, New York 10016.

15, FRIEDMAN, FRIEDA, Ellen and the Gang, William MO.rrow 'tk Co.,
New York, 1963.

-A large city housing project is the setting for this story about a teen-
age girl who cannot understand her mother's disapproval of her new
friends who come from different groups.

16. GODDARD, ALICE L. David, my Jewish Friend, Friendship Press,
New York.

,Margaret, a Christian £f seven, learns about the Jewish faith from ',her
young friend, David, and at the same time acquires a fuller understand-
ing--Other own which has its roots in Judaism. Margaret discovers that
David worships the same gc d, though in different ways. A fine vehicle
for young children needing religious encounters. r'''s

17. Human Rightsthe Dignity of Man, Oceana Publications,. Inc.,
Dobbs Ferry, New York, 1963.

This book is a stud guide for use in analysis of human rights and
the' Declaration of Hiiinan Rights. After a discussion of the meaning of
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human rights, the specific provisions relating to.human rights within the

Universal Declaration arc analyzed including freedom of the individual;

civil and political rights; economic, social, and cultural rights; and

cussion of what yct needs' to be done to. implement the Declaration.
Thoughtful discussion, suggestions, and questions follow each chaptei

18. Human Rights . . . unfolding of the American Tradition, The Preii-
-

dent's Commission for the Oliscrvance Human Rights Year 1968,

U.S. Department of State, U. S. Government Printing Office, 1968, 130

pages, $1.00.

A selection of documents.and statements that have "set human beings
free over the centuries." Begins' ithclassieal speeches by Pericles, Plato,

Aristotle, and Cicero; then continues with European documents such,as

Magna Carta, and goes on to American documents of freedom and

famous speeches.

19. JAcxsoN, jEssE,. Room for Randy, Friendship Press; New York,

1957,- 136 po.

The stoiy takes place in a small New Jersey town which is rapidly

changing. A Negro boy and his red-haired pal are faced with some prob-

lems when some toughs from a nearby town are moved into their junior

high school. Below high school level material.

20: KEATS, EZRA JACK, and CHEER, PAT, My Dog Is Lost, Thomas Y.

Crowell Co., New Vork, 1960.

Juanito, a Puerto Rican boy, helped by a Chinese-American brother

and sister, an Italian-American boy, Negro brothers, and other ebildrZn

searches for a lost dog through various sections of New York City.

21. KENWOWIIIY, LEONARD S. TcJling the U. N. Story UNESCO Pub.

lications Center, 117 East 34th Street,- New York, New York 10016,
1963, 165 pp. $2.00. -

New approaches to teaching abotit the UnitedrNations and-its related
agencies, this valuable guide*provides a wide range of practical' class-

room teaching suggestions for teaching about the United Nations family
at the elementary through the secondary school levels, as well as for
outof-school programs for young people. adults, or the community as
a whole.
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22.__KoNvrrz, MILTON R., Exp ding Liberties, The Viking Press, Inc.,
New York, 1966, 527 pp.

The author traces the expansion of old liberties, and the evolution of
new. ones in the, quarter-eentury _sincd World War II. The major divi-
sions of the boolCare "First Amendment Freedom2Civil Rights," and
"Human Rights." Events and court cases of impoittke arc discussed
as the areas of religious liberty, freedom of association, acaderilic free-
dom, censorship;-etc. are Pnalyzedv,.....

23. LF:wIT0N, MixA, Canditp's Choice, Harper, New York, 1959.

A young girl from 'Puerto Rico needs help and understanding to ad-
just to life in New York City.

24. LORD, WALTER, The Past That Would Not Die, Harper and Row,
New York, 1965, (Paper, Paper Books, New York), 246 pp. ,

The story of James Meredith entering the Univeriity of Mississippi.
The background, to this event is discussed as well as the bitterness and
rioting which accompanied Meredith's entry to the University. This book
call be easily read by high school level students.

25. OLIVER, DONALD W., and NEWMANN, FRED M., Public Issues
Series, Adapted from the Harvard Social Studies Project. American Ed-
ucation Publications, 'Columbus, Ohio, 1963-1968.

The Public Issues Series, contains a number of booklets -which selJ
'for 250 each and are designed to help students understand and discuss
persistent conflicts tied to historical and contemporary events. Each
book consists of fascinating case unitsdramatic stories of people who
experienced an event and were affected by it. The student is drawn into
the eventalmost becoming a part of itas he reads these vivid stories
which are taken from the newspaper accounts, fiction, original writings,
atitobiographies, and other sources. These books alSo contain contem-
porary cases for modern parallels that illustrate how important social
issues in history persist to this day. A teaching guide is also 'available
to accompany the books. Some of the booklets include the following:

A. The American Revolution
How is bovermpental Authority Established? To What Extent May the
People Rightfully Challenge That Authoritv? These questions were the
majoi issues of the American Revolution, as they are yet tbday. Through
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dramatic case units, students deal with these questions as they are asked
on the green at Lexington and at Selma, Alabama, in 1965.

B. 'raking a Stand
This booklet is intendCd to develop good discussion practices and tech-
niques that will lielp.students to be effective in using other Public Issues
books and dealing with all public issues. Taking a Stand features two
interesting cases for discussion. One is the "Mutiny Act," the story of

tan innocent seaman who is hanged; the other is the 'story of John
Brown's attempt to free the-slaves. Specific examples show students
how to bring direction and purpose to theif discussions; to develop
sensitivity to what' others .are saying, to identify issues and state them
clearly, and to pursue .issues systematically. They ,eal__)(k_weak-
rlses in class discussions and how to remedy-them.

C. Negro View of America
This booklet contains three casrunits which give students a broad view

of American Negro history and problems of pre-Civil War days to the,/

present. 'Statistical data on the education, employment, income; and
housing of contemporary Negroes is presented. Through analysis of the
cases presented and the factual data, students form their own evalua-
tions of the factori that contribute to the social conditions of American
Negroes.

D. Religious Freedom
Through this booklet's cases and exercises, students probe two basic
issues. (1) To what extent can there be a wall between religious prac-
tices and the affairs of-government? (2) Within what limits-should re-
ligious freedom be allowed, especially when it conflicts with 'the forms,
of society or national allegiance?

E. Rights of the Accused
This book deals with issues related to procedure and public security. It
examines, through case studies, the due process of law as it pertains to
the security of citizens and to the rights of the criminally accused:-

F. Community Change
This booklet deals with law, politics, and social attitudes. The case
studies reveal the events that occur when a community is faced with
conflicts in its social code.
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26. PEARSON. Clime, and CUTLER, CHARLES (editors), Liberty Under
Law, American Education Publications, Columbus, Ohio, 1963, 25 seg-
ments, affecting real people in actual court cases.

Guiding questions help the-Student evaluate and judge each case. The
student then reads the actual court decision and compares it with his
own. He thus gains insight into our freedoms as interpreted within the
'framework of democratic principles. This:booklet would be useful for
junior high school and senior high school students as well as adult dis-
eussibn groups. 0

27. PETERSON,- EDWARD and BARBARA, The Case of the Door Openers
vs. the Fence Builders, Friendship Press, New York, 1967.

Placed in a courtroom setting, the role of Christians in everyday living
is analyzed _;is related to the implementation of the Universal Declara-
tidn of Human Rights and the Declaration of Children's Rights. Prob
lems such as lousing, race, employment, social responsibility, prejudice,
and other problems lacing "Mr. Everyman" arc considered. Study aids
are provided in terms of a jiffy duty workbook which help in analyzing
individual and community problems related to human :rights. This book
would be useful in working with youth groups such as church organiza-
tions and HiAi. A teacher's guide is available.

28. PHILLIPS, ETHEL C. You in Hinnan Rights, Publications Service,
U. N.-U. S. A., 345 East 46 Street, New York, N,.-Y-. 10017, single copies
85c, reduction.for quantity orders.

Background infbrmation related to the hnplemt' tation of the Uni-
versal Declaration of Human Rights is given with special emphasis upon

Nje,olf both government and nongovernmental organizations. The
guidebook is organized to give help to individuals wishing to organize
discussion groups. Direction is also provided for the training of group
leaders and specific directions are provided for (Waling with human
rights topics such as Pr, 'education, pUblie accommodations, housing,
and freedom of expression. The object of..all the 'activity is to reach the
public in a meaningful way so that individual behaviors in the field of
human rights will be changed.

29. POUT!, LEO, Inanita,_Charks Sc,ibner's Sans, New York, 1948.

A Mexican-American child living on Olvera Street in Los Angeles is
the heroine in this account which tells of her everyday and special holi-
day life. (5-8)
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30. POLITI, LEO, Moy Moy, Charles Scribner's Sons, New York, 1960.

The story describes how Mov MOy and.her three older brothers cele-

brate Chinese New Year in Los Angeles' Chinatown.

31. POPE, LISTON, The Kingdom Beyond Caste, Friendship Press, New

YorkTI957,170 pp,
The author traces the history of prejudice and discrimination, showing

that they have varied in pattern froiln age to age and country to coun-
try. The question of racist superstitions and differences in races is dis-

cussed. This author's concern-With the involvement of the church in

de-aling with these and other problems is evident throughout the book.

32. ROBERTSON, A. H. (ed), Human Rights in National and Interna-
tional Law, Manchester University Press, England 1967.

The editor, Head of the Directorate of Human Rights, Council of Eu-

rope, here presents the first 'extensive analysisr-by prominent interna-
tional lawyersi of thecomplex legal problems which -res. tilt from the na-

tional enforcement of an international treaty, namely the European_:.
, -

Convention on Hun in Rights:

33. ROOT, ROBERT, and HALL, SHIRLEY W., Struggle for Decency,
Friendship Press, New York, 1965, 176 pp.

Focusing largely on the religious forces at work in rice relations, this

book faces problems of accommodations and voter registration;-providing
illusl,tions. It takes _the...reader into problems of housing, -employment,
and education. It diseusies the ways of our religions devisiveness be-

cause of race and describes attempts at reconciliation.

34. Sc1VVELB, Ecox, Human Rights and the international Community,

Quadrangle Boas, Chicago, 1964, 961. Aft,

An excellent review of the roots of the Universal' Declaration of

Human Rights and of its growth dining the first 15 years of its life-Pub-

lished by B'nai Brith and the Anti-Defamation. League, This publication
makes an excellent contribution to the interpretation and understanding.
of the impact of the Declaration of Human nights on international law
and the development of constitutional government in the newer nations.
An excellent reference book for use by all groups and all ages.

35. SEVEN, BILL, Free But Not Equal, Julian Messner, New York,'

1967,1 &9 pp.

Free But Not Equal is the story of the people and events involved in
the struggle for femrlc suffirage. The personalities and achievements of
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the women who were leaders in this movement are presented in easily
read material.

36. SILVERNIAN, MEL, Hyrnie's Fiddle, World Publishing Co.; Cleve-
land, 1960.

The adventures of flyntie, wholives, dreams, and plays on the Lower
East Side which is one of New yorles Jewish neighborhoods is an excel-
lent story for the five to eight year old age category.

37. STEIN, M. L-,k Freedom of the Fis, Julian Messner, New York,
1966, 190 pp. -

This author dealAvlith some probing questions concerning the topic of
freedom ofithe press. Questions such as "What isand is notlibel?
How public relations firms and pressure groups operate? What in-
fluence do advertisers have-in thespe of the news? etc." 'These and
other question§ are considered in 12 chapters ranging in content from
factual material concerning how we get thenews to highly controversial
material concerning movies, books' and morals.

38. STEINER, JEAN-FRANCOIS, Treblinka, Simon and Schuster, New York,

1967, 415 pp.

Treblinka is the story of a Nazi death canip. The account of haw
Jewish prisoners planned and ledn armed revolt at this camp is pre-
sented. The means used to subdue the Jews are analyzed as well as the
means used by those who successfully revolted at Treblinka.

39. SwANN, Drams LEANDER, A House For Marvin, Friendship Press,
New York, 1957, 40 pp.

A one-act play about discrimination in housing in a smalllown. The
church janitorwho has been evicted from his home-is given five thous-
and dollars by the church congregation to buy a new home. He decides
to buy in a white.neigliborhood. Some problems and 'emotiOns arc ex-
plored as menibeis of the same congregation oppose this move into
tyre white neighborhood.

40. TAYLOR, SYDNEY, All-of-a-Kind Family,,Folletti, Chicago, 1951.

Jewish immigrant family life during tfie early 20th century--on New
York's Lower East Sidegood reading-for the 'nine -to eleven age group.
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41. Teaching Human Rights, a Handbook for-Teachs,-1963, United
Nations, 79 pp. Price Sales Section, United Nations, New York,
New York 10011.7.

This study provides background information on work of the United
- Nations -and UNESCO in,the. field of human rights. It touches on ex-
periences and problems of various countries and presents miscellany of
whatdedicated teachers in differentparts of the world have done to
make the Universal Declaration more easily understood.

42. WALTRIP, LELA and RUFUS, Quiet Boy, Longmans, Green & Co.,
New York, 1961.

This is a well-fold, suspenseful story of a Navaho Indian boy's effort
to reconcile -his tribal traditions and the 20th century, on New York's
Lower East Side. (Nine to eleven age grOup).

,Wmin,13ARBARA E., Wdmen -in-the New Asia, UNESCO Publica-
tions Center, 317 East 34 Street; New York, N. Y., 10016, 1965,
$8.00.

This study tries to describe the impact of the new public status of
women upon the private, domestic lives of both sexes in the various
countries of South and Southeast Asia. Part I contains contributiOns
of social-scientists and personal autobiographical chapters concerning
the following countries: Burma, Ceylon, India, Indonesia, Laos, Ma-
laya, Pakistan, Philippines; Singapcire, Thailand, and Vietnam. Part II
contaniia studyof women's emancipation movements in Southern Asia
aiia a demographic survey, with appendixes, and the existing states of
women's rights in the countries concerned.

44. WEBS, MURIEL S. (ed.), Wealth and Want in OneWorld, Friend-
ship Press, New York, 1966, 126 pp.

brilliant symposium4scribing human beings, nations, and races of
---------itirld.,aslAyLstruggle with the problems,presented hy-the economic

extremes Of affidence and poverty. The many viewpoints of the con-
tributing authorsall outstanding leaders from different professions, '

Christian traditions and from_ three continentshelp one visualize the
world issues of today.

45. WORMSER, RENE, The Story of the Law, Sinion and Schuster, New
York, 1962, 606 pp.

This volume begins the "story of lave'.: before the Ten Commandments
and brings it up through cvents?as recent as`the New Frontier and the
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Eichman trial. Nine parts, covering the Jews; the Creeks; Socrates, Plato,__
and Aristotle; the Romans; The Cei'man T arbarians and the Feudal
Law; the Churchmen; and Western Europeans; the English; the Ameri-
cans; and the-Internationals, present iidayman's terms the story of how
our present law evolved.

46. Yearbook on Human Rights for 1968, United Nations, NewYork,
,1968.

A yearbook is published each year on constituti legislative, and
judicial developments bearing on human rights.

B. FILMSTRIPS

Inkinvtion On filmstrips may he secured -by writing to one of the
following:

-7-=----1.8INTiRNATIONAL FILM BUREAU, INC., 332 South Michigan Avenue,

Chicago, Illinois 60604.

2. SOCIETY FOR VISUAL EDUCATION, INC., Chicago, .Illinois.

3.' UNESCO Publications Center, 317 East 34th Sti4et, New York,
-New York 10016. 1

C. PHONOGRAPH RECORDS

'FOLKWAYS SCHOLASTIC RECORDS, Englewood Cliffs, New Jersey.

1. Song of the Suffragettes

2. Human Rights

3. The.Nashville Sit-in Story

4. Freedom Songs: Selma, Alabama

5. We Shall Overcome.

D. TAPES

CENTER FOR THE STUDY OF DEMOCRATIC INSITIVTIONS, Box 4068, Santa

Barbara, California 9103.

Information on the tapes available _,($5.00 per program) may he ob-
..

tained by writing the above.
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E. TRANSPARENCIES
Citizenship Education based on OurDemoeracy Wall Charts, Denoyer-

Deppert, Chicago. -

This series of 66 transparencies and overlays, based on the Our De-

mocracy series by Francis L. Bacon, considers such topics as rise of the

common man since 1789, the agencies, of justice and_ lacy, our heritage

of freedom, growth of democracy in early America, our social and eco-

nomic democracy,- our democracy in contrast to the dictatorship (ideals.

and values),,orir democracy in contrast to dictatorship. (ways of life),

._and many others: These charts or -transparcrities come complete with a

s dent manual and a 16-p ge discussion outline built on an "agree-

Clis, ree" format, designed t encourage group participation and coini.---a

analy 1.1.-tileight. The arc also thought-provoking 'questions de-

signed to stimulate dis ssion" and the exchange of opinions and to ar-

rive at conclusions. his set of visuals would be appropriate for .-the
junior or the semo nigh school level.

I



SELECTED 'PUBLICATIONS

OF THE1NATIONAL COUNCIL FOR

THE SOCIAL STUDIES

1201 Sixteenth Street, N. ., Washington, D. C. 20036 cl

`Bulletins
&ulletin No. 41 (1968). World Civitization Booklisi: Supplementary Read-
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